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CCT" our search for the place, time and motive for both forgeries, it is
I the manuscript tradition that leads us to Umbria in the middle of

Ithe 15* century.... The internal contradictions in both texts can be
resolved if one takes into account the opposition which the radical reform
must have aroused among the Clares, who were used to a more relaxed
monastic life. The interpolation inserted into the Priailege of Poaerty of
Innocent III permitted the nuns who were unwilling to accept the reform to
transfer to another place." Put briefly, this is the sobering summation of
Maleczek's brilliant study' that would require rewriting everything about
Clare since it involves two fundamental sources' which, according to
Maleczek, did not appear until two hundred years after Clare's death.

'Werner Maleczek, "Das Prioilegiarn Paupertatis" Innozenz' III. und das
Testament der Kara aon ,*r,si. IJberlegungen zur Frage ihrer Echtheit. Bibliotheca
seraphico-capuccina 47. (Roma: Istituto Storico, 1995). This study also appeared in
Collectanea Franciscana 65 (1995): 5-82 (trans. "Questions about the Authenticity of
tJae Priailege of Poaerty of Innocent III and of the Testament of Clare of Assisi,"
Greyfriars Reaiew 12 (1998) Supplement, l-80. The page numbers and other
references in this article refer to the English translation. Cited as "Privilege."

z"Priuilegium. 
Paupertatis" (1216), critical edition in the appendix on Claire

d'Assise, Ecrits. Introduction, texte latin, traductionr notes et index. Sources Chr6tiennes
325. Edited and translated by Marie-France Becker,Jean-Frangois Godet, Thadd6e
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What the author calls some "considerations on the question of
authenticity" is quickly revealed as an enorrnous doubt about the
authenticity of the Priailege of Poaerty, which research generally ascribes to
Innocent III, dating it to the last months of his pontificate. Comparison with
other privileges granted by this Pope reveals "defects" in its form, and legal
problems reinforce this doubt. Maleczek ultimately reached his conclusions
by looking at the historical context, the situation at San Damiano and the
women's religious movement in central Italy in the period after the Lateran
Council. The reader then follows attentively as still another important
source from the early days of San Damiano loses its credibility-the legend of
the official biographer'-and finally even Clare's Testan ent is tainted with the
"smell of forgery." Her express reference to Innocent lll's Priailege of
Poaerty, tJrre Testan enr's late manuscript tradition and observations on some
of its content give cause for suspicion (52). All this leads Maleczek to take
another look at the historical reality of Clare's final years with the certainty
that the text in question is apocryphal and not contemporary with Clare.
Maleczek finds the true "Sitz-im-Leben" for both forgeries in the observant
reform of the Poor Clares in Perugia. He explains the tensions of the
recently introduced reform, the archival sources of the monastery in
Monteluce as well as the formation of the sisters as the "place, time and
motive" for both forgeries and establishes their value as l5'h century sources.

At the origin of Maleczek's doubts about Innocent's Priailege of
Poaerty-and therefore the starting point of his entire study-are some
questions about papal diplomatics, the critical study of papal documents as

historical sources. The Viennese historian is also a renowned expert on the
Roman Curia under Innocent III.'He reopens a discussion that Franciscan
research had tackled at the turn of the last cerrtugrr and which, in 1924, Paul
Sabatier had decided in favor of the Priailege of Poaerty. Until today research
on Clare has basically followed Sabatier's line of thought.' If Maleczek's
fundamental questions and his findings hold sway, it would strike a terrible
blow to the historical and spiritual literature about the great woman of

Matura (Paris: Les Editionr. du Cerf, lg85), 196-198. (Flereafter Ecrits). "The
Te st flm.ent" ifi Claire d'fu sis e Eerits, I 66- I 8 5.

'Legenda S. Clarae Virginis, in ms. ll8 of the Bibl. Comunale of fusisi,
edited by Francesco Pennacchi, Assisi 1910. Along with most scholars, Maleczek
attributes the official Legenda to Thomas of Celano (cf. Maleczek, "Privilege," 35).

nCf. W.rn.r Maleczek, Papst und Kardinalskolhg am 1191 bis 1216. Die
Kardinrih unter Celexin IIL und Innocenz 11L, @ien, n.p., 1984). See also, Werner
Maleczek, "Irtrtozenz III." (Lothar von Segni), in Lexikon des Minehlters. 5,
(Miinchen-Ziirich, n.p., l99l): 43 4-437 .

sPaul Sabatier, "Le privilEge de la pauvret6," in Reutte d'histoire franciscaine I
(1924): l-54.
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fusisi. Countless authors would have built upon a "shaky" foundation of her
writings.o This questioning of key sources, coming as it does from an
auxiliary science i.e., diplomatics, is even more embarrassing when we
consider that Maleczek's study appeared shordy after the "Year of Clare."
The whole series of publications in honor of the eighth centenary of Clare's
birth, a series that seemed endless and filled bootstores to overflowing,
would now be in need of major revision.' Maleczek himself seems to have
made good use of the most recent studies on Clare. Although his

oBecause of its importance the Prioihge of Poaerty has been published in
various editions of the writings of St. Clare. In addition to the above-mentioned
Ecrits itwas included in Chiara'd'fusisi, Stitti, ed. M. Fr. Becker, J.-Fr. Godet, Th.
Matura, fly'icenza: n.p., 1986), 200-202; Leben und Schriften der hl. Kara,E;irfihrrng,
IJbersetzung und Anmerkungen von Engelbert Grau. Erliutenrngen von Lothar
Hardick, (Werl: n.p., 1980), 131-135; also in the collection: Ignacio Omaechevarria,
Escritos de Santa Clara y doeum,entos conxplernentarios, (Madrid: 1993),23+-236. Clare of
.4ssisi: Early documents, edited and translated by Regis J. fumstrong, Q.trew York:
Franciscan Institute Publications, 1993), 85-86.

'Concerning the significance of the two souces in the most recent literature
about Clare, we would point to two highly qualified authors. The influential
historical biography of Manselli's disciple, Marco Bartoli, Chiara d',4sisi. Bibliotheca
seraphico-capuccina J7. (Rome: Istituto Storico, 1989), considers the Privilege in
great detail (92-101) as an early papal guarantee of the lifesryle at San Damiano
(100). According to the same historian, Clare's Testament seems to give "a good
impression of Clare's reflection and awareness in retrospect of her own human and
religious experience" (23). Bartoli's scientific biography, which has been translated
into tlre most important languages, is explicidy supported by these sources h Chiara
d.',4ssii,43,59,62,74,84,88,95,100, 116-117,124,130,1]2,137,141,150,151,
17 l, 184, 198, 223,2 34; A psychological type of biography, from the pen of Roberto
Zavalloni, La personaliti di Chiara d',4sisi. Studio psicologio, (Assisi: n.p., 1993),
describes rhe Testament as a "a precious example of Franciscan spirituality as lived at
the beginning" (5) and calls it "the autobiographical document that best reveals the
mind of Claare in regard to Francis and his actions on behalf of the Sisters of San
Damiano. It is the document most filled with memories of herself and of Francis."
(50). Bartoli gave new emphasis to the importance of both sowces in Santa Chiara
d'Assisi. Sritti e Docum.enti, a cura di Ginepro Zoppetti-Marco Bartoli, (Assisi-
Padova-Vicenzlri n.p. 1995). Concerning the Testament, he writes that it offers "una
grande aarieti di temi autobiografici" and "it is of decisive importance in understanding
the special bonds that werC established while Francis was still living between the
community of San Damiano and the fraternity of Friars Minor, as well as all the
events that led to Innocent III's drawing up the Privilege of Poverty." (117). The
historian recognized the latter as "the first papal document in the history of the
Franciscan movement" (304). Concerning the Testfln ent, most recendy see Chiara
Augusta Lainati, "Testamento di Santa Chiara" in Dizionario Francescano. Spiritualiti,
ed. by Ernesto Caroli, (Padua: 1995),20+5-2064;2596-2598, cit. 2025: "Among the
writings of St. Clare, rhe Testamenl is the document of major autobiographical
importance, the most filled with personal memories..." Henceforth the Dizionario
will be cited as DF.
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background is not in Franciscan studies, he gives us a well-documented
portrayal of the "early history of the Domine pauperes sancti Darniani,, (25).
His many footnotes refer to the most recent research and give the
impression that his critical review of the early history of San Damiano is the
result of a thorough study of the "statw quaestionis."

However, Maleczek's brilliant considerations leave a few questions
unanswered. His theses also raise new problems that must be solved if one
wishes to substantiate his surprising new interpretation of the sources. The
following considerations are also intended to point out a few important
aspects that Maleczek overlools. They question those points where his
arguments seem scarcely plausible and in which he seems to ,,jump to
conclusions." Last of all, they point out some of the main problems with
Maleczek's reconstruction of the early history of the Damianites and offer
some answers that are a little more plausible. They are the questions of a
student of Franciscan history and spirituality who is not totally convinced by
the master's work-but who does believe it is possible that by clarifiring thl
problems raised by this brilliant new interpretation we can confirm and
deepen our understanding of two important sources.

Our observations and questions will proceed by reversing the path
of Maleczek's argumenration: we will begin with his attempt to explain the
appearance of the Priailege of Pouerty and the Testament of Clare in the
context of the observant reform of the Clares. Next, we will look at the last
years of Clare's life and ask if the Testarnent actu,ally fits in so poorly with her
experience and the whole body of her authentic writings. This great sister,s
conflict with Gregory IX and a look at papal poliry regarding women
religious raise the question of whether the "doubdessly authentic" Priailege
of Poaerty by Pope Gregory in 1228 could have been the firsr and only one in
the history of San Damiano.* Thomas of Celano, whose Vita frrst describes
Clare's community in 1228 and continuously throughout the next 40 to 50
years, was certainly better informed and more reliable than Malezczek
considers him. Lastly, a careful examination of the earliest testimonies lools
to the years immediately after the Lateran Council and questions whether or
not it was truly impossible for Innocent to have granted such a privilege.

This study shall pose a few questions that Maleczek must answer if
his new interpretation of the circumstantial evidence is to be seen as more
"plausible," more convincing than the carefully elaborated view of Clare's
struggle for poverty that begins with the Priailegium of Innocent III and,
through a period of some 40 turbulent years, leads to the passionate
exhortation contained in her Testament.

*Maleczek, "Privilege," 32, 39.
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1. Forgers in the observant Poor Clare monastery in Perugia
and "a convincing reason"?

"Something is proven to be a forgery," Maleczek explains with a

glance at the early research, "only when one succeeds in pinpointing the
time of its composition and the circumstances which give rise to it."' He
then finds the necessary archival material, "a great interest" in Clare, a
capable scriptorium and even a "convincing reason" for the two forgeries in
the convent of Monteluce in Perugia-around the middle of the l5'h
century. Actually, at first glance Maleczek's placing the two texts in the
context of the tensions of the Poor Clare Reform that had just taken place
there is convincing. Thus the late manuscript tradition is explained and the
"defects in form" of Innocent's Priailegium are attributed to some
contemplative nuns' lack of knowledge of chancery affairs. At the same time,
two seemingly anachronistic early Franciscan sources unexpectedly speak to
us of a turbulent period that began 200 years after Clare's death. Maleczek is
quite knowledgeable about the situation in Perugia: the activity of the first
Observants in the Friar Minor convent of Monteripido, their popularity
among the people, the sisters' growing desire for reform, the arrival of the
observant Poor Clares from Foligno and a few well established nuns'
opposition to the new lifestyle of strict poverty. In this turbulent context he
finds the "place, time and motive for both forgeries.""' Some doubts about
the texts in question regard the time, others the motive and place of the
ttforgeries."

The idea that both texts were composed ca. 1450 can be sustained
only if all the manuscripts found up to now are of a later date. Maleczek
believes that this is true of the manuscripts from Messina and Uppsala (late
l5'h century), as well as of the Madrid iodex (early l6'n century). Both the
Testaruent in the Urbino codex and the one in a compilation from Brussels
must be from around 1500. A copy of the Priailege of Poaerty spoken of in a

chronicle of the Poor Clare monastery of S. Lucia di Foligno goes back to
the early 16'h century. Of special interest are the first translatilns of these
two documents into the vernacular: a French version of the Priuilege of
Poaerty from 1482-84 and a middle Dutch translation from the late l5'h
centurlri there are also a French translation of rhe Priailege of Poaerty and the
Testanxent which the copyist dates as l4'h century and a French version of the
Testantent from around l500." Yet the dating of some of these manuscripts is

"Maleczek, "Privilege," 65; see also the following citation.
"'See the whole citation at the beginning of t}ris article.
"The discussion of the various manuscripts can be found in Maleczek,

"Privilege," 46-51.
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quite controversial: Diego Ciccarelli has dated the manuscript from
Montevergine,/Messina to the l4'h century.'' Marco Bartoli has recently
expressed his agreement with this date." Margarete Anderssen-Schmitt
described Codex C63 from Uppsala which, according to the catalog of
Uppsala, is from the 14" century,'4 but based ot p"l"ogr"phical criteria
Engelbert Grau would rather place it in the 15'h century." Jean-FranEois
Godet agrees with him,'o while here too Bartoli holds for the l4'h century.',
After a brief discussion of each manuscript, Werner Maleczek tends without
exception to the later dating: all belong at least "ro the second half of the
l5'h century"" and in part they diffeiconsiderably from the description
provided by the library or by other researchers. Only a thorough
examination of the manuscripts from Messina and Uppsala (146 century?)
and the French translation from Le Puy (14'h century?) can ultimatlly
provide clarity on this. Apart from the controversy about the dating, there
are two other noteworthy facts that need to be taken into account: a) in the
l5'n century (at the very latest) there are already French and Dutch
tr-anslations of these questionable sourcesl b) a manuscript with the priailege
of Pouerry and the Teyament that likewise originated in the 15s century (at
the very latest), is found in the Swedish Motherhouse of the Brigittines, and
may even have been written at Vadstena."' These findings indicate an early
and remarkably wide geographical distribution of the sources in question.
Furthermore, the Brigittine manuscript comes from outside the Franciscan
movement. If Maleczek uses the manuscript tradition selectively to argue for
its origin in Perugia,"' must he not likewise explain this early and broad

''D. Ciccarelli, "I manoscritri francescani della Biblioteca lJniversitaria di
Messina" in Miscellanea Franciscana 78 (1978) 517 -521; D. Ciccarelli, ,,Contributi alla
recensione degli scritti di S. Chiara" in Miscellanea Franciscana 79 (1979) 349-351.

"See, Chiara d'Assisi. Scritti e Docum.enti,305.

'*M. Anderssen-Schmitt, Manuscripta Mediaeztalia (Jpsalenia, (Uppsala: n.p.,
1970), 89.

. "Engelbert Grau, "Die Schriften der heiligen Klara und die Werke ihrer
Biographen," in Moairnento religioso femminile e franiucaneimo nel secoh XII. Atti del
WI Conoegno internazionale. Asisi 1l-13 ottobre 1979, (Assisi: n.p., 1980), 214.

'nSee Godet, "Pr6sentation d6taill6e des Ecrits de Claire" in Ecrits, 16-28,
25.

t'See 
Chiara il',4ssisi, Sritti e Documenti, 305 .

''See Maleczek, "Privilege," 46-5l, 79.
t'See Maleczek, "Privilege," 49.
20.(mr- " l he manuscripts- in which the Testam.ent and the Priailege of Poaerty can

be found, have, as far as t-heir origin can be established, a .onn"..don with the
observant reform of the Poor Clares in central Italy," Maleczek, "Privilege,', 77.
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distribution, a distribution that, according to his own late dating, would have

taken place in only a few years or decades?

After offering a detailed description of the Observant movement in
central Italy, especially in Perugia, Maleczek's presentation of the substance
of the "convincing reason" for the forgery is rather disappointing. According
to him, the motive was to resolve a "transfer" problem. Because a few nuns
refused to follow the strict reform, they supposedly could be pushed out
with a forged privilege granted by Innocent III with the clause, "Et si qaa

mulier nollet aut non posset obsentare huiusrnodi propositum, aobisatnr. non habeat

ntansionern, sed ad loatm aliurn transferantar [And if any woman does not want
to, or cannot observe a proposal of this sort, let her not have a dwelling
place among you, but let her be transferred to another place]." Maleczek
sketches the concrete background of the problem: in 1448, 22 nuns went
from the reformed monastery of S. Lucia di Foligno to Perugia and at
Monteluce immediately initiated reform measures in the spirit of the
Observant reform. A wave of new women entered. A few of the established
nuns left, however, with the permission of the Pope and the Cardinal
Protector of the convent and made their way to another monastery of the
city that had merged with Monteluce in 1430, St. Mary of the Angels.

In 1449, with a mandate addressed to the governor of Perugia,
Nicholas V further pursued this transfer poliry for nuns unwilling to accept
the reform. A certain sister Chiara transferred to the monastery of the
"dissatisfied," then went to the Benedictines. After a plague, she went back
to the now empty monastery of St. Mary, and there, without any
authorization, but with the support of some of the citizens of Perugia, began
to build a new monastery. Monteluce expressed its opposition, and in 1468

won a suit at the curia and sold the monastery of St. Mary of the Angels that
same year. The obstinate Sister Chiara left the monastery in August of 1468

with a few companions. "Given their opposition to the Observant Reform,"
Maleczek concludes, "why not allow these sisters simply to leave and then
justi$z their departure with a document by Innocent III?""

However, was it really easier to justiS, their departure by creating a

forgery supposedly from 240 years earlier, when the Popes contemporary to
the Perugian reform had already allowed the sisters to transfer? ln 1447

Eugene fV gave the Vicar General of the Observants plenipotentiary rights
on behalf of the Italian Poor Clares, and this included transfers." In 1449, a

"Maleczek, "Privilege," 78.

"On February 5, 1447 Eugene IV conferred upon the General Vicar and
"auf ibrer Stufe" also the Provincial Ministers of the Observants for all tJr,e "moniales
et slrores... S. Clarae... et earurn m.onasteria... potestatem.facuhatemque... tam. in capite
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year that is interesting for our case, Eugene's successor, Nicholas V,
instructed the governor of Perugia to transfer the sisters who were not
willing to reform. Would it not have been more logical to appeal ro these
already available legal means?" Even the successor of Eugene W and
Nicholas V, the talented diplomat Pius II, Enea Silvio Piccolomini,'*
supported the reform of the Poor Clares from the outset. In the second
month of his pontificate he confirmed the Rule of St. Clare together with
the constitutions of the French reformer, Colette, Nicolette Boylet." Just
how disposed he was to requests from Observants and Poor Clares can be
seen in a lengthy series of letters to the Franciscan Order, which also resolve
many particular problems.'n

Doesn't Maleczek's thesis about it removing a problem seem rather
strange? Would the sudden appearance of a previously unknown privilege
by Pope Innocent have been accepted so readily by the recalcitrant sisters?
Not only the reformed, but also the well-established sisters were from the
city's nobility as can be seen from their life-style. Therefore they had a

similar education and, as their behavior shows, they acted self-confidently,
resolutely, and with political acumen. They would hardly have been

quam in mem.bris uiitandi, corigend.i, am.ooendi, deponendi, transferendi [nuns and
sisters...of St. Clare...and their monasteries...the authority and right to visit,
correct, remove, depose, and transfer either the superiors or the members]." The
document expressly concerns the questions about the Rule of St. Clare. See
Ballarium Franciscanum continens Constitationes-Epistulas-Diplom.ata Rmnanorum,
PontiJiciam. Eugenii IV et Nicolai V ad tres Ordines 5..N. Francisci spectantia, NS 1, ed.
Lllrich Hiintemann, (Ad Claras Aquas,Quaracchi: Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1929),
524-526, cit. 525.

"A papal mandate dated March 28, 1449 ordered the Governor of Perugia,
for example, to transfer "to S. Maria degli Angeli some nuns of Monteluce who
would not or could not observe the rule of the Order and hence could not live in
peace and harmony with the others," Maleczek, "Priilege," 77.

'?ius II himself wrote a reform plan for the Church and throughout it
showed sensitivity to the spiritual reform movements: "Pio II seppe d'abro canto anche
interpretnre le ansie, le pflure e il diffuso deiderio di un rinnoaam.entr spirituille che si
staoano facendo strada nelle coscienze del tem,po [Pius II knew on t]re ot]rer hand to
interpret as well the anxiety, fear, and widespread desire for a spiritual renewal that
were making inroads in the conscience of the time]." Domenico Gasparri, Cronohgia
dei Papi e dei Antipapi, (Milan: n.p., 1995), 206.

'5Pius II's letter of 18 October 1458 in Bulhrium Franciscanum' continens
Constitutianes-Epistulas-Diplamata Rom.anorum. Pontificium Callitcti IIL Pii il et Pauli
II ad tres Ordines S.P.N. Francisci spectantia, NS 2, ed. Joseph M. Pou y Martf, (Ad
Claras Aquas, Quaracchi : Collegium S. Bonaventur a.e, 19 3 9), 2 60 -27 6.

'uA glance at the two above-mentioned Bullaria literally speaks volumes
about Papal diplomacy ca. 1450.
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influenced or swayed by an obviously new manuscript-with no older
copies.

The same doubts apply to the Testarnen. If its purpose was, in this
tense reform situation, "to bring the hesitant and the rebellious to concede,"
the considerable work spent on the forgery would mean that its forgers
counted on its being accepted. This certainly could not be taken for granted
in Perugia: the sudden appearance of a previously unknown testament of St.
Clare approximately 200 years after the Saint's death", in a manuscript from
their very own scriptorium and with no older copy to show for it, would
have had no great hope ofbeing considered credible.

The supposed action of the forger-whether a Poor Clare or a Friar
Minor-also raises some questions. The forger presumably combined two
documents of Gregory IX from their own archives: the Priailege of Pouerty
for Monteluce, dated 16 June 1229, and a subsequent confirmation of
property, dated 4 November 1229. The transferatur formula would have
supposedly been added by the forger. However, the following should be
noted: The forger evidently skillfully imitated terminology that could have
only come from the "semi religious" earh days of the women's movement:
the dismayed "consorelle"" who are overtaxed by the difEcult lifestyle are
referred to simply as "mulieres"l "locu.s" also is reminiscent of the early
Franciscan name for the communities of the brothers" and of the first sisters
or other quasi-religious"' women, and, in any case, expresses a still legally
insecure, substantially undefined developmental phase."

"The original manuscript of the possible forgeries lras not preserved in
Perugia. Maleczek, however, believes that besides the Urbino codex (49-50) the
manuscript from Messina can also be traced back to the scriptorium in Perugia. If
this text (like all the other documents of the flourishing scriptorium of Monteluce-
and Foligno) is, according to Maleczek, clearly "frori thJsecond half of the 15"
century (47), the sisters from that day would have even more easily recognized the
handwriting of their own eral

'*As Maleczek, "Privilege," 78, calls the Poor Clares who were unwilling to
reform. It concerns the leader of the objectors, Sr. Clare, actually a professed sister
who in 1468 had been living in the cloister for at least twenty years.

"Gennaro Bove,"Luogo, cella, casa, eostru,zione," in DF 1019-1016.

"'Cf. TestCl 53 (locus) andJacques de Vitry, who in 1216 speaks of the
"hospitia" of the "sorores minores" (see below), In that regard there is an interesting
cross-reference to the Waldensians and the Humiliati: Giovanni Gonnet, "La donna
presso I movimenti pauperistico-evangelici," in Mooimento religioso femminile e

francescanesim.o nel secolo XIII. Atti del WI Conuegno intemazionale, Assisi 11-13 ottobre
1979, (Assisi: n.p., 1980), l0l-129, 115. Curial documents from the time of
Flonorius III speak of the "monasteria" (for Perugia already in 1222); The Bull
"Sacrosancta Romana Ecclesia," ed. Bullarium Franciscanum. Rmnanoram Pontificium
constitutiones epistolas ac diplomata continens tribus Ordinibus Minorum, Clarissarum et
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In this case the potential forger must have acted with cunning and
considerable historical imagination." How then can one explain the peculiar
cross-breeding of two letters of Pope Gregory which ended in the version
from Innocent which, according to Maleczek, is so terribly defective? Why
not simply manipulate the Privilege of Poverty by Gregory rather than make
use of an additional confirmation of property and adapt its extremely
unsuitable context into the Priailege of Poaerty, deleting the passages
concerning property? What was the purpose? Simply because its formula of
sanction (coruminatio poenae) sounds much stronger? Or in order to retain a
solemn formula-whose credibility is threatened by personal improvisation?
The puzzling action of the forger - whether female or male-needs a better
explanation if we are to hold that "Innocent's Priuilege of Poaerty" was
created from the above-mentioned texts. At this point a further observation
needs to be made: Both of the authentic letters of Gregory from 1229,
which Maleczek believes a forger then "crossbred" in 1450, display peculiar
differences in their salutation, although they were writren within a few
months of each other by the same Pope to the same community. The precise
structure of the Letter of protection contrasts with the legally imprecise,
open and not atypical chancery style of the opening lines of Gregory's
Priailege of Pooerty, which even Maleczek considers doubtlessly authenticl
The contrast is so remarkable that the two formulas could hardly have come
from the same period. Does not the one letter-namely, the Priailege of
Pouerty-seem to follow a model from long before Gregory's pontificate,
and isn't it possible to interpret Gregory's document as a confiffnation of
the earlier one?

Priailege of Pouerty for Perugia
(l6June 1229) sirnple form.ala
Gnrconrus episcopus,
Servus servorum Dei,
dilectis in Christo filiabus

Letters of protection for Perugia
(4 November 1229) solem.nform.ula

Gneconrus episcopus,
servus servorum Dei,
dilectis in Christo filiabus

Poenitentium a seraphico patriarcha sancto Francisco institutis concessa, ed. J. H. Sbaralea,
l: Ab Honorio III ad Innocentium IIII, (Roma, n.p., 1759), ll-15. The Ballarium.
will hereafter be abbreviated as Bullariam Franciscanum [this is vol. 1: hence,
Bullarium Franciscanum l, I I -l 51.

"The "transfer" mandates of Popes Eugene IV and Nicholas V to the Vicar
General of the Observants and the authorities of Perugia were cerrainly more
precise.

l2The contrast between the world of the reform monastery of Monteluce in
1450 and the early days at San Damiano is shown by Stefano Felicetti, "Aspetri e
risvolti di vita quotidiana in un monastero perugino riformato: Monteluce, iecolo
XV," in Collectanea Franciscana 65 (1995): 555-6+2.
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Salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

Abbatisse
Monasterii sancte Marie de monte Lucio
Perusini
Eiusque sororibus tam presentibus quam
futuris religiosam viram professis in
perpenlum

Clare'sTestament and Inndocent III,s priaihge of poaerty:

Genuine or Cleuer Forgeries?

Just like Gregory,s-privilege addressed to San Damiano (122g), the
very open and legally peculiar address of the perugian privilege Larks back
to those early years of life in San Damiano, in which tt 

" 
o.,J in authority

was not called the ,,abatissa,, and the community did not yet live in a
"monastery" (before Hugolino,s regulations of Lil91.r, M,rri it not have

l.:"..."k"1_&om a prwious privilJge? In order ,o fro""-i""ocent III,s
Priailege of 

-Pyaerry 
a forgery, Mal"cz.k must not only shed *or" tigfra on the

motive and benefit in 1450 as well as the sophisticated ,"tro_l"rrgftrrge usedin amending clause and the enigmati. c.oss_breeding of the f"G. He must
also be able-to explain_ the apparent dissimilarity i.i"tirgi, ti" 

"o_p"."daddresses of the two letters from Gregory in 1229. We shall later take ad::... 
l"-"-k at rhe appearance of Gr"g;ry,, priailege of poaerty 

1\1,ZZ_IZZO1,which Maleczek treats much too quicfiy. 
-

I would like to summarize the first round of questions. The
ma_nuscript tradition allows the dating of a forgery from around 1450, its
1nr["y the Perugian reform of the p6or Clarei provided th"i-Mrl..r.k,
late dating can be accepted, the opinion of other scholars notwithstanding.
At the same time Maleczek *ould have to offer a plausible .*pi"rr"tio, of
how we could have-within years, or at least a few decades_the rapid and
broad spread of the writings and translations of the priailege oJ eorrrry 

^naTestarnent thrgughorrt the Franciscan world. The motivati"; fir, the fo"rgery
presented in his thesis-allowing rhe transfer of the sisters unwillin! to
reform rather than pressuring th; hesitant-hardly seems plr.rribl", at least
as far as Perugia is concerned. Both documents, coming'as ,,fresh,, copies
from the scriptorium with no newly discorrer"j prior fr"ftr, *orrld harr"

l"rdt received widespread 
""."ptrr.". The extravagance ofa iorgery in the

Perugian contexr with such a little chance of s.Iccess, wifl nZed to be
explained even more. clearly, since this was after Eugene W and pope
Nicholas V-even before 1450-had facilitated and allowed the transfer of
the unwilling sisters from the reform monasteries. Maleczek's theory about
the Testament's forgery as an instrument of the reform sets off a whole

"Under llonorius III, perugia had already become a ,,monasterium,,, 
as wesaid above (1222).
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string of problems, which shall be clarified further in the second round of
questions.

2. Clare's Testament: A legacy for San Damiano or simply an
instrument of reform?

"The main concern of the Testarnent is the unconditional
observance of poverty," Maleczek says accurately, although with a bit of
bias.'* Then he continues: "The repeated insistence on this virhre is more
appropriate to the time of the Observant Reform in the second half of the
l5'h century than in the years before Clare's death."" In San Damiano
poverty must not be threatened, while 200 years later the reformers were
having great difEculty reintroducing it: "Both at S. Lucia di Foligno and at
Monteluce/Perugia the abbesses were serious about living the radical
demands of poverty." Perhaps it was their idea "to produce a text brought
against the hesitant and rebellious, a text that was supported by the authority
of the foundress, and thus in this way bring them to acquiescence?" 'o The
explanation seems plausible if we ignore the problem of the acceptance of a
suddenly surfaced ".opy" of a document for which no previously existing
sources are found or can be found by educated Poor Clares. We must now
critically consider whether or not the reform even provides a plausible
context for the appearance of Clare's Testaruent.

'*A second, equally fundamental element concerns the sisters' relationship
to Francis-and to the friars (part 1) and a third element concerns the sisters' love
for one another (part 3). Cf. Chiara Augusta Lainati, "Testamento di Santa Chiara,"
2025: "Alla fine della aita Chiara rieaoca con animo cum.n osso e grato la su.a. 'conuersione'
alh seqaela di Cristo, i suoi primi rapporti con Francesco e l'opera di lui a faaore del
rnonastero di San Damiano; si dffind.e poi am.piam.ente a parlare della 'ignora nostra la
santa poaerti' Eosata dal Rei dei re e d.ella saa Madre poaerella. Traspare limpido, nella
chiusa, il clim.a della fratemiti di San Dam.iano, che il lingaaggio parenetico di Chiara oa
sottolineando con sfum.ature di 'madre e sert)a' delle figlie e sorelle [At th. end of her life,
Clare recalls, with deep feeling and gratefrrlness, her 'conversion' to the following of
Christ, her early relationship with Francis and his work on behalf of the monastery
of San Damiano. Then she speaks at length of "Our Lady Holy Poverqy'' espoused
by the King of kings and of His Poor Mother. The fraternal climate of San Damiano
is clearly seen in the conclusion, underlined by such words as "mother and seryant"
of her daughters and sisters]." Since poverty is an expression of her love of Christ,
rhe Testam.ent, with all tlree of its parts, must, in my opinion, be read as a "Charter
of Love." In that respect it would fit in surprisingly well with Francis's forma aitae for
San Damiano, which depicts the radical following of the sisters in their relationship
to God-daughters of the Father, Brides of tle Spirit, Companions of Jesus-and to
the brothers.

"Cf. Maleczek, "Privilege," 78; and the citations immediately following.
'o Maleczek, "Privilege," 69-70.
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Maleczek offers the following incriminating factors against the
Testament's authenticity: the manuscript tradition in comparison to
Innocent III's Priailege of Poaerty; the silence of contemporary sources even
as to Francis's supposed prophecy; the possibility of a move from San
Damiano to another place; linguistic differences with Clare's letters and an
insistence on poverty that was seemingly groundless at that time. This
wealth of arguments, when treated in detail, is impressive-but expects
modern scholarship on Clare to put up with a large number of blind spots.
On this point too Maleczek needs to respond to a few questions involving
both the manuscripts and the contemporary sources as well as the
incriminating factors found in the content.

fu per the manuscript situation, we have just explained that
Maleczek-as we understand from his thesis-continuously leans towards
the late dating. Actually, however, some individual manuscripts that also
contain Clare's Testaruent are dated much earlier by other scholars, some of
whom place them as early as the l4'h century. In this case, too, as in the case
of Innocent's Privilege, further study alone can offer clarity. [Iere, too,
however, if the late dating of the known sources is correct, it would be
necessary to explain the considerable geographic distribution of the
"forgery" in the l5'h century. For example, could the Testamenr be copied by
the Brigitines in Swedish Vadstena in this same period at the very latest?"
And perhaps as early as the l4m century, but during the 156 century at the
very latest, the Testarnenr can already be found in a French translation.'*

The lack of a contemporary source for the Tettarnent of Clare is, as

Maleczek himself notes, an argun enta?n ex silentio without "great power of
persuasion." Yet the autlor mentions what he considers an "unexplainable
silence" in order to cast doubt on the existence of the Testament in "the last
weeks" of the abbess' life. "None of the fifteen Sisters who testified at the
Canonization Process shows any knowledge of it, even though they are
directly addressed in verse six...."" To say that in the autumn of 1253 no
sister "knew" about Clare's Testament is simply jumping to conclusions. He
does not do justice to the source and accuses the sisters of knowing only
what they said-stating that "there is no reasonable motive for her sisters to
conceal or keep quiet about it." Marco Bartoli has carefully shown how the
acts of the process that we have today were created.*'This study is interested

"Cf. Maleczek, "Privilege," 49-5l
t'Cf. Maleczek, "Privilege," 51.

" Cf. Maleczek, "Privilege," 53.
*'Bartoli, 

Chiara d',*isi, 14-17. The acts are available in their old Umbrian
dialect in the first edition of the "Processo di canonizzazione di S. Chiara," ed. Z.
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in only one detail: the episcopal investigating commission questioned
Clare's companions and friends from her early days specifically and was

seeking information about the aita, conuersio, conuersatio ac ruiracala of the
purported saint.*' The sisters had to respond to predeterruined qaestions.The
witnesses and questioners alike wanted to gather those details that, in their
opinion, reinforced the holiness of the great sister. If we do not have at hand
today copies of the list of questions used at that time, we can assume from
the pattern of the answers that the literary heritage was not part of their
purview. If the sisters do, however, speak of a document, it is understandably
the Priailege of Poaerty: a tangible expression of their povertlr, Clare extracted
it from Gregory IX in a courageous conflict; she lived it heroically with her
community and-over the years and decades she protected it as their single
legal safeguardl And in her love for the poor Christ, shordy before her death
she strongly recommended it to her sisters once again.*

Lazzeri in Archiuuk Franciscanum Historicam l3 (1920) 439-493 and most recendy in
Chiara d',4sisi. Scritti e Documenti, 147-215.Further references will be listed as

ProCan with the number of the witness, and then the section of the testimony
referred to (ProCan 2,10 indicates second wimess, section 10).

*'Innocent fV entrusted this responsibility to the Archbishop of Spoleto,
Bartholomaeus Accorombani, in his Bull, "Gloriosus Deus" as follows: "Cum. igiter
dignam. debitumque nimis exsistat, ut illa, quam Diaina clem.entia dicirn;as Venerabilem, in
m.ilitanti Ecduia honoretur, Fratemitati tuae per Apostolica Scripta mandam.as, (laatenus

de oita, conaersione, et conaersatiune ipius, ae de Praedictis m.iraculis, eoram.que

circum.stantiis uniueris, inquiras, secundum. interrogatoria quae rub Bulla tibi mittim.us
interclusa, diligenter et sollicite, aeritatem.. Et quae super praemisis inueneris, fideliter,
publica manu conscripta, mb tao igilh Nobis *uileas destinare [It is fitting and right that
she be honored in the Church Militant. For the divine merry becaue of her gifts of
grace and the worth of her miracles has demonstrated that she be venerated by the
faithful. Therefore, we direct Your Brotherhood, through apostolic letters, to
diligendy and carefrrlly research her life, conversion, and manner of life, as well as

the truth of all the aforesaid miracles and all their particulars according to the
questions we send you included under this Bull. As for what you may find out about
the aforesaid matters, be careful to send it to us under your seal, wriften faithfi:lly
through a notary...l." Innocent IV, Bull Gloriosas Deus of October 18, 1253, cited in
Armstrong, Clare of Asii: Early Docaments 134.

*'Typical of this are the statements of Sora Philippa de Gislerio. In one
place she speals of the document "Et lo Priuilegio ile la poaerti, lo quale li era stato

concesso, lo bonoraaa con moba reoerentia, et guardaaalo bene et con diligentia, tem.endo de

non lo perdere lThe Prioilege of Pouerty granted to her was honored with great
reverence and kept well and with great diligence since she feared she might lose it],"
(ProCan 3,14). It later says that the "Form of Life" contained in the Testament,

because of the lack of confirmation of the Rule, became their juridical and spiritual
inheritance: "Et nella fine della vita sua, chiamate tucte le Sore suoi, lo' recomandb
attentissimamente 1o Privilegio de la poverti [At th" end of her life, after calling
togetlrer all her sisters, she entrusted the Prhtilege of Pouerty to them]" (ProCan 3,32).
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Recalling it actually promised to help show the holiness of the great
sister.*' The Testarnezr-presuming its authenticity-became in Clare's later
years a spiritual testament for her sisters. As such it must have undoubtedly
carried the greatest of weight for her. However, it had no juridical power,
which is why on her death bed Clare so strongly recommende d the Priailege.
Even greater meaning than the Testarnent and the Priailege of Poaerty
together was given to the Rule that she wrote when, just hours before her
death, it received official approval. Would not the long-desired approval of
the Rale in the summer of l253-unexpectedly and with a haste that is not
typical of chanceries*-overshadow the Testament? In the Rule approved by
the Pope, both her spiritual and legal legacy, Clare achieved her greatest
success and the community a great breakthrough after the occasionally
dramatic years of struggles, hope and fearsl This too the witnesses recall
during the process, a few months after the event: only one mention of it is
recorded, and this is so surprising in its simplicity and brevity, which makes
the non-appearance of the Testament in the acts of the process all the more
pardonable for the historian.*'

With an eye to Clare's holy life the interrogatorium did not ask
about her writings, and even the sisters did not feel Clare's Testartent wrs
worthy of mention for the expected canonization. What was valid for the
process can also be determined from Clare's biographers. If they must make
mention of something written by the saint, then, and understandably so, it

n'Clare's youngest sister, Beatrice, does so obviously when she crowns her
acconnt with the love of the privilege of poverty: "Adamentata in ebe era h sanctiti de
epsa m.a.donna Chiara, respase: . .. et m.axim.amente nello amore del Priailegio della poaerti
[fuked in what Lady Clare's holiness consisted, she replied: . .. and, most especially,
in her love of the Priailege of Poaerty)" (ProCan 12,6). L theologian, with an eye to
Clare's letters, might have expressed it more precisely, but not as simply: "[Ier love
for Christ in accordance with the privilege of evangelical poverty."

*Engelbert Grau described the unusual path of this approval in Scbriften,
208-2lt.

"Once again it is the testimony of Sister Philippa, third witness and
documented with the most detailed account. Concerning tJr,e Prbilege of Pooerty
which Clare once again recommended on her death bed, the witness reported: "Her
great desire was to have the Rule of the Order confirmed with a papal bull, to be able
one day to place her lips upon the papal seal, and, then, on the following day to die.
It occurred just as she desired. She learned a brother had come with letters bearing
the papal bull. She reverendy took it even though she was very close to death and
pressed that seal to her mouth in order to kiss it. On the following day .. . she passed
from this life to the Lord" (ProCan 3,32). N.B., It is not the fact of the Rale itself that
is being emphasized, but the event of its approval. Philippa believes in Clare's
prophetic foresight, and that the things happened exacdy as Clare hoped they would.
The approval of the Rule thus is reported clearly as a sign of Clare's holiness.
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would be the Rule: a historical noaum-the first time a woman composed a

Rule for women-and its recognition, long desired and obtained only a few
hours before death came to her.* Surprisingly this receives only a passing
reference in the official vita, without any explicit meotion of the Rule." Is it
surprising, then, if the Testarnent does not appear in this second most
important contemporary source after Clare's death? Do we need to find an
explanation of why her Testament too is not mentioned later-and together
with the Rule fades from the perspective of the sisters and witnesses? After
IJrban IV (1261-1264) succeeded in joining all the monasteries of the Ordo
sancti Dantiani and all the Poor Clares into the Ordo sanctae Clarae and
obliging all of them to follow his own Rule, both of Clare's legacies lost
their importance.*' Does that not also explain why Clare's Testarnent had
already disappeared to a large extent from the manuscript tradition in the
l3'h century?

Among the structural "incriminating factors" Maleczek tried to
make two statements etc eaenut.. One of these concerns the Testantent 52: "lf
the sisters spoken of ever leave and go elsewhere, let them be bound, after
my death, wherever they may be, to observe that same form of poverty that
we have promised God and our most blessed father Francis." Maleczek is of
the opinion that before Clare's death leaving San Damiano would be
unthinkable, and the warning would only make sense after the construction
of the urban monastery and "its display of splendor." The text would thus
"have been formulated in reaction to later developments in the Order of St.

{See Bartoli's brief comment on this in Chiara d.Asii, Scritti e Documenti,
39-4t.

*'LegCl 4l reports that Innocent IV, together with the cardinals, hurried to
visit the handmaid of Christ and "how he approved her way of life." This fleeting
reference may seem surprising, given the significance ofthe approbation ofthe Rule.
On the other hand, even in the official life of Francis of Thomas of Celano, written
in 1228, there is no mention at all of the Rule of the Friars Minor; this is surprising,
given its significance and the struggles that marked its composition. Let us keep in
mind that tlre official aita per Cariam. approbata was destined for the whole Ecclesia
m.ilitans. Matters of internal interest to the Order had to stay in the background of
the account.

*See L6zaro lriarte, Franciscan History: Tbe Tbree Orders of St. Francis of
Assisi, (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1982), 447.The evolving of this legislation
is accurately described by L. Oliger, "De origine regularum Ordinis S. Clarae"
Archiaum, Franciscanum Historicum,5 (1912) 181-209. Even San Damiano accepted
the new Rule; see F. Casolini, "Sainte Claire et les Clarisses" DS 5 (Paris:
Beauchesne, 1964),1401-1422.The original Latin tent of the Rule of lJrban, wriften
by the Cardinal Protector Cajetan Orsini, can be found in "Bolla Beata Clara virtute
clarens" of Oct. 18,1263 in Bullarium. Franciscanum 2, 509-521.
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Clare."*'A few simple marginal corrrments might be enough to examine
Maleczek's hasty certainty. Nowhere do Clare's writings allow us to grasp a
type of stabilitas hci, hke the Benedictine nuns lived, and as Hugolino,s
constitutions also established.'" Clare herself was tempted-at least once-to
leave San Damiano and Assisi." If the sisters were unable to hve a aita
itinerans as the friars did," Clare's writings still reveal the early Franciscan
pilgrimage spirituality: the sisters too should be "pilgrims and strangers,,,
who follow the homeless Lord and his poverty." The idea that, because of
evangelical poverty, the sisters, like the brothers, should cling to no place,
has made a lasting impression on the spirituality that goes beyond their
uncertain beginnings.'* Clare will ultimately write inher Rale, as Francis did
in the Rule for the fftars: "Sorores nibil sibi approprient nec d.ontaru nec hcunt.
nec aliquana rem. Et tanxqaaTn peregrinae et adoenae in hoc saecah, in paupertate
et bumilitate Doruino farnalantes...[Let the sisters not appropriate anything,
neither a house nor a place nor anlthing at all; and, as pilgrims and strangers
il fi: world, serving the Lord in poverty and humility...)" (RegCl8,l-2)-. In
this light the instruction about a change of dwelling found in Clare,s
Testaruent does not seem remarkable. We can cite at least two events
concerning this general statement that may have confronted Clare with the
possibility of moving the community from San Damiano. As we know, in
1240 the litde monastery was attacked by the troops of Emperor Frederick
II: "At the mercy of the eflem/, like all the small buildings in the
countryside," with its church "far removed from the city walls', and

*"Maleczek, "Privilege, " 54-5 5.

__ 

t"Hugolino's 
Constitutions write about those who are subject to his form of

life: "A11 ... should observe this law of life and discipline, and remain enclosed the
whole time of their life. After they have entered the enclosure of this Order and have
assumed.the lgligious habit, they should never be granted any permission or faculty
to leave." RegHag 4, Cf. Armstrong, Clare, gl-2.

"It was her desire, around 1220, to go to Morocco and to suffer mart,rdom
for love of Christ. FIer seriousness is seen in the fact that 30 years later Sr. Cecelia
reports on the tears that she shed over it: ProCan 6,6.

t'See the harsh papal Bulls against the m.inoretae or sorores m.inores, who
wanted to live like the brothers: Gregory IX, Ad audientiam (Feb. 21, l24l); Innocent
IY, Cam. harum. rector (April 20, 1250): Bulhrium. Franciscanum, l, 290,541-542. A
brief commentaryby Bartoli can be found in Clare of ,*rlsi,94-95.

ttsee Clare's four letters to Agnes of Prague, for example, 2I-11g 7; jlllg 4;
41,/1927-32; see also RegCl8,l.

_ - -. '*Chirra Augusta Lainati notes rhat in general Clare,s sisters tried to live
"the. following of the poor and humble Christ" lilie the brorhers, ,,rransposing to the
level of faith and hope alone rhe "itinerant" character of the First Oider,',"Chiara
Augusta Lainati, "Scritti e fonti biografiche di Chiara d,fusisi. Intoduzione,,, Fonti
Francescane, (Padova: Biblioteca Francescana di Milano, 1990),2211-2240,2226.
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unarmed,tt it was saved, according to the reports of the sisters, only by
Clare's prayer, after the first Saracens had penetrated the property.'o The
struggle between the papary and the empire continued in the following
years and would eventually lead to the Popes' flight to France." In 1241 the
imperial troops attacked Assisi a second time. Vitalis of Aversa laid siege to
the city and almost brought it to capitulation. Although this time San
Damiano was spared an invasion, they must have feared the worst.tt It is
quite conceivable that as a result of these dangerous events in fusisi there
was an outcry calling for the transfer of the monastery into the city; whether
it was the Bishop who was worried about the security of the community, or
the citizens who did not want to see their daughters defenseless in the face
of further dangers, or even because of a desire to have the powerful defensor
ciaitatis inside the city walls." Giovanna Casagrande has pointed to another
Umbrian example of how relations between the spontaneously appearing
religious women's groups and their city intensified during the decades under
considerationn" and that for fusisi San Damiano also developed into the
monastery of choice for the city's nobility.o' Accordingly, pressure from the
city on the community and the opinions of some of the sisters could well
have led to the situation in which it was no longer conceivable for Clare and
the community to exclude the possibility of a move. A second event must
have made her consider this perspective even more. When, in the fall of
1226, Francis felt that his end was near and asked to be taken from the

ttConcerning the defenseless situation of the community, see Bartoli, 170-
73.

tosee the testimony of Sister Benvenuta (ProCan 2,20) and Sister Philippa
(ProCan 3,18); also ProCan 4,14;6,10;10,9; 12,8. Also the version contained in LegCl
2t-22.

t'After the deatl of Gregory and, after a short interval, that of Celestine IV
in 1241, hostilities prevented a new conclave, causing an lS-month period of "sede
vacante" and caused the new Pope, Innocent IV, in 1244 to flee from cenral Italy to
Genoa and then to France where, in 1245 he excommunicated the Hohenstaufen and
then waited for his own death, which took place in December 1250.

trCf. ProCan 9,3. LegCl 23. Concerning the whole matter, see E.
Franceschini, "I due assalti dei saraceni a S. Damiano e ad Assisi," Nel segno di
Francesco, ed. B F. Casolini e G. Giamba, (Assisi, n.p., 1988), 381-405.

t'Cf. Bartoli, Chiara d'Assii, 17 2.
o"G. Crsrg.rtrde, "Forme di vita religiosa femminile nell'area di Citti di

Castello nel sec. )ilII," 1/ m.oaim,ento religioso femm.inile in Umbria nei secoli KII-XV.
Atti del Conaegno internazionale di studi Citti di Castello, 27-29 October 1982. Ed.
Roberto Rusconi (Perugia: n.p., 1984), 125-157.

o'G. 
Casagrande, "Le compagne di Chiara," Chiara di,*isi. Ani del W

conaegno intemazionale, ,4sisi 15-17 onobre 1992. Societi Internazionale di Studi
Francescani. (Spoleto: n.p., 1993), 381-425.
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bishop's palace back to the Porziuncola in order to die poor and naked
where he began, the city was very reluctant to let him do so. The day after
his death an armed escort accompanied his body to the Church of San
Giorgio behind the protecting walls of the city.n' By order of the Pope and
supported by the city, the friars then built the magnificent basilica of San
Francesco, like the Syrian mausoleums, so as to protect the precious remains
of the saint from the grasp of any enemy or thief.u' Because of the ever-
increasing reverence she was given, Clare could not rule out a similar fate
for her earthly remains and a quick transfer into the city.un In fact, there were
supposedly a good many people present when she died, and on the very day
of her death her body was taken by the mayor, escorted by an armed guard,
and in the presence of the Pope, to the very same church of San Giorgio. n'

The fact that the sisters would want to live near the tomb of their foundress
and, like the friars, would settle in a new monastery within the walls, was
easy to foresee in Clare's case.no Considering the honor that was paid to the
abbess long before her death, does it not speak of a cautious realism, if in her
Testament she passionately appeals that, in the case of a move, they would
safeguard their original simplicity? Should not this passage, instead of being
considered "erc euentu." by some 200 years, be understood as much more
timely: with a view to the clearly foreseeable eventuality and as an

n'Concerning this event, see Raoul Mansell, St. Francis of ,*sisi, (Chicago:
Franciscan Herald Press, 1988), 355-362.

otConcerning 
the construction of the basilica, see Rosalind B.Brooke, Early

Franciscan Goaernment. Elias to Bonaaenture. Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and
Thought, 7. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), 137-l+6. There also
one finds mention of the celebrated mausoleums in Syria which may have inspired
the designer of the basilica, Brother Elias.

o*Clare's reputation for holiness is already given expression in 1228 h 1 Cel
18; even before her death miracles take place and people come to San Damiano to
see the saint; the city ascribes its deliverance from tlre emperor's troops in l24l to
the saint's prayers and proclaims an annual feast on the day of its delivery; finally,
even the Pope himself spontaneously wants to "liturgically canonize" Clare on the
day of her death. See Bartoli, 189-90. When one considers the fact that relations
between the city and Clare were much closer than relations between Assisi and its
great son, and that while she was still alive Clare was considered the "patroness of
the city," her "transfer" after her death appears even more likely. The mayor himself
led the translation of t-he deceased, which Bartoli, 189, sees as a sign that the
citizenry will not let the cult of this saint slip away.

ntBartoli, 
189.

ooConcerning the transfer of the sisters, see Bartoli, 189-90. For more
details on the related transactions, see Fausta Casolini, Il protomonastero di S. Chiara
in Assii. Stadi e cronaca, (Milano: n.p., 1950), 33-67.
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admonition that touches on a period of time (after my death) for which
Clare was carefully preparing?

Not only the prospect of a move, but Francis's prophery also has a
real place in Clare's Testantent, when understood in the context of her last
years. According to Maleczek, around 1450 the forger would have taken it
from the Francis legends; he offers Thomas of Celano's second portrait, or
the Legend of the Tltree Companionso' as possible sources. Maleczek cannot
understand why just before her death Clare herself would have included this
"anecdote" in her reminiscences about Francis.o* However, is it really merely
an "anecdote"? And does it really fit so poorly in the first part of the
Testament-and in this time frame? In order to show the purpose of this
remembrance mentioned in Clare's last years and prove that vital interests
were at stake, we must look at the history of relations between the friars
minor and the "Poor Ladies." A.fter a slight hesitation Francis first accepted
Clare and her sisters into his fraternitas,o' and then in the foruaa aivendi
promised them "loving care and special attention" on the part of the
brothers.'" With the words "de uobis taruquanr. de ipsis," the promise
emphasizes that in their radical living Clare's sisters could rely on the same
attachment and care that distinguished the Poverello's relationship with his
brothers. FIowever, shortly after Francis's death, the friars sought to
distance themselves from the Poor Ladies." In 1227, shordy after he became
Pope, Gregory IX tried to entrust the Friars Minor with the "ru.ra" of all tbe

Pauperes Moniales Reclusae." Apparendy, as Bartoli interprets it and as is

o'The prophery appears inL3S 24.
o"'In any case, it is strange that, in such a deeply personal message in the

face of death, Clare should recall only this anecdote about Francis, including the
detail of him speaking in French. This prophecy does not fit in very well with the
first part of the Testament (verses 1-32), which has as its principal theme the spiritual
teachings of St. Francis for the sisters at San Damiano. Furthermore, in the whole
Testament, autobiographical deails and remarks about the relationship between
Clare and Francis are presented only in general terms." Cf. Maleczek, "Privilege,"
5+.

o'Francis's role in Clare's conversion, his distancing himself after her choice
of a way of life and the solution of the problem created for the young community of
friars by Clare's search for religious life in 1212 have been explained quite 'vell by
Bartoli, Chiara, 50-52, 68-7 l.

"'The foma aitae, from around 1212, was included by Clare as the kernel of
her Rule (RegCI): "I resolve and promise for myself and for my brothers to always
have that same loving care and solicitude for you as I have for them," Armstrong,
Clare of Assisi, 72. Concerning the discussion of its authenticity, see Kajetan Efier,
Die Opuscala des ltl. Franziskus aan Assisi. New critical edition, (Grottaferrata, Rome:
Collegium S. Bonaventurae: 1989), 298-299.

"The Bri.f Quoties cordes of 14 December 1227 addressed to "my beloved
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stated in the Bull "Quo elongati" of 1230, the new women's communities
throughout central Italy were being brought together into a single Order-
under the direct control of the Apostolic See-and it was being entrusted to
the care of the Friars Minor." The friars had vainly hoped that Quo elongati
would free them from responsibility for the direction of the sisters,Tr and
Clare for her part fought with determination against the severing of her
community from the {raternitas and the "takeover" of the 'atra' by the
Pope.'* Her violent reaction shows how vitally San Damiano too was
affected by this political struggle between the male orders and the Pope."
Elected Minister General in 1232 to succeed John Parenti, Elias of Cortona
reestablished the trust of San Damiano,'o but after his removal from office
(1239) the separationist movement continued in the Order. Crescentius of
Iesi, Minister General from 1244-1247, once again asked Innocent fV to be
free from the duty of caring for the nuns. But this Pope too in 1245
subjected all of the monasteries of the Ordo S. Daruiani to the care of the
Friars Minor," and under his new Rule of 1247, ecclesiastical law now made
all the poor cloistered sisters Franciscans.'* The friars continued to oppose
the responsibility for the guidance and care of the sisters and ultimately, in
1250, caused the Cardinal Protector, Raynaldus of Segni, to relieve the friars
of the responsibility for the cara of the sisters and to assume all the authority

son, the Minister of the Friars Minor," signifies a change, that conscpisuously recalls
Francis's FormVits: "tibi et yuccessoribus tuis caram. com.m.ittim,us Monialium.
praedictaram... mandantes qaatenus de illis tam,qaam, de oaibus custodiae oestrae com.rnisis
curam, et so licitudinem h ahe atis" : Bullarium. Franciscanum. l, 3 6-37 .

"Bartoli, Chiara, l35-36.

"See Herbert Grundmann, "Die Bulle 'Quo elongati' Papst Gregors IX,"
Arcbiaum Franciscanum Historicurn 54 (1961):7 .

TaSee Bartoli, 70-75.

"By threatening a hunger strike, Clare was able to remove San Damiano
from direct subjection to papal responsibility: cf. Bartoli, 137.

'oonly from this perspective can we understand Clare's advice to Agnes of
Prague to turn to Elias (2IAg l5). Concerning Elias' role in Clare's life, see Michael
Cusato, "Elias and Clare: an enigmatic relationship," Clare of ,4ssii----a Sympoium.
Clare Centenary Series 7, ed. Ingrid Peterson. (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan
Institute Publications, 1993), 95-l 15.

"A first Bv,ll, Paci et tranquillitati aestrae, of July 17, l2+5, released the
Order from the care of the sisters. However, on October 16, l2+5 the sisters
obtained a new brief with the significant incipit Paci et saluti dilectarum. in Christo

filiaram. Monialium inclusantm. Ordinis Sancti Dam.iani [For t]re peace and well-being
of the beloved daughters in Christ of the Enclosed Nuns of the Order of Saint
Damian]." Cf . Ballarium. Franciscanum 1,367 -368.187-388.

"See Bartoli's brief commentary in Chiara il'Asisi. Scritti e Documenti,328-
329.
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himself. The General Chapter of Genoa could breathe a sigh of relief." First
the approval of her Rule also allowed Clare to breathe a sigh of relief
because through it the close attachment of the sisters and brothers had been
guaranteed and recognized by the highest authority.'" A quick glance at the
problem of the cara clearly shows the following: the more decisively the
Popes strove for the unification of the "Ordo S. Darniani" and imposed the
administration and spiritual care of it on the Friars Minor, the more Clare
herself had to fear for this care on the part of the brothers. At the same time
the struggle over poverty that had broken out in the ensuing 4}-year period
threatened to cast a cloud over the relations between the community of the
friars and that of San Damiano-an important point of reference for those
friars who were holding on to the radical ideals of the early days." Does the
Testar'rent not fit well in this time? Indeed, precisely in this context, is it not
easy to understand? Is it not Clare herself who in her Testament urgently
reminds the sisters and brothers of the indivisible unity that has bound the
two communities together since the beginning? Through Francis's example
and teaching God himself had shown Clare the way of penance (TutCl 24);

she had bound herself to him in obedience (TestCl 25)-in the same

community, therefore -and Francis personally had pledged that he and his
order would "habere sernper de nobis tarntluan, de fratribus suis atram diligentern

et sollicitudinem specialiem [always have a loving care and special solicitude for
us as for his brothersl" (TestCl29). Following the will of God and of Francis
the sisters had settled at San Damiano (TestCl 30) and there they had

experienced the growth predicted by the saint (TestCl 3l). Francis had

written a way of life for them and had especially admonished them to be

"For atr overview of the internal politics among the brothers, see Iriarte,
Franziskasorden, 3 16-3 18. A detailed portrayal is given by Luigi Pellegrini, Alessandro

IV e I Francescani (1254-1261), (Rome: n.p., 1966), see pp. 86-95 for the relationship
between the Friars Minor and the Poor Clares.

t"In its central part, the Rule contained the Form.a aioendi and, thereby,
Francis's promise that the friars would "have always that same loving care and
solicitude" for t}re sisters (RrgCl 6,4). Regarding the legal provisions that served as a

practical implementation ofthis closeness between the sisters and brothers, see

below.

"Marco Bartoli, "Gregorio IX, Chiara d'Assisi e le prime dispute all'interno
del movimento francescano," Rendiconti dell'Auad.emia Nazionale dei Lincei. Classe di
scienze morali, storiche e fi.losofiche 35 (1980): 97-108. Marco Bartoli, "La poverti e il
movimento francescano femminile," Dalla "sequela Cbristi" di Francesco d'Asii
all'apologia della poaeni. Ani del XVIIil Cangrum Intemazionale, fusisi 18-20 ottobre
I 990. Socied internazionale di Studi Francescani. (Spoleto: n.p., 1992), 221 -248. It
is no accident t-hat Francis's early companions, Leo and Angelo, are present at
Clare's derrh (LegCl45) and also are part of the episcopal examination commission:
Bartoli, Chiara d'Asisi, 2.
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faithful in poverty (TestCl33). In his preaching and other writings he had
strengthened them in their poverty and observance (TestCl 34), and he
himself had never deviated from them as he walked in the footprints of the
Son of God who made himself poor (TestCl35-36). We will immediately
recall that in the intervening forty or fifry years not only the relations
between the sisters and brothers, but also the ideal of poverty, had become a
fundamental problem. For the time being just let it be said that the
Testament's urgent reference to Francis and the concern for the unity that
he promised and lived, fits very well in the last years of Clare's life.

The mentioned prophery is much more than an "anecdote." It is
part of the sworn testimony. And it contains a subde point, when it tells the
friars that for their sakes too Francis had thought of the sisters: ,,non habens

fratres nec socios, statirn (luasi pott conaersionent. taan ... prae rnagne laetitia et
illustratione Spiritus Sanxi de nobb prophetaait, qaod Dominas postea adimpleait
[..almost immediately after his conversion, when he had neither brothers nor
companions...through the great joy and enlightenment of the Holy
Spirit...he made a prophery about us that the Lord later fulfilledl ,, (TestCl g-
I l). Must not such a compelling memory of Francis in the whole Testament
and the mention of the prophery be understood precisely from the
perspective of the politics of a Crescentius of Iesi and Clare's last years? If
not, we ask, would a forger some time around 1450 take the statement from
the legends of Francis and thereby aggravate things?" Why should she so
persistently recall the promise and the care of the Poverello when at that
time in Perugia there was a wonderful relationship between the observant
friars and their sisters? Does Maleczek's thesis not risk raising more
questions than it can answer?

The fact that the Testanxent quite conceivably come from Clare's
day, or better yet, that it is precisely in the light ofher experience that it can
be understood and that it proves to be a passionate expression ofher greatest
concerns, can be confirmed by a look at the "poverty question." Maleczek

"zcel 13 simply reports the fact rhat Francis, in a kind of spiritual
intoxication, spoke in French-as he did when he begged for the reconstrucrion of
San Damiano-and that "he prophesied before all [his contributors or helpers?] t]rat
there would be a monastery there of holy virgins of Christ." L3S 24, which may have
been a source for Celano, is a litde more precise: "While laboring with others in that
work, he used to cry to passers-by in a loud voice, filled with joy, sayrng in French:
'Come and help me in the work of the church of San Damiano which, in the future,
will be a monastery of ladies through whose fame and life our heavenly Father will be
glorified throughout the church," (Thomas of Celano, "The Remembrance of the
Desile of the Soul," Francls of ,4ssisi: Early Docum.enrs II, eds. Regis J. Armstrong,
LA.Wayne Hellmann, William J. Short (New York, London, Manila: New City
Press, 2000), 83.
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claims that the ,,incantation of this virhle,, speaks clearly against theauthenticity of the Testam.rrt pre.ir"ly b""ror" it treats of a question thatwould not have put Clare in oppositior, *th the abbesses oi th. reformmovement. This thesis is contradicted by the Testam""t-it*ff whichcareful examination shows would U" ,.ry aifAcult to sustain that it camefrom the ff".r period. This thesis *oirta ,fr.r, contradict a Iook ar theundisputedly authentic.writings of Ct"r" La tfr" friri"ry JSlrr'o"_i"r,o.First, however, ler us take a loik 
"t 

*. i.r,"_ent. In the central part of thetext the author Dor.rrays the history *, A;-il;d. 
"i'"'i"*r...y ,1,r,distinguishes',nostra i#" ;;#;'*i,,"il* other communiries.,,

The history of and. t ggt" for this poverry begins with theinitiative of God, the ,,most high "F?;.;;; 
whose ,,mercy 

and grace,, haveshown Clare the way-of p"r,"r,"." h-rh ,h. ;,.;*;f 
"iJtir.r,i.rg,, orFrancis elncl zg. ff,e tirt";;,;.jlr",1," 

""rty 
beginnings in the samewords.as the Rule,., but adds th.r. .rot"*rrthy details: after Clare had beensearching for some time and afte, h., proUrti on in,,paupertas, labor, tribulatioael ,ilitas et 

:o?ternptu: saeruli lporr.rtf, i;;; *.;k, 
.;;i',';;;;"rir"*" 

,rracontempt of the world],, Francis ,.._, ,o hr"." ;;;;; ;; i"r.topirrgcommunity into his movement. He 
-,,frequently,, tests her and her firstcompanions after their conversion, before re.eirring ,h;; il; iJ yrntr*irnand, in accordance *t-g:.d,r^yril 

""thi;;settling them at the church ofSan Damiano (TestCl25-30). Clare,s n.ri.o-p"oions there embrace theirpoverty in a settled lifestyle, and ,,in breai 
-tur7rpore" 

ilgr;-;; becomenumerous and, after an unspecified time, Qtostea) rec"ive i ,r;i* yonnnaiaendi" from Francis (TenCl3l_33). Or," Ln see the poverello,s concernand the stages of his growing irrrolo"..r.ri. Where would an alleged forger,supposedly around 1450, have found information about these memories?What interest could there possibfy U. i" 1+S0 for inventi"s d"i"if, of theearly days rhat are nor fou;d i" df oth"r roo.""s?_After Fiancis gave thesisters a fonna uitae, which inclua.a tlr.-"lroi." 
"i;;;i;i-frl*rry,,, 1,"supported the sisters until his dgth_by his word 

""a "o_fi"ii ti"i, tor"for poverq,-that "poverty that the SJ" ;i God lived on earth.,,,o After the

"Testcl52. The exp.ression can also be found in RegCl (2,13 and 4,5). Clarewas quite conscious ofthe originality 
"fh., iorm ot pou.rry.

'*Compare RegCI 6,i -2 witr- TestCI 24_29.

S". Uao*lso-ething 
Maleczek, ,,privileg e,,' 60_61 completely fails to understand.

tn*While 
he was liv^ing he was not content to encourage us with many wordsand examples to the love,1 t?yn.","1ry iij:; o,bservance,,but he gave us manywritings that, after his death, we would i" ,ro;;y rurn away trom it, as the Son ofGod never wished to abandon thi, h;t-p;riy#iif" He lived in the world. And our
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Francis's death, Clare is left alone; in a solitary struggles? she holds fast to
her "highest calling" and remains true to "most holy lady poverty" (TestCl
37-+0). Once again we must ask where a supposed forger would have found
such autobiographical details or why she would have invented them around
1450. The memory of how she asked Innocent III and successive Popes for
the Priuilege of Pouerty emphasizes that from the very beginning Clare saw a

threat to poverty and how she saw her struggle over a period of decades."
But just who, concretely, was threatening the sisters' poverty? Maleczek
claims that in the context of the Perugian reform, around 1450, rebellious
sisters were causing trouble and this would have been the basis for creating
the apocryphal Testament. The state and the friars gave powerful support to
the reform, and Pope Nicholas V also upheld it with special legal powers.
Does the Testanaent then really describe the situation in Perugia? What,
then, is the purpose of the increasingly insistent references to God himself
and to St. Francis, who even after his death seems to be the "only support"
and authorily-"after God," the most important authority, to whom the
author ceaselessly appeals. Authority against and over whom? Is it not
interesting that it is not until later in the text that Clare's Testaruent frrst
discharges its duties regarding our "holy mother, the Roman Church (r14-
47)? We will see later that several times over a period of decades Clare felt

most blessed father Francis, having imitated His footprints, never departed either in
example or in teaching from this holy poverty that he had chosen for himself and his
brothers. " (TestC I 3 4 -3 6).

sTAugusta Lainati senses this loneliness in the words "Therefore, I, Clare, a
handmaid of Christ and of the Poor Sisters of the Monastery of San Damiano-
although unworthy-and the litde plant of the holy father, consider together with
my sisters so lofty a profession and the command of such a father and also the frailty
of some others that we feared in ourselves after the passing of our holy father
Francis, who was our pillar [of strength] and, after God, our one consolation and
support. Time and again we willingly bound ourselves ro our Lady, most Holy
Poverty, that after my death, the sisters, those present and those to come, would
never turn away from her" (TestCl 37-39). Lainati notes: "It is here that she
underlines, with veiled words, but which convey a lot, her loneliness in upholding
tlre value of absolute poverty, after the death of Francis," Lainati, Testamento di santa
Chiara,2058.

""And as I have always been most zealous and solicitous to observe and to
have the others observe the holy poverty that we have promised to the Lord and our
holy father Francis, so, too, the others who will succeed me in office should be
always bound to observe holy poverty with the help of God and have it observed by
the other sisters. Moreover, for Breater security, I took care to have our profession of
the most holy poverty that we promised our father strengthened with the privileges
by the Lord Pope Innocent, during whose pontificate wghad our beginning, and-by
his successors, that we would never nor in any way turn away from her," (TexCl 40-
43).
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that her lifestyle was threatened by the Cardinals and Pope. Is this not
precisely why she tenaciously emphasizes that the sisters have made their
vows of rnlst hlly poverty to God and St. Francis and want to remain true to
this?*' Clare's humbly entrusts her community to the protection of the Pope

and the Cardinal Protector. However, given the radical Gospel foundation
of this community, her entreaty becomes an urgent charge: the moral force

of her appeal to Francis'", and, especially, to the origin of their lifestyle as

God's will and to the poverty ofJesus, whom the sisters follow, obliges the
supreme shepherds to safeguard the charism of San Damiano. Should it not
lead Maleczek to realize that the lengthiest and most passionate admonition
in the central part about poverty is not directed against rebellious sisters, but
rather against the Pope and the Cardinal Protector? In general there is no
sign of inner laxity or contradiction: to the contrary, however, the sisters

hope for an external support for the poverty that they have promised God,
chosen out of love for Christ, and lived up to this time? For the author of
the Testartenr, the real opposition seems to come from outside and not from
the sisters!

According to the Testament of Clare the pastors of the Church have

promised to support the sisters in their evangelical poverty' and it makes an

urgent appeal to the Minister of the Friars Minor." Does the urgenry really
fit the time of the observant reform? In order to mitigate the reform of the
sisters after Pope Eugene fV gave the General Vicar of the Observants

broad powers? In Perugia the Friars Minor saw themselves as the

"trailblazers" of the reform of Monteluce. It was quite different at the end of
Clare's life: actually, at that time the Friars Minor were finding the struggle

8r)dr .'''This expression in the Testament can easily be seen as a reference to the
conflict with Gregtry IX, who in 1228 thought he could dispense San Damiano from
the vow of poverfu. iiven the Pope cannot &sp.nse them, Clare responds with bold
decisiveness, from following the-Lord and hii poverty' Concerning the conflict at

that time, see Bartoli, Clare,132-35.

''The repetition of the attributes, beatissim,us, sancttts,- emphatically
underscores his ho[iness, and hence t]re official church recognition ofhis "word and

example."

""And as the Lord gave us our most blessed father Francis as a founder,
planter, and helper in the seriice of Christ and in tlose things we have promised to
bod and to ourllessed father, who while he was living was always solicitous in word
and in deed to cherish and take care of us, his plant, so I commend and leave my
sisters, both those present and those to come, to the successor of our blessed father
Francis and to the entire Order, that they may always help us to progress in serving
God more perfecdy and, above all, to observe more perfecdy most holy poverty..."
(TestCl48-51).
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over the spiritual care of the sisters increasingly difficult and were involved
in the flare-up of a 40- or 50- year old batde over poverty.

Immediately after the comment about the minister of the friars
follows the previously discussed mention of the possibility that-"po* morten,
meam lafter my death]"-the sisters might move to another place (TestCl
52). Its placement fits very well into the structure of the Testament-after
the reference to external authorities and immediately before addressing
Clare's successor "in ofEce." In any new place the successor is also to protect
the poverty they have promised (TestCl 53-55). Only then does the
Testament address all the sisters, those present and those to come, ,,ut

sen per stadeant imitari aian sanctae sirnplicitatis, bunailitatis, paapertatis lto
strive always to imitate the way of holy simplicity, humility and poverty],', as
Christ taught it and Francis showed them (TestCl 56-57). Two verses can
suffice: a short, typical Franciscan "exhortation" is enough for Clare to
encourage her sisters in the way of evangelical poverty! What comes next is
a renewed statement about of God's great goodness. With this glance at the
kind and generous God the writer completes the frame that so cleverly
surrounds the central part about poverty: It is their "Dominus [Lord]', and
"Pater misericordiarurn [Father of mercies]," who has given the sisters their
vocation, has increased their number and has blessed them in their radical
lifestyle." In the central part about poverty the Testament is a moving and
passionate testimony of a love that can be expressed in no other way than by
the sisters' loving and poor following of the poor and loving Lord." If this
"nostra forma paupertatis" is threatened, the threat does not come primarily
from within, but from outside the community. The Testarnent reminds the
sisters of the difficult path they have chosen by their vocation, which they
have experienced and, after Francis's death, painstakingly defended (TestCl
33-39). The author does not have to fight with her sisters for an
understanding of poverty-she simply appeals to her successor to be
persistent (TestCl40-41)r--but is primarily and passionately struggling with
the pastors of the Church (TestCl 42-47) and with the Friars Minor (TutCl
48-51). Can that be really be understood from the situation of Monteluce in

"Compare TestCl 58 with its reminder of God's "grace" and "mercy" in
TestCl 3l (a glance at the beginnings of the community, thematically immediately
before the section on poverty) and also to the beginning of Clare's vocation (TestCl
24). This motif frames the first part(TestCl 1-32) on "ourvocation" (TestCl2-5) and
Francis's importance. The "The Lord who gives/gave" will close the third and last
part of the Testament (TestCl78).

. ]'Clrfg's poverty cannot be understood without love, which is her starting
point, and which she wants to live more and more. The theme of the "caritas" of thE
"Lord who calls" also precedes the section on poverry (TestCl l5-17) and the motif of
"loving one another with the charity of Christ'r (TestCl 58) conrinues it significantly.
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1450? Was such a Testament created as a tool for reform? We are not
questioning whether or not the Testaruent may have served the reform.
However, a careful listening to the text shows that it is much more than an

instrument of reform: a review with precise autobiographical strokes that a

forger could not have invented! A moving testimony of 40 years of struggle
over a poverty that has been chosen out of love for the poor Lord and was

not often understood! And an insistent, pressing, urgent request that in the
future the community also maintain this loving poverty: All this does not
allow us to place this only-and not even actually-in the reform period in
Perugia. It reflecs too clearly the situation at San Damiano itself and Clare's

personal history.

A few unadorned historical facts should make the stess in the
Testument easier to understand. The insistence with which Clare reminds the

Pope and the Cardinal Protector ofthe reason for their poverty can already

be explained by a quick look at papal poliry regarding the Rule. In 1234 a

papal letter mentions for the first time an Ordo Sancti Darnianiir despite

Clare's resistance to the "Hugolinian type" of enclosure without genuine

poverty." It seems that the Pope is resolved to make Clare's community the
center of his own Order of the Poor Enclosed nuns. In a letter to Agnes of
Prague in 1238 the Pontiff makes disparaging remarks abott the forwa
aivendi that Francis had composed for San Damiano, and considers that it
has been replaced by his Constitutions.'o In 1239 Gregory IX confirmed for
all the communities these same Constitutions, that is, the Rule that he had

composed as a Cardinal in 1218 and then used single-mindedly in
organizing the women's movement. These Constitutions left no room for
the radical type of Gospel poverty as Clare's community lived it." In August

1241 Gregory died. His successor' Celestine [V, died in the autumn of the

same year, just a few days after his election. Emperor Frederick II prevented

'*Gregory W, Celestia quaerentibus terrenis, December 2, 1234; Bullariam
Franciscanurn l,143.

"tRegHug I admittedly refers to the sisters as "pauperes moniale^s reclusae,"

but then, ir, "th. Intet.st of strict enclosure and materiil security, sacrifices radical
poverty. lrt RegHag, following the name of the sisters and a reference to their
lriginal desire uundler the inspiration of divine grace '.. to lead a poor life" (RegHug

2),ihere is no more mention of poverty, while questions about enclosure Tlk.-y-p
a6orrt fi.ty percent of the Rule. We will return later to Hugolino's concept of the life
of sisters and the conflict of 1228.

"nWe must briefly take into consideration the struggle between Agnes of
Prague and Gregory tX. The BrJ.l is Angelis gaudiam. of May ll, 1239: Bullarium'
Franciscanum l, 242-245 .

"'The confirmation of the RegHag was enacted t}rough Cum mnnis uera,

May 24, 1239: Bullarium Franciscanum 1,261-267.
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the holding of a new conclave until 1243. Shortly after taking office the
newly elected Pope Innocent \/ (1243-1254), who probably did not know
Clare personally, returned to his home city of Genoa and ultimately ruled
from Lyon. He continued to follow Gregory IX's policies for the sisters and
in 1245 confirmed the Rule of Hugolino", which remained compulsory for
all the Poor Sisters. According to the witnesses at the Process of
Canonization, San Damiano held firm to the "Priailege of Pouerty."
Opposition to Hugolino's Rule seems to have arisen in other communities
as well, namely in the Bohemian royal monastery in Prague.'Innocent fV
allowed himself to be convinced to create a single Rule, to which he obliged
the whole "Ordo Sancti Damiani" in 1247. Nthough now juridically
supported by the Rule of Francis, the Rule reinforces Gregory IX's strict
concept of enclosure, which made Clare's idea of Gospel poverty impossible
to live. Just like the Friars Minor, procurators were to accept and administer
property and possessions for the monasteries. Is it not then reasonable that,
shortly after the Pope returned to Italy in l25l and was in nearby perugia,,,,,

Clare requested a confirmation of the Priuilege of Poaerty?"" And that even
before doing so she would write her own Rule? And that, given the fading
hope of having it approved, in an insistent Testament she would recall the
history of the choice of lifestyle at San Damiano in order to passionately
request the Pope's and Cardinal Protector's understanding, help and
support of the "firno nostra paupertares [our form of poverty]"? And that
precisely with an eye to the shepherds of the Church she makes such
frequent mention of the authority of God himself and of Saint Francis? Can
Maleczek really maintain that the Testament does not come from Clare's
later years?

Even the urgent words to the Friars Minor do not come from the
reform age of Monteluce, but speak of Clare's lifetime and can be
understood only in that context. We have already mentioned the first papal
interpretation of the rule. In the Bull Qao elongati Gregory IX first
compromised the original Franciscan ideal of poverty: The friars could

'*With the Bull So/ar annuere, November 13,1245: Bullarium Franciscanum.
t,J94-399.

"See Bartoli, Chiara dAssii. Scritti e Doeumenti,328.

""'November, 1251. Sabatier has indicated that Raynaldus was already in
central Italy before the Pope, and that it was possible that the aforementioned visit
may have taken place as early as the summer of 1250: "Il put m6me s'y rendre avant,
car il n'avait pas quitt6 l'Italie avec les autres cardinaux. Il 6tait i P6rouse dEs Ie 27
juin-1250 ou 1251, date i laquelle il communiqua aux monasrares plac6s sous sa
juridiction hbr/,le Inter personas dt 6 juin 1250" : Sabatier, Prioilige,28 (notel).

t"'See LegCl 40.
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appoint "wtntii" and accept money through "spiritual friends" and have

them administer it. The fiction of the "usas siruplex" lets them decide about
the disposition of property without being its legal owner.'n' Following t}re
generalate of Brother Elias (1232-1239), the ministers continued along the
path that had been adopted: under Crescentius of Jesi, through the Bull
Ordinem aestram. (1245), the Pope allowed a further mitigation of poverty"''
and, at the same time, permitted the Order to take the strictest measures

against the "more zealous." In the period fuom 1244-1246 no less than four
Bulls sanction the first persecutions within the Order against the recalcitrant
supporters of the original, radical form of living poverty.'on To some degree
Innocent IV will later apply them in his Rule for sisters in 1247, which he
merely supports juridically with the Franciscan rule, as a consequence of the
spirit of the papal interpretations of Qao elongati (1230) and Ordiruem aestrarn
(12+5) The sisters too shall also rely on "spiritual friends" and procurators.
Through the fiction that all the property of the Order is ius et prlprietas
sancti Petri [right and property of Saint Peter], the sisters too should forget
about poverty in the spirit of the Poverello. The Brief Quanto stud.iosos of 19

August 1247 tltimately entrusts total administration of money and property
to the provincials.'n' Did Clare therefore not have reason to be concerned
about the ministers of the First Order and their concessions regarding
Francis's ideal of poverty? As the Pope saw it, he could place the sisters'

"''The first papal interpretation of the Rule in the Bull Quo elongati
(September 28, 1230) was studied in detail and a critical edition published by
Herbert Grundmann, "Die Bulle 'Quo elongati' Papst Gregors lX," Archiuum
Franciscanum Historicam 54 (1961) l-25.

""The Bull Ortlinem aestarn of November l+, 1245 contains the second
papal interpretation of the Rule. It allowed the friars, among other things, to have
recourse to "spiritual friends," not only in urgent needs, but also concerning things
that can be simply usefirl or agreeable. The movable and immovable goods of the
Friars Minor were received by the Pope "omnia in ius et proprietatem Beati Petri,"
Bullarium. Franciscanum, 1,400-402,401. The individual steps in the interpretation of
the Rule and in the battle over poverty are treated in detail by Malcolm David
Lambert, Franciscan Pooety. The iloctrine of the absolate potterty of Christ and the aposths

intbe Franciscan Order 1210-1323, (London: n.p., 1961).
t"*Deaotionis oestae (Lwgtst 5, 1244); Prooisionis nostrae (Febrttary 7, 1246);

Cum, icut re (August 16, 1246) md Jaris petentiam (September 9, 1246); Bullarium
Franciscanum l, 3 49.410, 422 -+2+.

""See Qaanto studiosus (August 19, l2+7), Bullariam, Franciscanum. 1,487-
488. LdzaLr.o Iriarte comments as follows: "In effect, the clause of the Rule Nibil sibi

approprient, which in the mind of the founder had had a definitely evangelical sense,

was now taking on the purely judicial meaning of a ban on legal possession," Iriarte,
Franciscan History, 37. Also, Iriarte, ''Appropriatio' et 'expropriatio' in doctrina s.

Francisci," Laarentianurn 11 (1970): 3-55. For a quick survey of Innocent f\Ps
interpretation of the Rule, see Iriarte, Franciscan History,37-38.
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poverty on the same level of the friars', whereby the ,,poor sisters,' would be
strictly bound by the new forrna aiaendi. "'o Against this background is it not
possible to understand the urgency of Clare,s Testament 

"pp"1l 
to the friars?

The repeated plea for support from the "successor patris nistri Francisci et tota
religio latccessor of our father Francis and the whole religion],, places
particular emphasis on the very fact that it is not the sisters, but the-friars
who, by their compromises, are the threat: ,,ut sint nobis in adiutoriunt
proficiendi semper meliw ad. serviendunt Deo et obseruandam praecipae meliru
sanctissiruan paapertateru [that they may always help us to progress in sen ing
God more perfectly and, above all, to observe more perfectly most holy
pgvertyl" (TestCl5l). Thus San Damiano sees a threat against both of the
characteristic dimensions of its charism: most high poverty and its close
relationship to the friars. Maleczek's impression ihai the Testament does
not fit in with Clare's era is wrong. Since in the first part the Testament
vigorously emphasizes San Damiano's relationship with Francis and in the
second part insistendy argues for the original fidelity to poverty, it leads us
directly to Clare's last years and the growing tensions-in the Franciscan
movement."'' Thus the Rule will confirm precisely what Clare was fighting
for and what the papal Rules and politics of the trothers were callirig intJ
question: most high poverty and the closest of relations with the brothers-
as God gave them and Francis showed them, lived, and promised to observe
always.

As a further incriminating factor against the Testament's
authenticity, Maleczek tried to compare it with the confirmed genuine
writings of Clare. Linguistic aspects and especially content are supposed to
argue clearly against a common authorship. If this observation is correct, th.
arg'ument should be taken seriously. Maleczek's comparison of the Testanaent
with the Rule and letters leads him to the following conclusion: in the Rule
of 1253 poverty is not "considered the central theme that the Testarnent
would have us believe" and, as for the linguistic "skill and elegance', of the
letters, none of it "is found in the Testament. Its style is easy, its grammar
simple, the choice of words is limited to what is current; there is no stylistic
display.""'* Maleczek's conclusion that poverty does not have a central role in
the Rule can clearly shown to be in error. In the interest of his thesis, in his

"'nThe relationship between the friars' poverry controversy and Clare,s
d_efense o! povert), is clearly demonstrated in Margaret iarn.y, Tbe First Franciscan
Wom.an. Clare of Asisi and Her Form of Ltfe, (Qutncy: Franciscan Press, 1993).

"''Concerning..!-lare's struggle for this charism and the legary of the
Poverello, see Bartoli, "Chiara testimone di Francesco,,, euademi Catinui di Studi
Classici e Medieoalil / 2 (1979) 467 -498.

"'tMaleczek, "Privtlege," 62 -64.
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comparison with the letters Maleczek purposely limited himself to the
linguistic and rhetorical fields; by their content Clare's letters to Agnes in
places reveal themselves to be the "Canticle of Poverty" and, at the same

time, let others see how much the trro colnmunities had to struggle for
"nostra forma paupertatis."'*

Next let us take a look at Clare's Rule. Several researchers and

authors have made a thorough study of the structure of the Rule and

indicated how chapters 6-8 are central in both form and content.,, Without
going into their detailed analyses and individual discoveries, let us refer here

to the basic position of poverty. The real heart of the Rule is found in
chapter six of the Rulez Here Clare herself speaks and in a few words
expresses Francis's forrna aitae, which is the crux of her vocation and the
center of her life."' It comes as no surprise that the core expressions and

desires found here are also found almost literally in the Testament-which
was written in the same time period and, with dim hopes for the approval of
the Rule, the only legitimate legary. "The most high heavenly Father"
himself enlightened her, Clare writes in the sixth chapter of the Rule, to do

penance after the example of Francis, to whom she, together with her sisters,

willingly promised obedience. Then she repeats "word for word" the fonna
aitae thrtFrancis had given them (RegClVI 3-4). This allows the community
to live as daughters of the Father, spouses of the Spirit and sisters of the
brothers according to the "perfeaio sancti eaangelii fperfectton of the holy
Gospel]." Maleczek overlooked the fact that here Francis makes a reference

to Jesus' advice to the rich young man and therefore is speaking of the life of
extreme poverty.t" In concluding, Clare emphasizes povertF in her words

"''Concerning the Bohemian princess and her life, see J. Nemec, Agnue di
Boem,ia,Assisi 1982i A. SLibovi, "Agnes von Btjhmen. Eine Premysliden-Prinzessin
als Verfechterin einer neuen Spiritualitit," Fiirstinnm und Stiidterinnen. Frauen im'

Mittelalter, ed. by Gerald Beyreuther-Barbara Pitzold-Erika Uitz, (Freiburg i. Br.
: n.p., 1993), 40-64. }Jrer struggle with Gregory D( and Innocent IV is examined in

Jaroslav Polc, Agnes aon Biihm.m 1211-1281. Kinigstocbter-Abtissin-Heilige,
(Munich: n.p., 1989) especially pp. 54-7 8; 202-205.

""Flere we will indicate only three studies: Llzato Iriarte, La regola di santa

Chiara, Mllzn 1976; Peter van Leeuwen, "Clare's Fit:/,e," Greyfiars Reaiew (1987) 65-
7 6; Margaret Carney, The First Francciscan Woman,65-97. N.B. The present division
of the rule into I 2 chapters is a later development.

"'Bartoli, Chiara d.'Assisi. Scritti e Dorumenti,40-41: "This sixth chapter
truly represents the heart of Clare's experience"l also, Margaret Carney's im-age

comparing the Rule to one of Clare's embroideri es, Tbe First Franciscan Woman, 95 .

"'Maleczek, "Privilege," 61 writes with deceptive certainty: "The Form'n

uioendi, the exhortatio, to a life in conformity with the Gospel, which Clare was

already observing in the first phase of her life with her companions at San Damiano,
has been incorporated into the Rule of 1253 (6:3-4).It does not mention poverty."
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and later lets Francis speak again literally in her Rule. Her personal
Testaruent for the sisters encourages them, like him, "to follow the life and
poverty of our most high Lord Jesus Christ and of his holy mother and to
persevere in this" @egCl VI 7-8). No one should, by his teaching or advice,
ever cause the sisters to depart from this. Clare obliges those who succeed
her in office and all the sisters to observe this poverty, as she herself has
done. Certainly out of her experience and with a critical look at the
brothers, she states more precisely: poverty should be observed inviolably,
"videlicet in non recipiendo vel habendo possessionem vel proprietatem per
se neque per interpositam personam, seu etiam aliquid quod rationabiliter
proprietas dici possit...." @egCl VI 10-15). The next rwo chapters continue
the theme of poverty with two distinct aspects: the Rule links the poverry of
San Damiano, like that of the friars, with work a sign to people that they
live as poor and servants in society."' A radical rejection of property and
manual labor distinguishes San Damiano from the monastic model just as

much as the renunciation of economic viability contrasted it with the
Humiliati: the lack of property and work without pay makes San Damiano
live in constant dependence on others."o The eighth chapter of the Rule
reminds the sisters with words from the Rule of Francis, "not [to]
appropriate anything" and to live "as pilgrims and strangers in this world
who serve the Lord in poverty and humility." Like Christ "who made
himself poor in this world for us," they should live from alms. Upon the
"summit of highest poverty," the sisters are like "queens of the kingdom of
heaven," poor in the things of this world but rich in things of the inner life
and on a journey "into the land of the living...." Despite Maleczek's hasty
judgment, poverty motivated by love of the poor Lord obviously occupies a

central place in the Rule. However, it is not only the chapters that by their
structure and content form the heart of the Rule that highlight this
meaning: even the very first and the very last statements, the opening and
closing of the Rule, clearly indicate the basic demands of this form of life.
The conclusion of the Rule states in synthesis that the sisters should always
be "steadfast in the Catholic faith, [so that] we may always observe the
poverty and humility of our Lord Jesus Christ and of his holy Mother and
the Holy Gospel we have firmly promised" (RegClYlll12,13). "The form of
life of the Order of the Poor Sisters that Blessed Francis established," begins
the Rule is to observe the Gospel-in obedience, without anything of one's
own, and in chastity (R.egClI l-2). What that means concretely is found in

We will return to Maleczek's false assessment of this first "Form of Life" when we
look at Innocent III and the early dayrs at San Damiano.

"'Concerning this understanding of poverty, see Manselli , St. Francis, 155.
"*See Bartoli, Clare, 74-7 5.
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the following chapter: a woman who wants to join Clare's community
should have "the tenor of our life... thoroughly explained to her. And if she

is suitable, let the words of the holy Gospel be addressed to her that she

should go and sell all that she has and take care to distribute the proceeds to
the poor" (RegCl Il 6-7). After a year of probation the novice promises

"vitam et formam paupertatis nostrae in perpetuum observare.""t Following
a seemingly hopeless struggle that lasted for decades, through the papal

approval of her Rule, Clare finally obtains that which is so close to her heart
in Clare's Testantenti a close relationship with the friars"n and the most
radical poverty, lived out of love for the poor Lord' Hence the urgent
reminder, plea and exhortation addressed to the pastors of the Church,
speaking from the Testan ent, found a ready ear only hours before her death.

The emphases and tone of the Testaruen can be understood from
the context of the time of the Rule's approval. Maleczek had, as we have

already noted, compared it only stylistically and rhetorically with Clare's
letters to Prague. To me his comparison seem not to be entirely correct in
limiting the sources because he pays too little attention to their "Sitz-iru-

Leben." We have seen that the Testanaenr also appeals "on bended knees"

directly to "the holy Mother the Roman Church, the supreme Pontiff, and,

especially, the Lord Cardinal who has been appointed for the Order""' as

well as "the successor" of Francis and his "whole Order." She does so with
great concern and from the perspective of the serious threats to her lifestyle
of radical poverty and her bond with the brothers. In her letters Clare is

"tRCl 2113. Poverty then characterizes the life in its concrete details:
clothing, for example, which i'for love of the most holy and beloved Child Who was

*rapp.d in such poor litde swaddling clothes and laid in a manger," should be poor
and ofno value.

"nln addition to the Form. of Life, which in the center of the Rule
fundamentally reinforces the unity between the sisters and the brothers, the close

relationship tetween the sisters and brothers is also expressed,- recognized and

concretized in the juridical documents: in the very first chapter of the Rule, Clare
emphasizes that tire Order was founded by Francis (l,l), tlrl she promis-ed

obedience to him (1,4) and that all "the sisters shall always be obliged to obey the
successors of Blessed Francis and Sister Clare and the other canonically elected
Abbesses who succeed her," (1,5). The General or Provincial Ministers should
supervise the election of the abbesses (2,1-3), the Order should provide brothers as

Viiitators for the sisters (12,1), and from it the sisters can always ask for a chaplain
witlr some companions as well as two lay brothers "in support of our po-verty," (12,5-
7). Last of all, the same Cardinal Protector should be appointed for the sisters and

the brothers alike (12,12-13).

"'Clare does this in the form of an insistent recommendation which names

the sisters as well as the authorities in the third person: "I commend all my sisters...

to the supreme Pontiff," (TestCl 44).
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writing against these ideas to a trailblazer and a "comrade in arms" who, she
knows, will understand her-precisely in regard to poverty, for which Agnes
too has been fighting for years."' The writer can encourage this great
"consorella" and abbess in her letters, can "enflame" her, and share with her
the sweetness they have experienced in spontaneous hlrmns to the beloved,
confide to her the happiness and joy of the mystical nuptials, as well as

strengthen her in her difficulties, so as to always point joyfully to the goal of
the journey, their union with Christ in the joy of his Kingdom. While the
letters are very intimate missives from a woman who knows that her
companion in Prague understands her, confiding her innermost ioys to one
who, like herself, lives poverty with "like a lover","' in the Testament a

woman is making her last request in a Church and an Order that do not
understand her, and to sisters who are experiencing difficulties and who, in
the future, will find it even harder to remain true to "nostra forma
paupertatis." Should we then be surprised if, in comparison to the letters,
the language in the Testam.ear is less "elegant" and "polished," if there are no
"plays on words," if its "style is easy," "its grammar simple," and "the choice
of words is limited to what is current"? How much of the Testament did
Maleczek really understand if, for him, the fact that "there is no stylistic
display""" argues against its authenticity? Unfortunately, Maleczek refrained
from making a comparison of the contents of the two sources. A careful
reading of the letters to Prague would have quickly changed his opinion
about the role of poverty in Clare's writings."' A single illustration can serve

"Jaroslav Polc, Agnes aon Biihmen,54-78 (with Gregory IX), 202-205 (with
Innocent IV).

t''See the discussion of Clare's meaning of poverty in Ch. A. Lzinatr., [Jna
lettura' di Chiara d'Assii attrflaerso le fonti, fusisi, 1978, 5-7; Engelbert Grau called
Clare's poverty "Form gewordene Liebe (Love become form." See his commentary
in Grau, "Das Leben der hl. Klara in Armut im kulturellen und religicisen Umfeld
ihrer Zeit," WW.46 (1981) 190-192.

""For the analysis of the style of the Testament and Letters: Maleczek,
"Privilege," 64.

'"There is not enough room to go into this at this time. A few hints will
have to suffice: The first letter characterizes the vocational choice of the king's
daughter, the radicality of which is shown in her choosing poverty (sanctissima
paupertas, combined with an unsurpassed drop in social status and corporis penuria

[destitution]), as a choice of love. Clare sings her true "Canticle of Poverty" (lLAg
15-17), as Grau ("Leben der hl. Klara in Armut," 189) so apdy remarks: a canticle to
that poverty that even Christ himself , "despised, helpless and poor" lived and
embraced in the world. The second letter describes Agnes'vocation in the words:
"pauperem Christum., airgo pauper, amplectere [as a poor virgin embrace the poor
Christ]" (2LAg 18). The third lefter encourages her during a crisis, caused by the
lack of understanding on the part of a higher outside authority of Agnes' love of
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to show us that the Testarnenr and the letters to Agnes not only could have
come from the same hand, but perhaps even rule out another hand entirely.
As in the letters, in Clare's Testan ent too the author's speech also rises
spontaneously to poetic heights. This very fact is significant because this
literary peculiarity is not found in the Rule and any potential forger would
not have been able to observe it in any of Clare's other writings. We can
exclude the possibility of her having known Clare's letters to Agnes."'
Interestingly enough, in the Testament it involves that very spot in which
Clare tries to enlist the Pope's understanding and support for her poverty:
this is a further indication of where her forcefulness most comes into play!
Because of their significance, Lhe verses will be quoted here: (fest Cl 44-47).

For this reason, on bended knees and bowing low with both [body and
soul], I commend all my sisters, both those present and those to come, to
holy Mother dre Roman Church, the supreme Pontiff, and, especially, the
Lord Cardinal who has been appointed for the Order of Friars Minor and
for us, that out of love of the God Who was poor as He was placed in the
crib, poor as He lived in the world, and naked as He remained on the cross,

[our Protector] may always see to it that his litde flock (cf . Lk 12:32), which
the Lord Father has begotten in His holy Church by the word and example
of our blessed father Francis by following the poverty and humility of His
beloved Son and His glorious Virgin Mother, observe the holy poverty that
we have promised to God and our most blessed father Saint Francis. May
he always encourage and support them in these things.

Clare could hardly have expressed the reason and essence of the
poor life in San Damiano more profoundly, poetically or more richly. Her
poverty is an expression of love, of a radical "love of the God Who was
placed poor in the crib, lived poor in the world, and remained naked on the
cross." The extremely rich triad aboutJesus' poverty in the "crib-life-and
cross" is found in the same structure in the fourth letter to Agnes as well,
which Clare composed in the last months of her life: fu in a mirror, we find

poverty (cf.2LAg 11-18), to continue the "course" and in "following the footprints
of tlre poor and humble Christ" (3LAg a). We will study the last letter (ca. 1252/53)
more closely precisely because one ofits expressions about poverty clearly argues for
Clare's authorship of the TestCl.

"'According to Maleczek, because of the "great interest" on the part of the
reform monastery at Perugia in Clare's writings, the texts of the letters would surely
have been spread about. Actually, the manuscript tradition in Western Europe is
pitiful: a Latin copy of lLAg (1491) transcribed by Nikolaus Glassberger from a

German manuscript of the 14" century, while the only Latin manuscript of all the
letters was not discovered until the end of the l9'n centurlz, in Milan, and was
published in 1924. See Ecrits, 16-17.
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there, as the Bride of Christ Agnes should gaze into it daily and get to know
herself in it. The mirror is Christ. In him "blessed poverryl2r, holy humility
and inexpressible charity are reflected." First we have Jesus, poor and
humble in Bethlehem; in the center there is the humility and poverty of his
life, and at the end his inexpressible love on the cross. This is what made
him become man, risk his life for us, and ultimately even die for mankind.
Seen in this unity, the triad of the birth, life and death of Jesus is most
striking: the ancient creed, used in the Church's liturgy at that time and still
today, jumps directly from the birth to the passion. As a representative of
the contemporary poverty movement, Clare has rediscovered Jesus' earthly
life, and places value on the whole of Jesus' journey from Bethlehem to
Golgotha. That evangelical poverty which she has chosen, following
Francis's example, must in her daily "mirror" develop this "triad": FIer
beloved was born poor, lived poor and humble, and finally in his love died
on the cross. How could the Perugian forger, who could not have known the
letter to Agnes, in her Testament address the Pope and the Cardinal so
movingly in Clare's poetry, referring to God "who was placed poor in the
crib, lived poor in the world, and remained naked on the cross"? Do we not
hear in this text the unchanging spirituality of the same sister who, in her
last letter to Prague, passes on her beloved "mirror" and, at the same time,
with her deep canticle to the birthlife-death of Jesus in her Testament,
hopes that the Pope still understands?

Here we can demolish the second question about Maleczek's thesis
about the Testament. A careful reading of the Perugian "forgery" must have
raised further questions."* A glance at the economic situation in Monteluce

'"The passage we are interested in here, (4LCl 19-23), reads: "Look at the
border of this mirror, that is, the poverty of Him Who was placed in a manger and
wrapped in swaddling clotles. O marvelous humility! O astonishing povertyl The
King of angels, the Lord of heaven and earth, is placed in a manger! Then, at the
surface of the mirror, consider the holy humility, the blessed poverty, the untold
labors and burdens that He endured for the redemption of the whole human race.
Then, in the depth of this same mirror, contemplate the ineffable charity that led
Him to suffer on the wood of the Cross and to die there the most shameful kind of
death."

"*Ihus, for example, in TestCl64 there is a clear echo of the h),mn "Audite
Poverelle," that Francis composed for Clare's sisters shordy after the "Canticle of
the Sun." This trail too leads us direcdy to San Damiano. The fact that the h)rmn has
come down to us in a single manuscript does not speak in favor of its being well-
known. It seems doubtfirl that the sisters in Perugia had a copy of it. Indeed,
precisely because of their "tremendous interest" in Clare (Maleczek, "Privilege," 65)
they would have taken it, copied it and spread it about. Concerning the hymn
"Audite Poverelle," see Esser, Opuscula, 462-481; Oktavian Schmucki, "L'Audite
Poverelle. Il Canto d'Esortazione di san Francesco alle Povere Dame di San
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after 1450 with all its possessions and its substantial building activity would
not entirely exclude Perugia as the place where the forgery was born."'The
explanation can also suffrce to make clear the many difEculties that are
raised if Clare's Testament is supposed to have been written in the context of
the reform in Perugia. Not only would the supposed forger have a

familiarity with Clare's life and experience that she simply could not have
had!". The document speaks of a time in which there are a threat and
problems quite different from those of the observant reform, and which can
ultimately be understood only in the context of Clare's concern for the
approval of the Rule. In its own way the Rule took up, emphasized and
translated the central topics of the Testament into concrete form-and
ultimately had them confirmed. In order to forge ahead with the reform
some 200 years later, they did not have to go to a lot of trouble and create a
Testament. Unity with the friars-still available and naturally fundamental
to the preservation of their charism at the time of the reform-and the
threatened poverty could encourage the brothers and sisters together in
their return to poverty. That too allows us to explain the new spread of both
uritings of Clare, her Rale and Testarnenr, in the time around 1450.

An important question still remains to be answered: how does
Clare's Testament recall the confirmation of her poverty through several
papal privileges? Very concretely afErming the confirmation "by the Lord
Pope Innocent, during whose pontificate we had our beginning, and by his
other successors"? If, according to Maleczek, Innocent III's Priailege of
Poaerty is to be excluded, in this case Clare would be phantasizing-or
referring to a forgery that came to be before her Testament. Before we,
tracing his study backwards, take up the questionable privilege ofpoverty by
Innocent, we must go back to the time of Gregory IX. Maleczek sees

Gregory's letter Siru.t ruanifestaru es, to San Damiano (1228) and Perugia
(1229) as the first and only privilege of poverty that was guaranteed by a

Pope. In order to prove that, he not only had to suspect that Clare's
Tertanxent was a forgery, but also needed to place doubt on the reliability of
another star witness, namely Thomas of Celano. He is an important witness.
His aitae are undeniable sources not only for a glimpse at the early days of

Damiano," In Spiritu et Veritate. Miscellanea di studi offerti al P. Anselm.o Mattioli in
occaione del suo 81" anno di eti.. (Roma: n.p., 1995), 621-650.

"tSee the observations concerning t}re income, administration of property,
salaried employees and workers in the reform monastery of Monteluce: Felicetti,
"Aspetti e risvolti di vita quotidiana in un monastero perugino riformato," 559-591.

"oOtherwise we would have to attribute to her a greater knowledge of the
history of San Damiano than Maleczek's knowledge, despite all his study of the
literature in question.
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the Franciscan order, but also for understanding Clare's journey. Three
times the biographer depicts San Damiano: 1228, 1246, and 1255. Does
Maleczek just put this informative source aside too hastily because Thomas
does not have his knowledge of diplomatic affairs? The next round of
questions will cast even more suspicion on Thomas's credibility. We will
therefore listen to a witness who proves to be more qualified than Maleczek
and other notable scholars believe.

3. Thomas of Celano-an expert witness
Maleczek holds that the biographer has litde interest in questions

about "Church politics and Church law" and is correspondingly unsure even
in his knowledge of the Roman curia and its chancery."' The fact that in the
first portrait (1228/1229) he "paid great tribute to Innocent III" and in his
second portrait of Francis (1246/1247), Innocent's role "attains legendary
status"l"' the fact that Thomas "is not sufficiendy informed""' about
Gregory IX's privilege of poverty, also undermines his credibility. Before
dealing with all the details of Maleczek's arg'ument, we should take a quick
look at the role of poverty in the three legendae. This examination of the
biographical facts would show us how close the author is to Clare, how well
informed and credible he is and what interests he is pursuing with his
presentation.

Thomas of Celano's official biography of Francis dedicates a single
chapter to San Damiano."o His testimony should be of even greater interest
for us because it comes from the same time as Gregory IX's Priailege of
Poaerty. A few authors have taken a closer interest in tiis early portrait of
Clare's community, and their judgments are not very favorable. Marco
Bartoli thinla that Thomas is badly informed and believes that his
description could be applied to any monastic community;"' Anton Rotzetter
admires the impressive spiritual structure, but sees Thomas as distant from
Clare in regard to the poverty question."' Regis Armstrong's detailed

t"Maleczek, "Privilege, " 34-42.
t"Maleczek, "Privilege, " 41.

"'Maleczek, "Privilege, " 39.

""lcel. l8-20.
"'M. Bartoli, "Novitas clariana,'Chiara-testimone di Francesco,"' Chiara

d'Asisi. Ani, 166 "Thomas appears filled more with admiration than with solid
information regarding the tenor of life at San Damiano," and Thomas' portrayal "...
ends by describing a traditional monastic community."

tt'Anton Rotzetter, Kara aon,4sisi. Die erste franziskaniscbe Frau, (Freibwg:
n.p., 1993), 201: "An impressive construction, a spritual structure, a hierarchy of
values lived at San Damianol" The structure does not correspond to Clare's thought,
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analysis wresdes in vain to understand Thomas' "puzzling" thought."' The
authors have assessed the structure of Thomas's testimony. They emphasize
with astonishing clarity what Maleczek recognizes: the central meaning of
radical material poverty."* The friar from Thomas describes San Damiano in
1228 as a living Church, whose interior structure is supported by seven

virnres. It is interesting to see how Thomas summarizes poverty' and then
too the position that it has in his "structure of virnres." Among the
individual virtues that Thomas does not number randomly, there are

relationships to be discovered. They make visible a symmetrical structure:

I . Love: the virnre of mutual and continuing charity

2. Humility: the gem of humility

3. Chastity: the lily of virginity and chastity

4. Poverty: the title of most exalted poverty

5. Silence: the grace ofabstinence and silence

6. Patience: the virtue ofpatience

7. Contemplation: the height of contemplation

First of all, sisterly "charity""t corresponds to a certain extent to the
"height of contemplation": the intimate relationship with God and a

mystical abiding in his presence."o Humility and patience are distinguished

because most holy poverty to which she commits herself with all her efforts, appears

here only in the'fourth place and contemplation, another value that has,the same

imlyrtance for her, ,pp.irs only in the last place. Clare, however, thinla differendy

"'RegisJ. Armstrong, "Clare of Assisi, the Poor Ladies, and their ecclesial
mision in the Tirst Life' of Thomas of Celano," Greyfriars Rettiew 5 (1991) 389'424.
His straightforward interpretation of Thomas' structure of the virtues is- ]igde by
little losiin a growing perplexity: "While these first three pe-rcepqons of Thomas
raise a number-of a.rtilirittg qr"itio.t. about the background of his thoughts, what is
most puzzling is the way in which he passes over the pursuit of poverty that singled
ort th" Pooiladies even at this early date.... He touches so very briefly on their
poverty," (405-06).

"nln what follows, I must limit myself to the results of a study that I did in
the spring of 1955 and which will be published in Wiss. Weisb: "Tltomas von Celano
.,nd i{"r*"s Armut in San Damiano. Beitrag zu einer Neuinterpretation der beiden
Franziskusviten und zur Diskussion iiber den Verfasser der Klaralegende."

t"lc.l 19 describes tJrris caritas, that "praecipua ante omnia viget," quite
beautifully as the friendship and unity of the sisters with one another.

"uThe close relationship between union with God and the love between the
sisters is typical of Clare's own spirituality. An impressive example of this- can be seen

in the closing verses ofher blesiing: "Always be lovers ofyour souls and those ofall
your sisters. 

-r{nd 
may you always be eager to observe what you have promised the

Lord. May the Lord alrvays be with you and may you always be with Him. Amen,"
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as the basic virtues of Christ, and are understood as "minority.""' Together
with abstinence and silence, virginity and chastity are especially important
virtues of the cloistered monastic life."'

In the middle-all by itself and quite unique-is "most high
poverty" as Clare and her sisters live it. In this highly polished composition
Thomas of Thomas is playing with additional accents that especially
emphasize the two end pillars and the center of the building:"" the four
virtues in between are dwarfed by the superlatives praecipua ante ortnia,
ahbsirna, and suruma. The hymn of the poet-theologian thus celebrates in
verse a community that fulfills to the highest degree Christ's two-fold
commandment of love of God and neighbor in a contemplative lifestyle, and
does so as lesser sisters in a monastic setting and with a special uniqueness,
which is displayed in the most radical form of poverty! Do we need more
words to show radical poverty's role in the life of the sisters? Maleczek
should have looked at how Thomas describes Clare's povertF: it is described
quite succincdy as an "extreme" reality and entirely in its material
dimension. The wording spontaneously makes us think of the Prhtilege of

(A,rmstrong, Clare of Asisi, 82). For more on the BCl, a writing that Maleczek
neglects, which shares various themes with the TestCl, see Leonhard Lehmann, "La
Benedizione di S Chiara. Analisi ed Attualizazione," Dialoghi con Chiara d'Assisi. Atti
delle Giomate di stadio e riflessione per l'Wil Centenario di S. Chiara, celebrate a San
Damiano di Asisi ottobre 1993-luglio 1994, (!'ssisi: n.p., 1995), 189-209, esp. the
conclusion, 208-209.

ttJohannes B. Freyer, "Humilitas und Patientia in den Ermahnungen des
hl. Franziskus," ?W[/ 53 (1990): 19-31, more closely analyzed "humility and
patience" as "characteristic behavior of the young fraternity'' based on the
Admonitions.

"'With regard to silence (silentium rr,d tacitamitas) in the monastic
tradition, see three important sources: Cassian, Confesiones XVII, l; Institutiones IV,
12; Benedict of Nursia, Rule c.62; Gregory the Great, Mor. II,48; )OOI, 16; )OO!
L6; PL 77, 591. 2J5-236.551. On the meaning of silence as a monastic virtue in the
Middle Ages, see Giovanna della Croce, s.v. Silenzio, in Dizionario enciclopedico di
Spiriraaliti, ed. Ermanno Ancilli, (Rome: n.p., 1992), voI. 3, 2310: "In medieval
contemplative Orders, monastic life was lived out in a more or less rigorous silence.
The exact norms for the schedule and the duties of the monls never lost sight of
silence (taciturnitas), the grave obligation to organize one's entire life immersed in
contemplative silence (Camaldolese, Cistercians, Carthusians Carmelites, etc). This
attitude is well attested to in the writings of the Masters (Bernard, William of Saint-
Thierry). In regard to the women's religious movement of the early thirteenth
century, M. Bartoli describes the significance of chastity for the "virgins of Christ"
witlrin the Cistercian realization of curial policy, Clare of ,4ssii,76-81; for the
meaning ofsilence, see pages 81-82.

t"In the Gothic arch, one thinks of the three most important stones: the
foundations of the pillars and the keystone of the vault.
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Pouerty.'r" Clare herself had extracted approval of it from Gregory IX at the
same time that Thomas was writing his Life."' The Pope's attempt, in the
surrmer of 1228, to pay a personal visit to the Abbess to persuade and oblige
her to his form of cloister with strict enclosure and the necessity of
possessions met with her most determined opposition. In his Priailege
several months later Gregory IX grants exactly what the fourth virtue
describes, namely radical material poverty. Thus he uses the key concepts
that would appear in those very same months in writing about San Damiano
in the life of Francis. The Life also speaks of abissirna paapertas in aictus and
aestitus. The papal concession actually represents a "tide" in the legal sense
of the word, as Feliciano Olgiati observes.'*' Was Thomas aware of Clare's
obstinate defense of her "most high poverty"? Did he perhaps see the text
himself at San Damiano or at the Curia? Damian Vorreux quite reasonably
suggests that "the largest part of the Vita was composed at the Curia"'"
where the acts of the canonization process would have been at his disposal.'*
The statement about "most high poverty" in San Damiano expresses Clare's
main concern at that point in time, that the material reality of her poverty
was in jeopardy and, as it will be shown, remained so.'*' First of all, let it be
said that in 1228/1229 the biographer gives us a surprisingly informed
impression-precisely about the political and legal events between San
Damiano and the Curia.'*

'u"'Fourth, all of them have become so distinguished by their title of highest
poverty that their food and clothing rarely or never manage to satis!, extreme
necessity," (lCel 19).

'''Engelbert Grau dates the composition of I Celano between spring of
1228 (the assignment was "at t}re latest" onJuly 16) and the end of 1228 (at the very
latest, the beginning of January 1229): Engelbert Grau, "Thomas von Celano: Life
and Work," Greyfriars Reztiew I (1994): 327 -336.

'*'F. Olgiati, "Vita Prima di San Francesco d'Assisi," FF 426 n. 31.

'*tD. Vorreux, "Vie de Saint FranEois d'fusise par Thomas de Celano."
"Introduction," Saint Franqois d','ksise. Documents, 1erits et prem,iiru biographies, ed. by
Th6ophile Desbonnets and Damien Vorreux, (Paris: Editions Franciscains, 1968),
204.

'*At that time the Curia was in Umbria. After a popular uprising in the
Spring of 1228 drove the Pope from Rome, he resided in Perugia until 1229: Brooke,
Early Franciscan Goaerwmmt, 134.

'*tClare's struggle for her life of poverty , from l2l2 until her death in 125 3,
is traced in Bartoli, Clare of Asisi, 66-7 5, 132-138.

'*The fact that he did not express himself more clearly on the topic may-
given the necessary brevity of the excursas-be due to the "genus litterarium" of his
work. It is the official ain per cariam approbata rnd had to show Francis as a model
and first had to be accepted by the Pope.
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A mere twenty years later, after the General Chapter of Genoa
(1244), Thomas of Celano received the task from the Order's leadership to
write a new Vita: what was lacking was to be supplied, and the new
generations of friars were to be given a comprehensive view of the
beginnings. The new Vita thts was less a description of a life than a
"mirror" of Franciscan spirituality.t*' The "Poor Ladies" appear in only one
section, which is intended to show Francis's exemplary relationship to the
sisters (2 Cel 20+-207). Thomas begins the section very much like the
passage in the first life: with the intention of praising a "spiritual edifice.""*
The Virgines Christi promise the highest degree of perfection, and once
again it is the virtues that are the path to it. Much more directly and
obviously this time the Life makes it clear which virtue comprises the
community's originality: "in the observance of most high poverty." All the
other virtues are then summarily mentioned.'*' In Maleczek's opinion, there
are also "authentic witnesses" from the last years of Clare's life that show
that poverty is not "considered the central theme that the Testament would
have us believe.""" And too the second most important matter of the
Testament: the relationship with the brothersl The Remembrance of the Desire
of a Soul goes further, in that it recalls Francis's concern for the sisters:

Though the fatlrer gradually withdrew his (2 Cor l0:10) boilily presence from
them, he still offered (Mt 3:ll) in the Holy Spirit,his affection to care for
them. The saint recognized that they were marked with many signs of the
highest perfection, and that they were ready to bear any loss and undergo
any labor (Phil l:29) for Christ and did not ever want to (Ps ll9,,21) tam
aside from rheholy cammandm.ents. Therefore, he firmly promised them, and
others who professed poverty in a similar way of life, that he and his
brothers would perpetually offer them help and advice. And he carried this
out carefully as long as he lived, and when he was close to death he
commanded it to be carried out without fail always, saying that (l Cor

'*'Omacheverria, Estritos, 49, summarizes the literary analysis when he
writes: "In the second life by Thomas of Celano, St. Francis is presented more as a
"mirror of perfection" than as an object of history or of a chronologically arranged
biography."

'*'Compare the "spiritual building" made of "living stones" of ZCel 204
with the "noble structure" and the "precious pearls from which it arose" in lCel 19.
In the subsequent verses the author remains true to his ecclesial interpretation of the
communiry as tangible model of his view of Church reform: Armstrong, "First
Life," 130-131 . Nso Clare of Asii: Early docum.ents,267-268.

''""... The virgins of Christ had begun to gather in that place, assembled
from diverse regions of the world, professing the greatest perfection in the
observance of the highest poverty and the beauty of every virtue" (2Cel 204).

"'Maleczek, "Privilege," 63.
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l2:ll) one and the sam,e Spirit had led the brothers and those litde poor
ladies (Gal l:4) out of tbis world. (2 Cel 204).

Here, surprisingly Thomas reports exacdy what Clare will hold to
firmly in the central chapter of her Rule, where she inserts Francis's Fonn of
Life and his Last Will, and which she so forcefully recalls in her Testaruent:
Francis had promised the sisters his closeness, love and care, and that of his
brothers, if they persevered in their radical poverty. Here in some instances
the wording of Thomas's Life coincides with those of Clare. Kajetan Esser
observes that this witness' support of the "fornaa aiaendi is "all the more
important, because it was formulated before the origin of Clare's Rule.""'
Last of all, Marco Bartoli suspects a direct recourse on Thomas's part to the
text of the Fonna Viaendi, which together with the other (written) material
from tradition could belong to a real "San Damiano cycle.""' Obviously
Thomas of Celano was very familiar with the two central writings about San
Damiano and their significance for Clare, even before she herself included
them in her own writings."' In the Life's highly formulated presentation it
stands out how clearly Thomas emphasizes the importance of poverty: "for
Christ" they have accepted and endured it, making it, as it were, the heart of
their profession and, in accordance with the Poverello's will, they can always
count on the support of the brothers. That is a clear message to the reader
and hearer of the Life-the friars and ecclesiastics-those very same people
who were railing against the sisters about poverty or the responsibility for
their pastoral care. Thomas emphasizes this message again when he himself
adds a saylng from Francis that is impossible to misunderstand: "one and the
same spirit had led the brothers and the poor ladies out of the world.""*
Marco Bartoli poses the concrete question of who has given Thomas such an
intimate picture of the Poverello's request and who told him "those
beautiful words of the dying Francis" that recall that it is the same spirit who

tt'Cf. Esser, Opuscula, 296-297 .

"'According to Bartoli, "Novitas clariana," 173-175, Celano is supposed to
have given here "a brief presentation" of the Text of rhe Form.a Viaendi, "whose
tenor fits the words later used by Clare in rhe Testament aod in her Rzla. It is
probable that written evidence was involved."

lJl6r"'The composition of the Rule mrst have begun after the Bull of August 6,
1247 (Claire de fusise, Erits, T+). Thomas had ended his second portrait of Francis
before the General Chapter ofJuly 13,1247, as is seen from the dedication to the
Minister General in office at that time, found in ZCel2.

"*Ihom"s reports this quotation from Francis with its two clear references
to St. Paul (1Cor 12:11 and Gal l:4) in order to emphasize ttre deep biblical
inspiration of this Form of Life.
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is the inspiration and binding power of the sisters and brothers."' The
textual similarity to the parallel placement in Clare's Testament strengthens
Bartoli in his theory that there was direct contact with San Damiano:
Thomas's "source was certainly Clare.... The fact that Thomas, like every
other biographer of Francis, could write nothing about the relationship
between Francis and Clare without asking for her advice as long as she was

living, is quite apparent. The complete citation of a document that was

preserved in San Damiano gives almost absolute certainty."o Clare must have

been very grateful for this support from the official biographer: the Life
understands and reaffirms both of the sisters' main concerns, it points out
the inspiration and meaning of their povergr in few words and gives great
weight to the Poverello's last request-or a portion of it-that
fundamentally concerns the relationship to the sisters."'

The vast majority of experts hold, and with good reason, that it was

the Poverello's biographer who, some twenty years later, also composed
Clare's Lifr."' Beyond a doubt is the fact that the author had received
another assignment from the Pope"', and is writing at least partially at the
Curia, where the acts of the Process are at his disposal. The final editing
must have taken place after the canonization (1255-1261).'0" Besides the acts

"tBartoli, Clare of ,4ssii, 139.

"oBartoli, Clare of ,*sii, 139-+0.

"'Even though Thomas of Celano understands Clare's struggle for highest
poverty and gives voice to it, he also clearly writes as a Friar Minor with an official
Lommission. While he treats San Damiano in a fundamental chapter that is meant to
admonish the friars to greater reserve in regard to the Sisters, he actually conforms
to the wishes of those giving his assignment. Concerning the following episodes that
in their political orientation seem to be a relativization of what Clare emphasizes as

the saint's legary, see the discussion in Omaechevarria,Esritos,5l-52 (Anm. 14).

"tSee Grau, Leben und Scbriften der hl. Kara, 13-16 (with the most
important arguments); the most recent is Bartoli, Chiara d',4ssii. Scthti e documenti,

245-246. The critical edition of the Legenda can be found io Legenda sanctae Clarae

Virginis, tratta dal Ms. 318 della Bibl. eomunale di Assisi, Francesco Pennachi, ed.,

(Assisi 1910).

"'This is also made clear from the letter of dedication to Alexander fV
(Pope from December 12, 125+ to May 25,1261): The author calls him "father ...
proi""to. ... lord ... of these Orders" and mentions his "papal authority," which
aagain and again repeated" the assignment: LegCl. Proemialis epistula. Gregory IX
ha-d named {aynaldus of Segni Cardinal Protecior of t}re Friars Minor and the Poor
Sisters alike.

'o"Omaecherrarria, Escritos, 127; Grut, Leben u. Scbriften der hl. Klara, 14-15;
Lainati, "Le Fonti rig-uardanti il Secondo Ordine francescano delle Sorelle Povere di
Santa Chiara,' Form,a Sororum 2l (1986) l3l-145. Bartoli, Clare of ,4sii, 5, 10,

supposes that the first one to glve him the assignment was Innocent IV, which then
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of the Process the author must have had at his disposal a rich amount of
source material: other curial documents, the Bull of Canonization, oral
information from brothers, sisters and other witnesses and, naturally,
hagiographical writings as well that the Franciscan movement had produced
in the fifty-year period.'o' The basic structure of the legend follows the Bull
of Canonization and is divided according to the classical steps of a ffi, namely
aita-conaersio-conuersatio-miraanli.tn'Maleczek studied the role of poverty
in this important testimony. After a cursory glance he decides that "in the
list of Clare's virtues found in the Legend, poverty (-egCl 13 and 14) is
placed on the same level as humility, mortification of the flesh, zeal for
prayer, deep love for the Crucified and love for her sisters."'o' It would take
too long to go into detail to counter Maleczek's argument. In my opinion, a

major problem with Maleczek's handling of the non-curial sources lies in
the fact that he is too strongly fixated on "technical terms." Francis's "form
of liuing" speaks basically of a new life in radical poverty without using the
term poverty. If Maleczek thinla that "it does not mention pov€rqrr" he has

truly misjudged its contents.'o'He is equally superficial in his treatment of
the Legend. A few indications must suffice here for a more careful
interpretation: poverty can already be seen in Clare's youth, when, living in
a wealthy home, she wears simple clothing and shares her food with the
poor (-egCl 3-4).'o'Clare's conversion leads to the sale of her goods and an

immense decline in her social status from the "nobilitas [nobiliry]" to the
"ailitas [depravity]" of an unmarried woman without property or protection.
As the humble servant and bride of the poor Christ, she and her sisters

certainly rules out the letter of dedication with its date of 1255 .

'n'The author himself indicates his sources and the critical associations with
them: "It has obviously pleased Your Lordship to command my lowliness to mold
from the recent deeds ofSaint Clare a text to be read aloud.... Therefore, placing
myself at your command, I did not consider it safe to proceed with what might be
incomplete, resorted to the companions of blessed Francis and to the community of
Christ's virgins .. . \4/hen, with the fear of God, these had more firlly instructed me
in t-[re complete truth, I then set it down in a simple style, accepting some things and
dismissing others, " L e gC l. Pro em.i a lis e pi*ula.

'n'stefano Brufano, "'Legendae' agiografiche di Chiara d'fusisi del secolo
XIII," in Chiara d.'Assisi. Atti,325-355. On page 330 we read that one can therefore
speak of an "absolute simplicity" in the organization and the development of the
legenda.

'o'Maleczek, "Privilege, " 63.

'n*Maleczek, "Privilege," 6 l.
'otThe theologically and poetically talented biographer embellishes some of

the testimony of the canonization process with Scriptural passages and in a poetic
turn calls Clare the "miserorum miserias m.iserantem [merciful towards the miseries of
the destitute]," LegCl 3.
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become part of the "nova militia pauperum, duce Francisco" (LegCl 8). In
the silence of San Damiano they live without security, without protection
(21-22,25), poor, often hungry too (LegCll5-16), but in mystical love, their
"sequela [following]" of the poor Lord (passim]-radically free of possessions

like him (,egCl l4). For forty years she endured in her race "in stadio

ahissimae paapertatis [in the state of most exalted poverty]" QegCl 39). fu
Jesus was poor on earth and now is enthroned in heaven as the Christ,
Clare's way of a poor pilgrim on earth, disciple and bride of Christ (-egCl
40) also leads to union with the beloved Lord in the joy of eternal life
(.egCl 4l-46). What the Life as a whole reveals and emphasizes-the
following of Jesus in evangelical poverty lived in a small monastery of a

different type and the expression of mystical love-is also systematically
interpreted by the author in its own chapter "on true poverty" (Leg Cl 13).

The section shows a considerable familiarity with the spirituality of Clare as

she speaks to us through her letters, her Rule and her Testament.t66 The
ensuing section (RegCl 14) confirms the impression that the author knows
Clare and her sisters personally and has been entrusted with their history.
He is of special interest to us because he refers to Gregory IX's Priailege of
Poaerty.

Perhaps Maleczek has paid too little attention to the origin of the
aforementioned Priailege that, in his opinion, is the first and only one. This
Privilege was granted following a bitter conflict between Clare and Gregory
IX. "With a fatherly affection" the new Pope wanted to compel Clare to
have a secure life by having "some possessions." Clare, however, "resisted
with a very strong spirit and would in no way acquiesce." In the process the
witnesses also recall Clare's resistance to the Pope's pressure. Thomas of
Celano, however, shows that he has precise information about the protocols
and in conclusion cites Clare's bold response to Gregory IX. He thought he
could release her from her original vow of povertF, but she replied: "Floly
Father, I will never in any way wish to be absolved from the following of
Christ."'o' We must remember that Thomas is writing the official "aita per

'ouA few cues: the very close connection between poverty and humility, an

evangelical choice patterned after Jesus' advice to the rich young man, the poor
"sequela" in "post Christum sine sacculo exonerata percurrere," the material cost of
spiritual riches and inner communion with Christ, through poverty gaining a

'lretiosissima margarita," "in paupertate nidulo Christo pauperi conformari quem
paupercula mater in arcto praesepio parvulum reclinavit" (LegCl l3). At the same

time we find the influence of curial concerns in Thomas's official Legend'a; wth
regard to the enclosure for example, see Brufani, "'Legendae' agiografiche," 347.
Flowever, after what has been said, no one can affirm that it is not evangelical
poverty but enclosure that is the "central and characteristic element" of the Legenda.

'o'LegCl 14; Armstrong,Clare of Asii,269.
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ru.riarn approbata [ife that has been approved by the curia]" (approbaruda!)!
The Pope in question is an uncle of the current Pope to whom Thomas
must present the Life! Alexander fV, closely related to the Conti di Segni
and Cardinal Protector since 1228, was quite familiar with the history of San
Damiano.tot However, as early as l22l he was part of Hugolino's entourage,
in 1227 he became a "camerarius" of the Roman curia and as cardinal-dean
he accompanied his uncle Gregory IX through lJmbria, and in 1228
certainly participated in the process of canonization of Francis and in that
connection he probably also witnessed the conflict in San Damiano.'o' As
always, Thomas could not get away with stating something implausible. The
sisters remember the event quite well, the Curia must approve the Life and
the Pope himself, a relative of Gregory, is entrusted with the story of San
Damiano. The Life is all the more noteworthy here because its goal is to
officially promote the new saint as an example."n Now the question is
whether or not the Church leadership thought that Clare's opposition was
exemplary: as Bartoli notes, her response to Gregory IX contains "a view
and interpretation of the Gospel that is different from that of the Vicar of
Christ." That is all the more daring "because the response came from a

woman" and Gregory was a friend of Francis and the Cardinal Protector of
the Order during the last years of the Poverello's life."' Further reason for
the hagiographer to put what he was describing in the Life in a good light!
For all these reasons Thomas should be considered to be well informed and
reliable concerning the events of 1228. His testimony is indirecdy
confirmed, a fact that Maleczek unfortunately overlooks, by a letter from
Clare, which we will treat later.

From all that has been explained-and with a glance atthe Legend of
Clare and the testimony in both of Thomas's portrait of Francis-it cannot
be said that Thomas is not interested in questions of "Church politics or

'o'Ralmaldus clarifies his function, however, and in his 1228 letter of
presentation to rhe 24 monasteries of women, emphasizes tlat Gregory had merely
named him his assistant: "We are not his successor, but since he is involved in many
difficult problems, we have approached him so that he may do through his
messenger what he cannot do himself," Cardinal Raynaldus' circular letter of August
18, 1228. Cf. Armstrong, Clare of Asisi, 105).

'u"'Notizie biografiche di Alessandro r\Z' can be found in Luigi Pellegrini,
Alessandro IV e i Francescani (1254-1261), (Rome: n.p., 1966),17 -21.

""See: Bartoli, Clare of Assii, 19-20. "Tlre Legenda S. Chiara Virginis was
written for edification; Clare is presented as a mirror, a model of sanctity. Above all
she was to be imitated by those women who formed part of a movement,
characteristic of the time, which has been called 'the women's religious movement of
the thirteenth century. "'

"'Bartoli, Clare of ,4sii, 134.
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Church law" or claimed that he has an uncertain knowledge of the Roman
Curia. Just as litde would a careful analysis of the Life reveal that Thomas
did not show that he knew nothing at all about Gregory lX's Priailege of
Poaerty."' Maleczek must let himself be taught by the sources: Thomas is
well informed and shows that poverty is the central problem in the history
of San Damiano, not simply after Clare's death, but as early as 1228, and
even earlier, as we shall see. Before we take a closer look at the origin of
Gregory's Priuilege of Pouerty we must briefly discuss Thomas's statement
about the confirmation of the Privilege under Innocent fV. Against
Engelbert Grau"' and with Paul Sabatier,"* I would like to agree with
Werner Maleczek that, according to the Legend of Clare, Clare asks Cardinal
Raynaldus for a confirmation of the Priailege of Poaerty."' The biographer
proves to be remarkably precise in recounting the request: it is to bear the
signature of the present cardinal, therefore it is to be a solemn privilege."o
Let us take another look at the origin of the Life: the biographer is writing
only four years after the event, in the early 1250's he himself was in Assisi"'
and he enjoys the trust of the community of San Damiano; moreover, he

"' Maleczek, "Privilege," 3 9-40.

'"E. Grau, "Das 'Privilegium Paupertatis' der hl. Klara. Geschichte und
Bedeutung" WW38 (197 5) 17 -25,20 and Leben und Schriften der hl. Klara, 68-69. In
this the German Franciscan follows his compatriot, M. Fal3binder, "IJntersuchungen
iiber die Quellen zum Leben der hl. Klara von Assisi" in Franz. Stad. 23 (1936) 318.

"osabatier, "Privildge," 28-3 l.
"tClare asks Ralmaldus "to have the Prioilege of Pooerty confirmed for her

by tlre Lord Pope and the cardinals," (LegCl40).

''nsabatier, "PrivilEge," 28, 3l "without good reasons, one does not have
the right, which various critics have given themselves, to accuse the author of a

certain amount of confusion between the Priailege of Pouerty and the Rule. A Rule is
not a privilege and what was said above concerning the cardinals' signatures on
privileges shows why the poor sick lady begged the Bishop of Ostia to intervene with
his colleagues. Now, the cardinals would never have put their signature on the
confirmation of a Rule." .. . "The mention ... of the cardinals obviously implies that
in the biographer's view, tlis concerned a privilege in tlre narrowest sense of the
word, that is a consistorial privilege, granted in the most solemn manner, and
bearing the signature of the memtrers of the sacred college." (Sabatier's treatment of
papal diplomatics, which, at the beginning of the 20'n century, had put an end to the
lively controversy surrounding the authenticity of rhe Priailege of Pooerty, has been
misunderstood by Maleczek on the basis of his earnest speculation. Throughout his
whole study, Maleczek never returns to Sabatier's carefirl argumentation.)

"'On his composing the Tractatus de Miraculi B. Francisci, ed,. io Analeaa
FranciscnnaX269-331, see Nicola Petrone, "Note biografiche su Fran Tommaso da
Celano," Fra Tommaso da Celano, storico-poeta e santo, ed. by Nicola Petrone,
Trgliacozzo 1992,9-15; Michael Bihl in rhe Prefatio to Anahcta Franciscana X; for the
date, see also Fonti Francescane 736.
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prepares the material from the acts of the process, which shows that he has

personal contact with the Roman Curia, and then submits his work to the
Curia for approval.

A rather piquant detail: the Pope for whom Thomas is composing
the official Life not only knows the history of San Damiano quite well, but is
that very same Raynaldus of Segni of whom we are speaking here. Alexander
fV, who personally composed hymns to Clare, will certainly read the Life
carefully."' At its approbation he will certainly recall quite clearly that
several years before, as Cardinal Protector, he had been asked by Clare to do
what he could to obtain the confirmation of the Priailege of Pouerty. The
biographer cannot afford any lack of credibility. Did the approval take
place? Historically we can attest to only the approval of the Rule, which was
first signed by Raynaldus himself as Cardinal Protector several months after
Clare's request,"' and one year later, as Clare lay dying, was approved by
Innocent fV. Bartoli has published a plausible thesis, that the abbess had
entrusted both requests to Ralmaldus: her great wish to have a solemn
confirmation of the privilege and her bold request for the approval of the
Rule, which would carry much more weight than the Priailege. Because the
earlier privileges had been granted, it would be reasonable to expect the
former, but the confirmation of the Rule itself must have seemed rather
doubtful in consideration of Innocent fV's previous policies regarding
religious life.'o' Of the erstwhile Cardinal, now Pope, the Life says only that
he had kept his promise; "r1uod fidelis ille religionis adiutor sicut aerbo prontisit,
sic opere adirnpleait [that ths faithful aide of the religion, as he promised in
word, fulfilled in deedl."

Now, what exactly had he done? In hindsight Raynaldus' obtaining
the approval of the Rule can be seen as the fulfilment of Clare's wish: it not
only confirms the Privilege of absolute poverty granted by Gregory, but the
whole forrna aiaendi" in a comprehensive Rule written by Clare herself.
Now, does this achievement-by both Clare and Ralmaldus-precede the
confirmation of the privilege? There would have been ample time for it

"tConcerning Alexander IV's liturgical compositions in honor of Clare,
with texts and commentary: Leonhard Lehmann, "Das Bild der hl. Klara in
lateinischen Hymnen des ll. bis 15.Jahrhunderts," Collectanea Franciscana 63 (1993)
423-470;430-437 .

"'The text of Quia aos, written in Perugia on September 16, 1252, was then
quoted in the papal confirmation.

"nSee Bartoli, Ckre of ,4ssii, 179. Although objectively the same, Sabatier
sees two chronological stages, "PrivilEge," 31. The sources do not allow the
confirmation of their theses, but just as litde do they support the "argumentum ex
silentio," proposed by Maleczek, "Privilege," 3 5-3 9.
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between Clare's request in the fall of l25l and the approval of the Rule in
the summer of 1253. The fact that we have no corresponding information
about it does not mean that it did not take place-especially because after
the approval of the Rule the Privilege would have lost its importance and
would not need to be preserved. There may be an allusion to an approval in
Clare's Testarnent which, in addition to that of Innocent III, mentions the
Priuilege obtained from "sais successoribus [his successors]." This plural cannot
refer to Celestine IV, who ruled for only a half a month. Therefore, in
addition to Gregory IX, Honorius III and/or Innocent fV would have come
into consideration."' The Legend of Clare does not speak expressly of any
confirmation: by the total fulfilment of Clare's wish, the "opus" might mean
that the approval of the Rule greatly exceeded what Clare had requested.
The question remains open. Ralmaldus, alias Alexander fV, once a major
player in the story of Clare, whom he then enthusiastically canonized,"'
found Thomas' report in order.

We hold that, contrary to Maleczek's view, Thomas of Celano is an
expert witness: he deserves credibility because of his familiarity with Clare's
world and story, but also in what he writes about the conduct of the Popes
and their policies."' To what degree that also applies to the early days and
his account of Innocent III's Priailege of Pouerty shall concern us later. Next,
however, we want to ask ourselves some questions that Maleczek raises

concerning the origin of what he calls "the first and only Priailege of
Poaerty," which Gregory IX granted to San Damiano in 1228 and to Perugia
in 1229.

'"For a discussion of the possibility of a confirmation by Honorius III, see:

Grundmann, Religious Moaements in tbe Middle lges (Notre Dame, IN: IJniversity of
Notre Dame Press, 1995), 139; Sabatier, "Privildge," 54. Against it, see Grau,
"Privilegium," 20; Here too the arguments cannot be proven by the sources.

"'Alexander IV sketches an enthusiastic biographical picture ofClare in the
aforementioned Bull of Canonization, Clara chris praeclara, which strangely enough
allows for no more precise dating than berween August and October 1255.

't'To expect from the biographer a very detailed account on the diplomatic
level, exactness on the canonical level, e.g., that Innocent III had only written a

rough draft of the first Prioilege of Pouerty, while there is nothing about its actual
issue, and technical language-"nota" instead of "notula," Maleczek, "Privilege," 35-
36-not only does not do justice to the sources and their purpose, but blocks any
attempt at a deeper understanding.
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4. Gregory D('s Privilege of Poverty: Clare's sincere incentive
against his ovrn policy?

We have just seen that Gregory IX's policy regarding the "Poor
Cloistered Sisters" met with "the most fearless opposition" from Clare.
What Thomas of Celano had already discovered in 1228 (1 Cel) and then,
after more precise inquiry depicts with surprising openness in his ofEcial life
of Clare, is also confirmed by the sisters. Thi.ty years after the conflict they
still remember it and tell about it during the canonization process. Pope
Alexander IV also confirms the tensions, and his perspective holds the more
weight since even the official proclamation of the canonization is not silent
about it."* The fact that this encounter involved more than greater security
"over the course of time" against the "dangers of the world," that Clare was

struggling much more for her original "fi*o nottra paapertaai [our form of
poverty]" and thus for the radical lifestyle of her community, can be seen by
looking at the events immediately before and after that conflict. The view of
Gregory IX's poliry for religious life and a comparison with other Bulls will
cast serious doubt upon Maleczek's opinions: whether or not Gregory's
Priailege really can be the first of this kind, and questions about the origin of
a privilege going counter to the papal spirituality and policy.

Let us recall that during his two legations in Central ltaly (1218/19)
Cardinal Hugolino begins to accept the spontaneously created communities
of women who were seeking papal protection. In 1219 he begins to organize
and regularize their life under constitutions he created. Juridically
dependent on the Benedictine Rule, he himself gives theirprrua aiaendi his
own Rule and provides a stricdy enclosed life for the "paaperes dorninae

inclusae [the poor cloistered ladies].""' ln 1220-at the very latest-

tttAlexander 
shows understandable discretion when he mentions his uncle

and predecessor: "An extraordinary lover ofpoverty and its zealous cultivator, she so

rooted it in her spirit, so fixed it in her desires that, more steadfast in its love and
more ardent in its embrace, she never departed from her stronger and more eager
union with it for any necessity. She could not be induced by any persuasion to
consent to have any possessions in her monastery, even though Pope Gregory of
happy memory our predecessor, thinking about the great indigence of her
monastery, generously wanted to endow sufficient and appropriate possessions for
the sustenance of her sisters," Tbe Ball of Canonizatioz, Armstrong, Clare of Asii,
2+3.

t"RegHag4 begins in fact, in the part that deals with entrance into the
monastery, wiih tlie following words: "Therefore, it is proper and it is a duty that all
those women who, after condemning and abandoning the vanity of the world, have
resolved to embrace and hold to your Order, should observe this law of life and
discipline, and remain enclosed the whole time of their life. After they have entered
the enclosure of this Order and have assumed the religious habit, they should never
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Hugolino, the newly appointed Cardinal Protector of the Friars Minor, also
comes to know and admire San Damiano."o He gradually formulates the idea
of organizing the widespread phenomenon of the women's communities
according to his Rule and associating them with the Friars Minor. As soon
as he became Pope, he seeks to entrust the Friars Minor with the ,,cara

[care]" of his "poor cloistered sisters"l'" in 1228 San Damiano is listed first
on an official circular letter addressed to 24 monasteries,"' and in 1234, at
the very latest, the name of his women's order appears in Gregory,s
documents: the Ord.o sancti Dan iani."' Tlis 1228 attempt to convince Clare
to possess propertF is to be seen in this context. San Damiano's radical
poverty must have been a concern for the Pontiff because of Clare herself,
who had become sick because of it. It was even more difficult to reconcile
the "forma vivendi" written by Francis and lived in San Damiano with his
own constitutions. fu long as they held on to the lifestyle they had chosen
and loved, San Damiano could not serve as a model and center of the new,
united Order. Various scholars have shown quite clearly that the concept of
religious life for women of Hugolino and his successors included enclosure
and a renunciation of the world that absolutely required the possession of
property and adequate material security. Mario Sensi expresses this thought

b9 g1a11e{-an1 permission 9r fagulty to leave [t]ris enclosure],', Armstrong, Clare of
Assii,9l-9.2. C-o-ncerning his enduring concern for enclosure, see GregorliIX, ,,EtJi

omnium illa" of November 22,1236, Bullarium Franciscanum. l, 206-201 . '

'*oEvidence of this is his Letter "Ab illa hora" to Clare: Text and a brief
c_ommentary in.Omaechevevarria, Escritos, 357-359. Kajetan EfJer, ,,Die Briefe
Gregors IX. an die hl. Klara von Assisi," in Franz.Stud.35 (1951) 274-295; he dates
t-he letter some time after Easter 1220.

t"Wirh the document "Quoties cordis" of December 14, 1227: Bullariam.
Franciscanum 1,36.

"'The Circular T.etter Munificentiae Conditoris laudes of Cardinal Ralmaldus
on August 18, 1228; cf. the text in Arcltioum Franciscanum Historieum. 5 (1912) 445-
2146 [trans. Armstrong, Clare of Assisi, 105-106]; a brief commenrary can be found in
Omaechevarria, Escritos, 362-367 . Bartoli remarks that the letter allows us to become
familiar with the first organizational structure of the monasteries of the Poor Ladies:
"the communities born of Gregory IX's initiative (Siena, Lucca, Perugia, Spoleto. ..)
are-joined to those in direct filiation with San Damiano (such as Vallegloria and
Gubbio) or that are the result of the preaching of the Friars (Trent). TogJther these
communities are given a Cardinal Protector (chosen not by chance from the Pope's
own, family) and a new visitator: Brother Filippo Longo in place of Brother
Pacificus," Chiara d'Asii. Scritti e Documenti,398-199.

"'Gregory IX, Celestia quaerentibus terrenis (December 2, 1234) Bullarium
Franciscanum. l, 143. See also Gregory's Letters: Etsi omnia l//a (November 22,1236);
Lice-t uelut ignis (Febrvry 13, 1237); Pia meditatione pensantes (May 5, lZ38); Ad
audientiam nostra?n (December 21, l24l): Ballarium. Fianciscanam l,' 206-297, Z0g-
210,236-237 , 240-2+1, 290.
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in the catchwords: "exemption-reclusion-dotation.""" San Damiano felt
that its radical love of poverty (and its openness to the world) was being
existentially called into question by Gregory's policy. This also explains
Clare's courageous opposition. FIer own words give us an idea of how from
1228 onwards she decided to oppose the monopolization of Gregory's Ordo
Sancti Damiani. }J:er second letter to Agnes of Prague, which is to be dated
in the period between 1234 and 1238,"' reacts to an obyious external
pressure exerted upon the Prague community.'' With the decisiveness that
distinguishes her own struggle for the Priailege of Poaerty, she advises the
abbess ofPrague in poetic passion:

What you hold, may you always hold, what you do, may you always do and
never abandon. but with swift pace, light step, unswerving feet, so that even
your steps stir up no dust, may you go forward securely, joyfrrlly, and
swifdy, on the path of prudent happiness, not believing anything, not
agreeing with anything that would dissuade you from this resolution or that
would place a stumbling block for you on the way, so that you may offer
your vows to the Most High in the pursuit of that perfection to which the
Spirit of the Lord has called you. ... If anyone would tell you something
else or suggest something that would hinder your perfection or seem
contrary to your divine vocation, even though you must respect him, do not
follow his counsel. But as a poor virgin, embrace the poor Christ (2 EpAgn
ll-14, l7-18).

In the veiled reference to "anyone [who] would tell you something else" and
who seeks to "hinder [Agnes'] perfection," to whom she must not give in,
"even though [she] must respect him," it is easy to recognize no one less
than Gregory IX himself. Actually, in a letter of 18 May 1235, this same
Pope urged Agnes to accept possessions and income for the support of the
community and the monastery.r'l

Clare's determined response can be interpreted as a confirmation of
the LegCl, which 20 years later depicts Clare's own conflict with Gregory.
No one (not even the Pope) can prevent the sisters from fulfilling the vows
they have made to the "Most High" God. No man can oppose their "divine

''""Cardinal Hugolino focused on two points in his poliry: the privilege of
exemption and seclusion. When he became pope, he added the requirement that
each foundation have a dowry sufficient for the supporr of the community," Mario
Sensi, "The Women's Recluse Movement in Umbria during the l3'h'and l4h
Centuries," Greyfriars Reaiat 8 (1994):326.

"'See Bartoli's introduction in Cbiara d'Assisi, Scrini e Documenti,T6-78.

'"See J. Nemec, Agnese di Boemia, Assisi 1982,22-23.
'o3 Cum. re licta saecali (Mry I 8, 1 2 3 5), Ballarium Franciscanum. l, 1 5 6.
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vocation," that "perfection to which the Spirit of the Lord has called you."
And no one shall keep her from the "seqaela [following]" that Clare describes
for her here with such tenderness: "As a poor virgin, embrace the poor
Christ." With the same reference to the Most High God as the initiator and
to Christ as the way of tleir vocation, in the Testament she will, as we have
seen, humbly but definitely make the Pope, Cardinal Protector and the First
Order discharge their duties. Gregory's policies are just as determined.
Agnes of Prague, who as the daughter of King Ottokar, in 1234 chose a life
similar to Clare's, will feel it painfully: in May 1235 Gregory joined the
hospital founded by Agnes to the monastery and thus weighed their poverty
down with a considerable amount of possessions.''o Agnes obstinately
struggles to likewise be allowed to follow the forrna aiaendi of San
Damiano."" In 1238 her fight, which is supported by her brother, King
Wenceslaus I, is rewarded with a type of privilege of poverty.''n Just a few
weeks later, however, the next Bull shows how little Gregory thinla of
Francis's forrna aiuendi. It is true that he praises Agnes and her sisters who,
"in the robe of poverty follow the footprints of the Lord himself," but they
are to do so in accordance with his Rule because, to cite Gregory's words,
the dilecta in Chrisn filia Clara Abbatissa Monasterii Sanxi Daruiani de Assisio,
et quaedam aliae deaotae in Dornino Mulieres [the beloved daughter in Christ
Clare, Abbess of the Monastery of Saint Damian in fusisi, and those other
devoted women in the Lord] have Bearu.s Franciscus, quibas tamtluant ntodo
genitis non cibunt soliduru, sed qui aidebat contpetere, potam laais fornaularn aitae

l9hr'''"The just mentioned document Cum. relicta saeculi (May 18, 1215)
emphasizes anew Gregory's basic concept of the life of the Poor Sisters: inalienable
property in the interest of detachment from the world and the most strict observance
of enclosure. Important for understanding it is a letter written at the same time to
the friars at the hospital in Prague, Filius Summ.i Regis (May 18, 1235) Bullarium
Franciscanum. l, 156-168. In view of these letters of Gregory, Clare would have
counterposed the "unum est necessarium" of the Gospel (Lk. 10:42; 2LAg l0), in
which she, as Alfonso Marini has shown, reads in an original way, poverty: Marini,
''Ancilla Christi, plantula sancti Francisci.' Gli scritti di Santa Chiara e la Regola,"
Chiara d'Assisi. Ani, 107-156, ll8-119.

""On the basis of Clare's lefters, and most of all of Gregory IX's Bull
Angelis Gaadium., a response to Agnes' proposed Rule, Anton Rotzetter suspects that
the two abbesses had a common plan, with the goal of obtaining a Franciscan Rule:
Klara aon Assisi, 219-244. In this he follows the thinking delineated by Heribert
Roggen in tle late 1960's: "Franciscaans-evangelische Levensstijl volgens de h. Clara
van Assisi," Sint Franciscus 3 (1966):80-160. Even if Roggen, and Rotzetter after him,
are stretching the sources a bit, their questions point out facts that deserve to be
taken seriously.

"'oGregory IX, Pia credalitate tenentes (Lprll 15, 1238), Bullarium
Franciscanum. l, 23 6-2J7 .
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tradidit [Blessed Francis, gave them a pattern of life not in the manner of
solid food but, as it seemed fit, of milk]. " Because the Poverello's form of life
was like milk for infants, Gregory obliges Prague to follow his own
constitutions, the whole and unedited Hugolinian Ord.inis Beati Darniani
Regula.'o'This quick glance at the papal poliry for religious life can help us
see Gregory IX's lack of understanding for Clare and Agnes' radical love of
poverty and imagine the corresponding suffering of the sisters.

Gregory IX was engaged in an unrelenting attempt to unite and
orgarize "his" Order of San Damiano according to his own form of life. We
know of three communities that struggled for a privilege of poverty and
thereby broke through Hugolino's model of monastic life. The privileges
granted to San Damiano and Monteluce/Perugia have the same textual
form. The Privilege granted to Prague ten years later reveals a different
language, a different attitude, and maybe even a different hand. Because
Maleczek ignores the Priailege of Poaerty given to Prague, let us make a
literal comparison of the two very different documents:

The Privilege of Poverty for San Damiano (1228)

Gregory, Bishop, Servant of the servants of God, to his beloved daughters
in Christ, Clare and the other servants of Christ gathered together in the
church of San Damiano of the diocese of fusisi, health and apostolic
benediction.

fu is evident, you have renounced the desire for all temporal things,
desiring to dedicate yourselves to the Lord alone. Because of this, since you
have sold all things and given them to tlre poor (cf. Lk 18:22), you propose
not to have any possessions whatsoever, clinging in all things to the
footprints of Him,the Way, the Truth, and the Life (|n 14:6) Who, for our
sake, was made poor. Nor does a lack of possessions frighten you from a

proposal of this sort; for the left hand of the heavenly Spouse is under your
head (cf. Ct 2:6) to support the weakness of your body, which you have
placed under the law ofyour soul through an ordered charity. Finally, He
Who feeds the birds of the heavens (cf. Mt 6:26) ard clothes the lilies of the
field (cf. Mt 6:28) will not fail you in either food or clothing, until He
ministers to you in heaven, when His right hand especially will more
happily embrace you (cf. Ct 8:3) in the firllness of His sight. Therefore, we
confirm with our apostolic authority, as you requested, your proposal of
most high poverty (cf. 2 Cor 8:2), granting you by the authority of [those]
present that no one can compel you to receive possessions.

teTQuoted from Gregory's letter "Angelicus Gaudium" (May 11, 1238),
Bullarium. Franciscanam, l, 242 -244.
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Therefore, let no one be permitted to tamper with this document of our
concession or dare to oppose it with rash temerity. If anyone shall presume
to attempt this, let him know that he will incur the wrath of Almight God
and His blessed aposdes, Peter and Paul. Given at Perugia, the lTth of
September, in the second year of our pontificate,

The Privilege of Poverty for Prague (1238)

Gregory, servant of the servants of God, sends greetings and Apostolic
blessings to his beloved daughters in Christ, the Abbess and the
Community of Christ's cloistered handmaids of the Order of Saint Damian
at the Monastery of Saint Francis in Prague.

Believing firmly and devoudy that the Spirit of the eternal Father may be
spefing in you whose hearts find no satisfaction ouside of God, We have
given courteous heed to and We favorable accept your petitions as inspired
by heavenly considerations alone and formulated by the same Spirit. This is
especially so since there are clear indications that you have been
contemplating that poverty of the Queen of Virgins that produces lasting
benefits for the faithful, because she did not have a place to go among the
poor even when she gave birth to the King of heaven. As a consequence, it
is evident that you are convinced that it is improper for servants and
handmaids to embrace luxury when the only begotten Creator of all things
was laid in a manger, wrapped in poor swaddling clothes.

Flence we accept your free renunciation of the Hospice of Saint Francis in
the Diocese of Prague together with i* rights and pertinences, which was
given to you at one time and through you to your monastery. You, who
have contemned things visible in order ro hasten to the delights of things
invisible, are desirous of avoiding that obstacle (which is accustomed to
arise) to a contemplation of God, which is unhampered by the care of
temporal things.

Therefore, overcome by your petitions and tears, We grant that by the
authority of this letter that you can not unwillingly forced to accept any
possessions from this time on. And let no one try to void this concession or
make a rash attempt to oppose it.

If anyone should attempt to do this, let him know that he will incur the
indignation of Almighty God and of His Aposdes, Perer and Paul. Given at
the Lateran, on the sixteenth of April in the twelfth year of Our Pontificate.
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Although the two privileges actually pertain to the same matter,
that is poverty according to Francis's Fonn of Life, a comparison of the two
privileges clearly shows remarkable differences in form, content, and tone.
The letter for Pragrre demonstrates a salutation that is perfect in form, is
addressed to the abbess and convent of St. Francis Monastery and is

intended for contemplative nuns of Gregory's own Ordo San Damiani. In
this context the mention of the hospital, which was given by Gregory to the
sisters and is now finally being taken back, reflects the earlier conflict
between Agnes and the Pope. The tone of the Bull itself reveals litde
enthusiasm: overcome by the tears of the sisters, Gregory IX "concedes" to
the Prague community, "that in the future they cannot be compelled to
accept property against their will." The introductory expressions about how
the sisters are close to God give us a glimpse of Agnes' appeal to a higher
authority. They recall Clare's conflict with Gregory in 1228, her second
letter and her testament, which refer to God as the highest authority and,
with an appeal to him, urge her sister to resist "anyone [who] would tell you
something else" and who tries to "hinder [her] perfection," and to whom she

must not give in, "even though [she] must respect him." Just a few weeks
later Gregory will, as we have mentioned, surprise Agnes with a letter that
once again quite extensively requires her to follow the Rule of Hugolino and
describe Francis's Forrn of Life as "infant formula."

Quite different are the form, language and tone of the Privilege
addressed to San Damiano and Perugia (1228/1229): the reference to selling
one's possessions and the choice of most high poverty repeats precisely the
contents of Francis's Forrn of Life."' The sisters are encouraged and
strengthened "to follow in the footprints of the Lord," who "for our sake

became poor." He is the "Way" and the "Life." We can rely on the Father's
care-citations from the Sermon on the Mount highlight this-like "the
birds of the air and the lilies of the field." With tender motifs from the Song
of Songs the Pope encourages the sisters to continue on their difEcult path,
and he broadens the gaze to the goal and completion of the road, namely the
wedding festivities and the embrace of the bridegroom in eternity. The
studied evangelical foundation of their altissima paaPertas, a concept that

'"In Francis's Rule and in Clare's community, following the "perfectio
evangelii" (Form.Vta) begins with the sale of all one's possessions on behalf of the
poor, in accordance with Jesus' advice to the rich young man: "If you would be
perfect, go, sell what you have, and give to the poor" (Mt 19.21; cf. Mk 10:21). A
detailed study of this Gospel pericope in the writings of Francis was done by
Wilhelm Egger, Nachfolge als Weg zum. Leben. Chancen neaerer exegetischer Methoden
dargelegt an Mk 10:17-31, (Klosterneuberg: 1979), 237-288, especially 261-273 =
"Die Vollkommenheit des Evangeliums: Nachfolge in Armut." We will return to this
topic later.
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Gregory avoids as much as possible in 123g, shows an understanding, awarmth and a sense of poetry.that cannot be traced back to 
"r, "pp"l no*Clare'- and that are hard to reconcile with C."gory,,-rpi.t'"lity andpolicies.'"'

How litde Gregory IX was convinced by this sincere incentive for
radical evangelical poverty can be seen not only by fri, p.fif i" i"g".d to
Prague, but also for Perugia: n 1229 Monteluce *., 

"JrU"ily 
gr"rrt"a th.

same Priuihge as San Damiano. Two years later, Gregory'Ii *ill t"ke
advantage of Monteluce,s weakness to heap possessiori upon the s"me
monastery and "allow and give them a mili, vineyards, olire gror"r, 

"rd
l9h'".t'or examole, the reference to the Lord, who will not fail them .,. ,,until

He ministers to uor'irr'n".r"n, *ii"n fll.'rfsh, ("rra .rp""irtly frff _"* happilyembrace you in the ru[11-3f Hi, ,iglr. ;; 
" 

"iJ 
h.rdly hrjrr. b".'., ior*J.t"a Uy th"sisters themselves or therr agenB.

:,..,ilrslT:*#iail';i,Tlfi"i:ilii:i"ig:x;ty":'# j;T;|;|..,';',r::nl
year. .(1228) to the "enclosed SiJters,' of San iiamiano and other monasreries: heexhibits a marked Cistercian sp-ousal ,piritoJity .ombined with a style of enclosuretha.t precluded Clare,s ..yp: ;i por..ry; "f. "b;;"p;,;'ilf;ft;' ,6, t228,Bullariam Franciscanurn t, I Z, cf.lLms y^Lng, Clqr, 

"f 
Zrr*, tOi _lU. io-,i.".ring th.

1."T"';'^"_l^16.2,!:'f:.@'Sors, 
287 -290; f...oti, ibiora d,*sii. ioiti-)- Oo***ri,J96- tsartoli,. lkry- of ,4ssii, 8O-Bl, sees a close connection between Gresonz,senclosure spirituality and the aristocratic_patriarchal marriage p"i,.y ,fr"i .ifimarked Clare's day-and her own youth. He 

"J--"rrr* Hugolino .,behaved 
exactly asa good head of a household *orrld hrr" beharreJ ..*"r3, m, a;;;];, k*pil;them in retirement and safeguarding-their rirs-tq as a prerequisite for later givingth.em in marriage to the mari of hi, it oi.". ffi.i *. women entrusted to him were

llf-" Py 
the Cardinat under the protection or th" Apo.toli" S";;i" ;;; iims"tf ,s induty bound ro protect _e:1, dtgr"iay with a view to th.ir makinr dre most

?f.::llc^T11::i,:q. ot ail_with the Lord Jesus himself. This is tJie origin ofHugolrno-s constant oreo_ccupation witlr enclosure.r' Brufani, ,,Legendae,, 
ag;ogiaficbedi Chiara d',4ssii,3zi-35s, succinctly J;;;;"rir.i't"Ir.iriJr,Ib#., p.ri.yunder consideration and the women'i *or"*.ri, *h.r, h. t 

".i;-rh"-ir;;drrin theirfunction as exemplarsl. conversion leads from ,il-;;i;;;;; ;;;:1;;" to the'-clausura monasdca" (341). Clare certainly lived for 40 years in the cloister and inher Rule.presupposes it(RegCl S 
"na 

f il,'Uut n..,r". or., the term even once in herother writings. Only once d-oes she write'abo,ri th" ,,"l"rr.t rr*Ib";;;;;jt to referto her own body, which can-bearJesus within it (3LAg l9). ioncernirg.,il;;;i
intensification of the originally open concept or "i")r..riit(; ii.i:;;ji.n cenn*iesrnro a klnd ot "cenobitrcal enclosure,, and the understanding of the cloister as a

!ri1on. of,love,"-see J*ean Le-clercq, ,,Wo-"r-'. lrton-ail;.#iI.;; iiin ,rrd l3,nuentufles,' Greffiars Reaiew 7 (1993): 167_192. For Clare,s concept of cloister incomparison with that of Hugolino, see Engelbert Grrrr, ,,Di. Kl;;.ii," Kl"rter SanDamiano zu Lebzeiten deiheiligen. n3i^. iiau h*torlco_uriiastlca.' F-estgabe fiirProf. Luchesias G. Sotitlinq, OFM-;d. Uy f,. Vezq".z, (Rome: lg77),311-346; Bartoli,Clare of ,4ssii,88-9i .
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gardens.""" Even earlier than that, iust months after the Priailege of poaerty,

Gregory IX is supposed to have solemnly granted and obliged Monteluce
t/rth possessiozs [possessions], so that ornnia integra conrrrvrita, elrarn, pro
qaoran gubernatione ac sustentatione clncetsa sunt usibus orunimod.is profutura fall
of their possessions, for whose governance and maintenance these future
items are given for their use, may be maintained whole]."" The tone and
purpose of such a letter makes it perfectly clear how little Gregory IX can
stand behind the request and origin of the Priailege of Poaerty in 1228/1229.
His spirituality and his single-minded policy for the sisters are difficult to
reconcile with the committed and warm encouragement that strengthens
San Damiano and Perugia in their choice of the most radical poverty.2,t

_ E plaining the difficulties in the content of Gregory,s priailege of
Poaerty of 1228/1229 as coming from his thought and poliry presenrs
problems in form. FIow can one explain that in June of 1229 the same pope
grants to Perugia a privilege that has an extremely imprecise juridiial
salutation: "d.ilexis in Christo filiabus Agneti ac aliis ancillis Christi in ecclesia
sancte Marie ntlntis Lacidi episcopams Perusii congregates [to the beloved
daughters in Christ, Agnes and the other handmaids of Christ gathered in
the church of Saint Mary of Monte Luce in the Diocese of Perugia],,?
Maleczek does not explain how t}ris definitely genuine Priuilege can have the
same formal "defects" that he cites to argue against the authenticity of that
of Innocent. Gregory's Curia took certain liberties in form that Maleczek
would claim that Innocent III could not have used. Furtlermore, Gregory
would have composed anachronisms that cannot be explained, and just
several months later writes to the same community in a correct form as the
"beloved sisters in Christ, the abbess of t}re cloister of St. Mary of
Monteluce in Perugia and her sisters, present and future, who have vowed
the 'uita regularis [regulated life]!'"'* From summer to autumn of lZ29 did
the "handmaids of Christ gathered in the Church of Monteluce" change

""Adfaciendamaobis gratianr. (July 18, l23l): Buttariam.Franciscanuml,T3.
lh9 ptpl poliry, whose goal was the material security of the Poor Ladies, had to
deal with_ problems of support with regard to the cbmmunities living in radical
poverty. See R. Manselli, "La Chiesa e il francescanesimo femminile," Moaimento
r e li gio so femm.ini le, 23 9 -2 61, especially 2 5 0-2 5 5 and 2 5 8 -2 5 g.

'"'Cited by Maleczek, "Privileger" 73, n. 167 .

""Malecze_k, "Privilege," 32, who sees in the papal privileg e of 1228 granted
to Clare a_ "sigg that he understood her desire," *usi, tien, e"ptain t}re'iack of
understanding ahl!, i" later y_ears, characterizes Gregory IX's policy for prague and
San Damiano ("milk"), as well as Clare's statements Zl-lg tS-ti .

'"nSee the comparison of the salutations in chapter one.
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into the "abbess and monastery with religious profession"?'"t The same can

be said of San Damiano: a curia document of the same year, L228, addressed

to the "Abbess and convent" of San Damiano, makes rJr.e Priailege of Pozterty

seem especially anachronistic.'"0 Can the salutations in the two Priuilege of
Pouerty both come from Gregory's time? Were they not taken from earlier
papal documents? Do they not necessarily point to a yet to be determined
early time period in San Damiano? to the time of the Rah of Hagolino,

therefore before 1218, because neither spoke of Clare's companions nor the
whole milieu of abbesses and monasteries?'"' to a time in which the sisters

were still a "semi-religious" community whose members "serve Christ in the
Church of San Damiano in fusisi"?

Let us summarize: Maleczek's theory that Gregory lX's Priailege of
Poaerty for San Damiano (1228) and Perugia (1229), preserved in the
original and doubtlessly authentic, was the first and only one of its type,
raises a few questions about is origins. How can Gregory encourage the
sisters to be so committed to their form of life that clearly goes against his
own poliry and spirituality? All the more so since it involves that very
monastery that is supposed to be the center and model of his "Ordo Sanai
Daruiani"? How can one explain the "peculiarities" of the address that, in
the case of Innocent's Privilege, Maleczek claimed were imprecise and

therefore not authentic? Why does Gregory IX or his curia make up an

address that is juridically extremely open, that actually refers to some semi-
religious in Assisi and Perugia, if, as has been shown, he is addressing

"abbesses and convents," as other bulls of the same period reveal with all the
precision that can possibly be desired? Engelbert Grau explained the
anachronisms in the form by saylng that it must be the confirmation of an

'"tAfter Honorius III had addressed them six years before, in 1222, as the
Abbatissae et Monialibus Monasterii S. Mariae de Monte Lucio? Bullariam. Franciscanum

1,13.

'"oGregory's Deus Pater, written before July 16, 1228, trans. Armstrong,
Clare of ,*sisi, ful-tO+. It is a letter from Gregory IX to all the monasteries of the
"Ordei of San Damiano." For questions about the manuscript tradition, see Efler,
"Die Briefe Gregors IX an die hl. KlaravonAssisi" FranzStud. l5 (1953) 287-290;
the second letteais also a Circular Letter written by Raynaldus when taking office as

Protector of Gregory's 24 monasteries. See the next footnote.

'"'In a curial document of August, 1228, it can be proven that Clare was

addressed as "Abbess": the circular letter from Cardinal Rayraldus, who had just
been named Protector, is addressed to his 24 monasteries, but Clare is named first
among rJne mntribus, sororibus et filiabus carisim.is ancillis Cbristi Sponi, Filii Dei,
abbatisis ac conaentibus Pauperam monasteriorum. sancti Dam.iani de Assisio, Beatae

Mariae Vallisgloriae, de Peraio..., Armstrong, Clare of Asii, 105.
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earlier privilege, whose form, essentially unchanged, was copied.'"'Maleczek
has not exhausted the debate.'"' The formal anachronism in Gregory's
Privilege also has a corresponding anachronism in its content: with a most
involved biblical foundation it supports a povertF of the most radical type,
which is very hard to reconcile with Hugolino's policies towards religious
life. Both results strengthen tfe suspicion that Gregory's Priailege of Poaerty
confirms a preceding document that dates back to the time of Innocent III.

5. Further evidence in favor of Innocent III's Privilege of
Poverty

In arguing against the authenticity of Innocent's Privilege Maleczek
ignores sources, and disqualifies, as it were, the star witnesses. Even his
presentation of the evidence about papal diplomary reveals some weak
points. A final set of questions shall therefore lead us back to the beginning
of his study and ask ourselves if a Privilege from Innocent is really
impossible.

First of all, a glimpse at the situation in San Damiano ca. l2l5 is
meant to test Maleczek's certainty that at this time there was neither a need
for nor the possibility of this kind of Privilege. He claims that the semi-
religious were not affected by the decision "Ne nimis religionum diversitas,,
of the Lateran Council"" and Clare would have had no reason for accepting
an old Rule while ensuring "the originality of San Damiano" through a
papal privilege."' By chance the sources handed down to us report about
"semi-religious" who were seeking papal protection and official recognition.
fu early as 1216, as we know,Jacques de Vitry traveled from Flanders to the
Roman Curia to obtain papal recognition for a group of Beghines."' This

"''See Engelbert Grau, "Das Privilegium Innocenz' IlI," FranzStud. 3l
(1949) 337-349,348; Grau relies on Paul Sabatier, "Le privilEge de la pauvret6,"
Reaue d'hixoire franciscaine I (1924) l-5+,44-+7.

"''Maleczek, "Privilege," 24-25, evrdes the decisive arg'ument. The Circular
Letter of Cardinal Ralmaldus in 1228, which he considerJ an argument to be
rejected, uses exacdy the same terminology that is lacking in the anachronistic
saluation: "abbatissis ac ctmoentibus pauperum monsteriorum sancti Damiani de
Assisio," etc.

"'Maleczek, Pritsilege,l8-19. See the study by Michele Maccarone, Studi sa
Innocenzo III. Italia Sacra. Studi e documenti di storia ecclesiastica. 17, (Padua, n.p.,
1972),307-327, cf.8. La costituzione "Ne nimia religionum" del IV Concilio
Lateranense": Flermits, penitent communities, itinerant preachers and fratres or
sorores thrt served in a hospitale or a home for the sick war not affected by that
Constitution.

"'As stated by Bartoli, Chiara d',4sii,74-7 5 .

"'See Bartoli, Chiara d'Asisi, 66-67 with bibliographical references.
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credible witness casts even more suspicion on Maleczek's arguments:
evidendy right after the Council there was indeed need for papal
recognition for these still open new forms of life"' and evidently the semi-
religious could also appeal direcdy, through appropriate mediators, to the
curia and expect a hearing."n Obviously the desire to found an Order is not
to be assumed, but the more modest desire to be a recognized "domus
religiosa" can suffice."t The same request will move those spontaneously
created communities of penitent women who will appeal to Hugolino two
years later to seek papal protection. Why should not Clare, in 1216, at the
same time as Jacques de Vitry's Beguines, seek protection and recognition of
her lifestyle through Francis, Bishop Guido, and their friends in the Curia in
nearby Perugia? Why could the same thing not happen two years before
Hugolino's solution: the fact that the "semi-religious" communities
therefore accept and with papal support live their own forrna aiztend.i? What
happened under Hugolino with regard to the new women's communities in
Tuscany in 1218 could well have happened for San Damiano in 1216
through Francis and his intermediaries! The sources contradict Maleczek:
they clearly show the need for papal protection for a new religious women's
community as well as the fax of dating it immediately after the Lateran
Council (1216). As to its forrn, we will return to the topic later.

Herbert Grundmann, Religias Moaements in tbe Middle Ages, 161163, 242-243 . Peter
Dinzelbacher calls Jacques de Vitry "the most important personality of the masculine
world at the origins of the women's religious movement." Closely associated with the
Beguine movement in the north, it is thanks to him "that Pope Honorius III allowed
the pious women to live in community without adopting an approved Rule": P.
Dinzelbacher, "Moaim.ento religioso femminile e saniti m.istica nelln specchio della
"Legenda sanctae Clarae," in Cbiara d',*isi. Atti,3-31, citation, p. 9.

"'Not simply juridical necessity, but other needs could have been the
reason: against Maleczek, Prioilege, 38,

"*Against Maleczek, "Privilege," 36, wherein "petitioners of humble
origins.. .could hardly obtain anything."

"tResponding to Malezcek, "Privilege," 33, according to whom the
council's constitution concerns only the founding of Orders, and does not affect
"domus religiosae." Beguines certainly did not want to found an Order, nor did those
"penitent \Momen" of the central Italian cities who turned to Hugolino and, in
accordance with the council, received recognition. The relevant Constitution KII of
the council stipulates: "Lest too great a variety of religious orders lead to grave
confusion in God's church, we sfficdy forbid anyone henceforth to found a new
religious order, Whoever wants to become a religious should enter one of the
already approved orders. Likewise, whoever wishes to found a new religious house
should take the rule and institutes from already approved religious orders." Decrees of
the Ecumenical Coancils I, ed. Norman P. Tanner (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown
University Pr ess, 1990), 2 42.
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Maleczek has declared that "prior to 1218" life at San Damiano was
not the aita regularis mentioned in Innocent's Priuilege of Poaerty. That
would assume an ecclesiastical recognition of the community, and that Clare
must have accepted a traditional Rule. Various authors have advanced the
hypothesis in favor of the Benedictine Rule. However, in fact no sources
from these early years call Clare "abbess," and her community is never
described as a monastery."' One source, however, Maleczek all too quickly
ignored. It is one of the first papal lefters, one sent in l2l9 to the
"communities of women penitents" in Perugia, Siena, Lucca and Florence,
imposing on them Hugolino's forma vitae.

Honorius III then grants a remarkable concession to the women of
Florence: the community can henceforth follow the "observantiae regulares"
of the "Ordo dominarum sancte Marie de Sancto Damiano de Assisio.""' It
must therefore involve elements of a lifestyle that in l2l9 already in practice
is "regularis" and which is meant to follow Monticelli/Florence. Hugolino
allows this as a concession to his constitutions. The evidence shows that
Florence and San Damiano-and other communities of the "Order of San
Damiano in Assisi," perhaps?-because of their "regular observance" can
appeal to an appropriate authority."' When Maleczek declares that the fact
of San Damiano's "regularem vitam professis" dates from their acceptance of
Hugolino's Rule, he must then explain how the "observantiae regulares" of
San Damiano could exist and even spread at the very time that Hugolino
was writing his Constitutions. Also in need of an explanation is the
expression "Ordo dominarum de sancto Damiano de Assisio," which appears
in the same papal letter from 1219, not referring to Flugolino's

"oCf. Maleczek, "Privilege," I 8-1 9.

"' Cf , Maleczek, "Privilege," 28-32.
"'In order to avoid confusion, it should be noted here that at this point in

time Hugolino calls the women's movement he is to organizing the "Ordo pauperum.
dominarum. da Valle Spoleti siue Tuscia," as can be found in an official formulary of
1219: See "Registri del card. Ugolino d'Ostia e Ottaviano degli tlbaldini," Fonti per
h Storia d'halia,8, Rome 1890, l5l-154. The new Order was supposed to unite
communities of various types: ". . .the cardinal tried to gather together into one single
monastic order, the "Order of the Poor Ladies of the Spoleto Valley or Tuscany,"
whether they were setdements in the San Damiano area, or preexisting communities
of women penitents not connected in any way with the Franciscan movement, or
new foundations," Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo femminile nel secolo
XIII," Moaimento religioso femm,inile e francescanesim.o nel secolo XIII. Atti del WI
Canaengo intemazionale.,4sisi 1l-13 Ottobre 1979, fusisi 1980,263-313, 278 (also
283!). The "observantiae regulares" of the "Order of San Damiano in Assisi,"
mentioned by Honorius III, must predate Hugolino. In any case, they are different
from his forma vitae (RegHug) and were allowed to the monasreries of Florence, but
not recommended to the other communities.
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communities, and apparently indicating the women who Maleczek would
see as insignificant and unrecognized semi-religious."'

Maleczek also too readily ignores the testimony of the sisters at the
process of canonization. The fact that Sister Pacifica di Guelfuccio "avoids
the word'abbess"'and in regard to 1215 speaks only of the "regimento et

governo delle sore" in San Damiano, cannot be used to argue against the /e
jure acceptance of the Benedictine Rule. Clare's community had clearly

distanced itself in practice from monastic/Benedictine structures, sustoms

and titles, when for the longest time curial documents had been referring to
her as the "abbess.""" Eloquent testimony of this are Clare's letters to Agnes

of Prague, in which she refers to herself as "ancilla" and "famula," and

honors Agnes with a wide variety of spiritual tides, but-in contrast to the
papal letters-consistendy avoids the term "abbess." Pacfica's testimony
reflects the usage in San Damiano that remained until Clare's death."' Legal
curial standards do not do justice to her reports and can easily lead to false

conclusions. Nevertheless, Maleczek finds Sister Pacifica's statement

noteworthy. In cautious words she tells about a conflict between Clare and

Francis: "the prayers and the insistence" of St. Francis "almost forced her"
to undertake the leadership of her community. The fact that the witness still
speaks about this event forty years after the fact allows us to conclude that it
was a dramatic event. The reference to the date-three years after Clare was

in "religio"-indicates the period immediately after the Lateran Council.
Bartoli rightly holds that this is not simply a question of Clare's humility.
Thomas of Celano is even more precise. fu we have seen, he was generally
well informed and is familiar with events in San Damiano. "Three years

after her conversion, declining the name and office of abbess," Clare desired

"... among the servants of Christ to serve more willingly than be served";

ultimately, however, "compelled by Francis, she accepted the government of
the Ladies.""' These are very clear words that not only reflect Clare's

spirituality, as the tide indicates, but also surpass the witness in the process

""Cf . Maleczelq "Privilege," 17-18,24'36.

""At the latest with the circular letter of August 18, 1228 from the new
Cardinal Protector Ralmald, to the 24 monasteries: "abbatissis ac conaentibw

pauperum monasterioram sancti Damiani de fusisio" etc. See Armstrong' Clare of
Asisi,l05-106.

"'Regarding Clare's unmonastic, radically "fraternal" under-standing of
community, tJ. th" i-nformative study by Cettina Militello, "Chiara e il 'femminile',"
Chinra. Fiancescaneimo al femminile, ed. by Davide Covi and Dino Dozzi, (Rome:

n.p., 1992), 67-104, rs *.ll as the article by Marianne Schlosser, "Mother, Sister,
Bride: The Spirituality of St. Clare," Greyfriars Reairu 5 (1991):233-249.

"'LegCl12. For a study of the event in its historical context, Bartoli, Clare of
Assisi,69-71.
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of canonization in their clarity."' Thomas was writing, as we know, for a

Pope who since 1228 had been Cardinal Protector of the Damianites, and
for the sisters who remembered things well."* Gregory IX claimed that
Francis later succeeded in getting Clare to accept juridically his the Rale of
Hugolino."' Was the Poverello, who shortly before his death encouraged
Clare in her original way of life, thus open to legally necessary fictions? A
fiction like Hugolino himself-availing himself of the Benedictine Rule -
applied to his penitents, or somewhat differendy, Dominic did in order to
provide ecclesial recognition for the new women's communities?". Why
could the same thing not have happened in San Damiano before l2l9-in
that "third" year after Clare's conversion, which would then be in the time
around the Lateran Council. Both witnesses are too precise in their
timeframe and too serious about the conflict for it not to represent a

milestone in the early history of San Damiano. Thomas is well informed,
and his testimony is precise. Francis asserted himself and imposed on Clare a

responsibility that d.e jure corresponds to that of an abbess-although Clare
continues to decline the title and "job description" of an abbess. Francis's
intervention can be upderstood only in reference to the Council's decree.
Everything points t9 /Clare's desire and attempt "in t-he third year after her
conversion" to obtafn for San Damiano papal protection and recognition as

a "dotltus religiosa [qCligious house]."

"'It might igterest Maleczek, so attentive to juridical exactness in Thomas,
that Thomas does no$recisely follow Sr. Pacifica's recorded testimony. While Sr.
Pacifica speaks casually\ "three years after Saint Clare had been in 'religion',"
Thomas speaks of "three years after her conversion," avoiding the juridically
awknrard termreligio/m'do for the period before recognition.

"*In addition to hts Life, Thomas of Celano's remaining life also speals
about his closeness to the sisters: shordy after Clare's canonization he went to a very
poor monastery of the Poor Clares , close to his home, where he died in 1260; see

Giovanni Pagani, Fr. Tummaso da Celano. Storico e Poeta, Avezzano 1982, 53;
Giovanni Odoardi, "Tommaso da Celano e S. Francesco," Tortm.aso da Celano e la sua

opera di biogofo di S. Francesco. Atti del Conaegno di studio. Celano 29-i0 nooembre 1982,
Celano 1985, l1l (whole article, pp. 10+-123).

"tSee Gregory IX's previously cited leter, Angcks Gawliu.m to Agnes of
Prague (May ll, 1238). He bases his renewed imposition of the RegHug, among
other reasons, "because Clare and her Sisters had the privilege of exemption which
was given to them by Pope Honorius at onr request, and they solemnly professed
that Rule which was composed with carefrrl zeal and accepted by St. Francis, and
afterwards confirmed by the same Pope flonorius, Our predecessor of happy
memory," (BullariumFranciscanam l, 243;tans. Armstong, Clare of Asisi,372).

"uConcerning Dominic, see the article by A.V. Ferrua, "Domenico di
Guzman," as well as that of L. A. Redigonda, "Domenicane," in Dizionario degli
Istituti d.i Perfezione, ed. by Giancarlo Rocca, 3 , Rome 1976, 948-961 , 7 80-7 93
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Maleczek tends to relativize Francis and Clare,s relationships with
the Roman Curia. Francis appears as the "leader of a very suicessful
penitential community which, with the support of the local Bishop, was
known even at the Roman Curia.""' He fails to mention that the
"charismatic" penitent received more from Innocent III than the successful
and-as far as papal policies are concerned-valuable founder of the Order
of Preachers: papal recognition of his way of life, which then allowed his
successor, Honorius III, to publicly commend the Friars Minor in 1219 as
an approved "religio," and in 1220 as the "Ordo Fratrum Minorum,,, and
ultimately to approve their definitive Rule in 1223."'That would have been
possible after the Lateran Council's clear decision only if there had been a
prior express and legally correct recognition of the way of life. In whatever
form this occurred, the Poverello must have not only had access to the great
Innocent III, but astonishingly clear support from him. Herbert
Grundmann thoroughly investigated the Pope's relationship to the poverty
movement and the fraternitus frorrr fusisi. He substantiated Innocent,s wisely
chosen support of the Franciscan poverty movement."' Maleczek would havl
done well in his study not to relegate Grundmann to a footnote and not to
brush aside his every argument."" Michele Maccarrone, a proven expert on
Innocent III, expanded Grundmann's studies and demonstrated the degree
of political and legal freedom thar the Pope from Segni showed Francis,s
friars."' Although it was only a small "fraternitas" of lapnen and penitents,

"' Malezcek, "P rililege," 27 .

"'Cf. Honorius III's above-mentioned Bulls, "Cum dilecti filii,, ofJune 11,
1219, "Pro dilectis filiis" of May 29, 1220 and "solet annuere" of November 29,
1223 in Bullarium. Franciscanum 1,2,5 ,15 -19 .

"'Fferbert Grundmann, Religious Moaem.ents in the Middh Agu, SS-137.

"'Maleczek, "Privilege," 25-26 (footnor,e 46, closing remarks).

"'Maccarone, Studi su Innocenzo III, 300-305: "Innocent III behaved in a
freer and totally special way with Francis and his eleven companions who had come

1o- 
Rome, probably in the autumn of 1210, ro seek papal approval of their norm of

life.... It is certain that Francis and his companioni wenf to the Curia without
following tlre usual procedures.... llowever, it must be admitted that the Pope did
not-immediately grant their request...." Thanks to people in the Curia Francis
finally succeeded in obtaining confirmation in l2 l0 of his primitive Rule: "which was
called a regula and raised the poor men of fusisi to the status of r religio....Innocent
III was ultimately induced to grant it, won over by the Franciscan ideal, but used an
unusual form, namely granling the confirmation orally and having it approved by the
cardinals in,consistory, without having the chancery publish the nprivilege,, thai was
usual in such cases. ... Although rhe new community had been raisid to the rank of a
"religion" approved,by the Apostolic See, in reali!, it had a vaguely defined form,
retaining elements characteristic of a "fraternitas" of penitents; Innotent III tried to
raise them above this, making them clerics and givingthem licentia praedicandi ubique
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as early as l2l0 they had gained access to the Pope through the people at
the Curia. Innocent III found for them a completely new form of
recognition, giving oral approval to their Rule and having it approved in
consistory. fu a result of his giving the brothers the "small tonsure" and

general permission to preach, he raised them above the status of penitents,
but without changing their way of life. Clare too may have been better
known at the Curia than Maleczek would like to think-and even as early as

12L6. At any rate, a very competent witness, the well-known Jacques de

Vitry, reports on what he finds remarkable about the "semi-religious" of
Umbria during the summer in question. Having come to Perugia from
distant Flanders to be consecrated a Bishop by Innocent III, he finds the
pontiff laid out in his shroud. He reports on his subsequent stay in the Curia
and mentions the "fratres minores" and "sorores minores," for whose form
of life he expresses enthusiasm. Sisters as well as brothers have "left all
things for Christ." The people called them "lesser brothers" and "lesser
sisters"l "many people of both sexes" had been "well-to-do secular people."
The sisters and brothers alike earn their own bread, renounce possessions,

and "accept nothing." Unlike the brothers, the sisters live a common and

secluded life in "hospitia" close to the cities."'

Jacques de Vitry's testimony has its uncontestable value in its
"obvious validity," as Manselli states: Vitry is "important because he

describes the phenomenon of the friars without yet having understood their
fundamental inspiration. ...These very limits and misapprehensions are

(permission to preach everywhere).

. "Jacqoes de Vitry's letter from Genoa can be found in Lewes de Jacquu !.e
Vlny. Editton-critique. Ed. R.B.C. Huygens, (I-yeden, n.p., 1960), 7l-78. The
pertinent passage reads as follows: "I found one consolation in those parts,
nevertheleJs: miny men and women, rich and worldly, after renouncing everything
for Christ, fled the world. They are called Lesser Brothers and Lesser Sisters' They
are held in great esteem by the Lord Pope and the Cardinals. They do not occupy
themselves with te-porai affairs, but work each day with great desire and
enthusiastic zeal to capture t-hose souls that were perishing from the vanities of the
world and to bring them along with them. They have already borne much fruit
through the grace of God, ,nd hare converted many' so that whoewer hears them
says 'eome' and one circle of hearers draws another. They live aggording to the form
of the primitive Church of which it is written: 'The multitude of believers was of one

heart ind one soul ...'They go into the cities and villages during the day, so that
they convert others, giving tlemselves to active work; but they return to their
hermitages or solitary placei at night, employing themselves in contemplation. The
women,-however, live near the cities in various hospices. They accept nothing, but
live from the work of their hands. In fact, they are very much offended and disturbed
because they are honored by the clergy and laity more than they would wish"
(Armstrong, Clare of Assii, l 13 -3 1+).
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points that are basically external; and yet they confirm the objective, even
visual, validity of his account"'33. Of decisive importance for us are two
statements: Apparently in the summer of 1216 the sisters linked to Francis's
brothers were "held in great reverence by the Lord Pope and the Cardinals."
Maleczek must rethink his firm opinion about that the "young woman who,
at that time, was totally unknov,.n to the Curia and who, with a few
companions and for just a few years, had been living near fusisi a semi-
religious life without an approved monastic Rule.""'Vitry makes something
else very clear: his terminology (hwpitia) gives the impression that here "we
can discern nothing of a monastic or cloistered character that the Umbrian
women's movement would soon take on," as Clara Gennaro remarks: The
attentive observer was aware that it was not a question of "monasteria," but
of a "new reality," that of the "hospitium.""'

Maleczek's argument on the question of confirmation threatens to
be too limited because he recognizes only two legal categories that could
have applied to San Damiano: either that of "totally unrecognized penitents"
or-in the case of a recognized, aiu religiosa-that of the traditionally
cloistered nuns. If the latter were true, Innocent III would have had to
strongly apply the relevant decretals of Gratian."o However, a glance at his
pontificate shows that the great Segni Pope recognized factions within the
povert,, movement without forcing them into traditional juridical categories.
His interest in the new religious lifestyles and his sympathy for the groups of
the poverty movement caused him to intervene personally to a growing
degree. In this way Innocent III shows that in regard to law he is
surprisingly imaginative, granting the various factions a recognition that still
allows them to develop freely."' It should sufiEce here to mention briefly
four examples of those who, each with their own "propositum" and without a
Rule, did manage to reach the Pope. At the very beginning of his pontificate
the Pope's legal flexibility is amazing, showing his willingness to recognize
the various branches of the Humiliati in a single "religio." Innocent III
wanted a common "regula" for clerics, lay religious and married people, so

that their "proposita" would become a single "regulare proqositur?rD and they

"'Manselli, St. Frantis of Assisi, 172.

"*Maleczek, "Privilege," I 5.

"tClara Gennaro,"Clare, Agnes and the First Sisters: From the 'Pauperes
Dominae' of San Damiano to the Poor Clares," Greffiars Reaieu 9 (1995):260.

"oSee Maleczek, "Privileger" 19 -23.

"'Quit. revealing in this regard is the study by Michele Maccarone,
"Riforme e innovazioni di Innocenzi III nella vita religiosa"; especially 278-327,
Studi sa Innocmzo III,22l-337.
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would live in "regtlari 'unitate.""' This confirmation, however, did

distinguish between the three branches. Significant for 9u1 purposes is

Innoclnt's solution for the second branch, the unmarried laity living in
community: they were recognized and confirmed as "religiosi" who were thus

committed to a type of religious life through a "regulare propositum'" This
was called the "iirrnuk et regala aitae" and gave the laity the status of
religious withoui making them, as Maccarrone notes, "into real monks

o.i.. 
" 

monastic Rule oi religious of the type of the chivalric or hospitaller

orders.""' Somewhat later Innocent III confirms the "laudable propositurn" of
that Roman Hospital community that he himself had founded in Sassia'

Here the Pope chose not to immediately recognize the clerics and laity

living in a religious community as "religiosi" with a Rule, but "proper operis

noailatum" to delay for a while bestowing upon them that definitive legal

category.'n' In the 1190's another hospital community, that of San Marco in
M"ntoa, asked their bishop to raise theft "fraternitas" to the status of a

"religio." Composed of clerics and laity, men and women, they became a

com-munity of "religiosi" without having taken a definitive Rule. When the

founderupp.o".hed Innocent III in 1207 for recognition of the

Congregation of St. Mark, the Pope wanted them to accept an already

r"cogttiied Rule of local significance. Thereby he made it possible for San

Ma.Io to have the canonical status of "religiosi" under the existing law,

"without losing their own and original character as a community of men and

women oriented towards service in the hospital.""' Maccarrone sees this as a

breakthrough into a new form of recognition for religious groups: giving

p"prl pririleges to a new religious community 1s 1 "religj9" that must

th"r"f"t" b" *illi"g to accept an approved Rale and who could nevertheless

"'Maccarone cites Innocent III's invitation to the various branches of the

Humiliati to come together under a single rule: "Modifi' your proposals .'' to one

h"""r. and regular pioposal of life, (1n-d y9", clerical sons, live under one of the

oth.r rrrl.. "tti 
i., t"iigilus unity), both foi layrnen living with their wives and wives

living with their hus6ands, as-well as for other men and women"'" Maccarone

r"*f.m that "the Purpose of the pl"n conceived by Innocent-Ill was to situate all the

U"*itir,i, including those *ho were living in mairiage, in.the context of a religion,
in th. ."to.i.al s.rise of the word, that wiuld ha,,e [i"en its members the status of
religious or regulares" (Sndi ru. lnnocenzo III,285-286).

"'Maccarrone , Studi su Innocenzo 111,288.

'n'See Maccarrone, Studi su Innocenzo III, 290-291' The Bull gives the

following reason for the delay: "Caeterum, quoniam propter .operis .novitatem

"""d"*"q"i"it 
statutis r.g.rlatib.rs ordinari ad- plenum,- ordinationem huiusmodi

providere duximus apostolicae sedi reservandam."

"'Maccarrone, Studi su Innocenzo III, 29 I -297 .
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have "their own autonomous development."'*' There are two additional
famous examples of Innocent III's legally flexible and creative treatment of
groups from the povertF movement: The "pauperes catbolici [poor catholics],,
of Durandus of F{uesco with their rigorous observance of evangelical
poverty were the recipients of the Pope's personal intervention with the
Bishop in favor of their "propositum conoersati0nis,,, without changing their
status from "poenitentes" to religious in the legal sense. Innocent acted
similarly in l2l2 with the Lombard group of Bernardus Primus: recognizing
their "propositam conoersationis" and, granting them permission to preach-,
without calling them religious in the true sense of the word.", Innocent III
went one step farther, as we have already noted, in Francis,s regard: oral
approval of his "regah," recognition of the new ,,religio" in consiitory and,
through the conferral of the "small tonsure,,, alio a special ,,iicentia

praedicandi ubiqae." In his Rule of l22l the Poverello can equate the words
"regula" and "vita" and use both of them z "Haec est aita qaarn frater Franciscas
petiit sibi concedi et confrnneri a dornino papa Innocentio. Et ille concessit et
confirmaait eant sibi et fratribas sais babitis et faruris....,,,* Maccarrone
established the relationship between Innocent III's special interest in the
early Franciscan movement and its special form of recognition with a fact
that is not insignificant. fusisi belonged to the "regio romana,,in which the
Pope traditionally exercised direct jurisdiction usually reserved to the local
Bishop.'n'

The evidence gathered up to this point allow us to move the legal
recognition of the new way of life for Clare's community, too, and, if
necessary, the communities united with her, into the realm of the possible,

'*'Cf. Maccarone, Stadi su Innocenzo III,298-300.
'o'Maccarrone , Studi sa Innocenzo III, ZgS-300.
2#Quoted 

and analyzed by Maccarron e, Stud.i su Innocenzo III, 302.

_ "tMaccarrone, Studi su Innocenzo III, 303. "The procedure followed in
regard to- St. Francis was out of the ordinary (as is shown by the singularity of the
oral confirmation) and the Pope took the place of the bishop in direcdy conferring
the tonsure on tlose laymen, thus making them clerics. Howiver, . .. that was a riglit
the-Pope _expressly reserved to himself in the dioceses belonging to his immedi*ate
traditional jurisdiction (the so-called 'Roman reg"ion'), to whiclifusisi belonged.', We
should note the subde distinctions in the question of the tonsure. Bonaventure
r-eports t!r1t the Pope had "small tonsures given to all the lay brothers, ... so that
they could freely preach the word of Godr' (LM III, 10). Laurentius Casuft, Die
iiheste tanziskanische Lebensfonn. (Jntersachungen zur Regula prim.a sine bulla, (Gru-
]Vt91-{<O$: I.p., 1955), 50-54, has convincingly shown ihat this "litde tonsure;' only
legitimized the preaching of penance, and iJnot to be confused with the ,,tonsura

patula" or "rotunda," that-is given to clerics "iuxta formam Ecclesiae.,, Concerning
tonsures, see also Raoul Naz,"Tonsure" in Dietionnaire da Droit Canonique, T, (parii
n.p., 1965), 1289-1293.
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or even probable. The cause of this advance could have been the Lateran
Council with its regulation for new dornas religiosae: it can be, but it does not
have to be so. There were even serious problems before this because of their
choice of the most radical poverty. Clare's sisters and her biographer report
that she herself and her first companions had fierce and violent conflicts
with their relatives, who could not accept their daughters' decline into
ailitas. The difficulty that rich families had in accepting such a poverty-and
the love that motivated it, and the fact that it was mainly the daughters of
the nobility who chose the poor life, led to ever greater external pressure
upon the community. Two reliable sources report that Bishop Guido II
himself found it very difficult to understand the poverty of the brothers and
their material insecurity.'* Who would think poorly of him if he had made
even more effort with the sisters? However, for them radical poverty was
undeniable-following Jesus' advice to the rich young man-and an
expression of their evangelical following that Francis himself chose and also
encouraged for the sisters in the forma aiaendi.""'De Vitry also testifies to
the fact that because of their way of life the "fratru ninores" artd "sororeT
rninores ualde autern dolent et turbantar," without specifiring the reason: "quia
a clericis et laicis plus quanr. aellent honoranfiir.""' For a contemplative
community of women the renunciation of "temporalia," of which de Mtry
speaks, was certainly a cause for misunderstanding and conflict, as the
history of San Damiano-even with and in spite of the Priailege of Pouerty-
shows, up until the time of Clare's death. Francis's h).rnn Audite Pouerelle
will then admonish the sisters to let "discrecione" prevail in accepting what
is necessary.'*' His Last Will is a singular call to continue without

'*According to the Legend of the Tltree Companions, which proves to be well
informed concerning events in Assisi: "The bishop of the city of Assisi, to whom the
man of God would frequendy go for counsel, receiving him kindly, told him: 'It
seems to me that your life is very rough and hard, especially, in not possessing
anything in this world."'(L3S 35); see also The Anonymoas of Perugia 17; according to
L3S +9, the same question was raised during the brothers' first meeting with
Innocent IIL

'*"'Living according to the perfection of the Holy Gospel" (FormVia) referc
toJesus'advice to the rich young man (see Mt l9:21): 'Jesus said to him: 'If you want
to be perfect, go, sell what you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure
in heaven; and come follow me." See also 2Cel 204, who identifies the "perfection"
of the Sisters with "most high poverty." See also RCI 2:6-7; and the Franciscan Rules
RagNB 2 : 3 -4; Re gB 2 :5 : EI3er, Opuscula, 37 8, 3 67 .

'*Perhaps it is not by chance that he does so in the same sentence in which
he had just spoken of poverty and lack of possessions.

'n""Io ae prego per grand'amore / k'aiate discrecione de le lemosene ke oe di il
Segnor(e) [I beg you out of great love, to use with discernment the alms the Lord
gives you]:' ESer, Opuscula,480.
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compromise "to follow the life and poverty of the Lord." Like other new
women's communities of the povertF movement in central Italy, with its
lifestyle threatened, San Damiano must have felt early on the desire for
papal protection and recognition. The council made that desire difEcult to
fulfill. None of the traditional Rules writren before 1215 could guarantee for
San Damiano what belonged to the heart of its form of life and the
following of Christ "ahissima paupert&s."

Clare's Tettarnent and her reliable biographer testi$, with great
clarity to the confirmation of her evangelical poverty by Innocent III. The
fact that in l2l9 that Pope's successor, Honorius III, can finally speak of the
"obseruantiae regalares" of the "Order of San Damiano in Assisi" likewise
assumes a legally tenable recognition on the basis of the legal form of a
traditional 'regula'-and the spread of the developing "Observance,, to
Florence. Anachronisms in Gregory IX's Priailege of Poaerty, which comes
from the early days of San Damiano, seem to refer back to a corresponding
document from the time of Innocent III.

In summary, let us state that the general picture we receive from the
available sources leave no doubt about the fact that around 1215116 San
Damiano's life in poverty was recognized by the Pope. Four very different
and important sources speak about a recognition of Clare's form of life at
the time of Innocent III. Clare herself, her well informed biographer,
peculiarities in t}e form and content of Gregory's 1228 Priailege and the fact
that already in l2l9 the "obserzantias regulares" of San Damiano was spread
and confirmed. A whole line of further evidence makes it plausible that from
the very beginning it was precisely the poverty they chose that caused
misunderstanding and conflict and very early on created a pressing need for
ecclesiastical recognition. In 12l5 San Damiano can have decided to appeal
to the Pope, similarly to what the women's communities in Tuscany did in
1218. Francis and his Bishop"" must have played an important role in this.
Around 1215/16 the Poverello pressed Clare to formally accept the
Benedictine Rule, while at the same time encouraging her to continue living
the original Forrn of If. Need, legal conditions, favor at the Curia and
relations were cited, showing that it was possible that what Clare states in
her Testament and her biographer depicts in a simplified and stylized way,
namely, that Innocent III himself drew up a Privilege recogrizing San
Damiano's "ahissimae peapertatis prlplsitan " as an evangelical way of life.

""The fact that Francis "often asked the advice " of the Bishop is noted in
the above-mentioned L3S 35; there is the testimony in regard to Claie of a joint
intervention by Fraqcls and Bishop Guido, who ordered her to mitigate her fasting;
s9e th9 

-tgstimony 
of Sister Pacifica in Proc 1,8. Regarding this, see Bartoli, Claretrf

Assii,105-106.
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Maleczek overlooks too much evidence and all too quickly ignores sources
in order to make Clare remain an unknown semi-religious and rule out a

recognition of her way of life by Innocent III.
The explicit sources and the evidence supporting the fact of a

Priailege of Poaerty granted by Innocent III are important. The foryn of that
Privilege, which caused Maleczek so many doubts, demands another set of
considerations.

6. Regarding Innocent III's Privilege of Poverty: is the
traditional text genuine or manipulated?

Among the reasons arguing for the fact of Innocent III's granting a

Priailege of PoaerSt, we found that the form and content of Gregory IX's
Privilege can suggest a previous document. An obvious thesis would have
been to assume that the lost original privilege from 1216 was similar in form
to the 1228 confirmation that has been preserved. A Priailege of Pouerty in
simple form, whose intitalatio (innocentias..) would have been identical in
form to Gregory's creation, would create very few problems and overcome
many of the problems raised by Maleczek's forgery theory. On this point
Clare's Testartent and Thomas's Life would be credible The latter, at least in
substance, but not in the details with which it is depicted."' The appearance
of Gregory's Priailege could be satisfactorily explained and the difEcult to
maintain thesis of the forgery could be abandoned. Such a solution would
certainly then make it possible to explain a certain text manipulation in the
manuscript tradition. However, since Maleczek's objections from the
viewpoint of the language of papal diplomary do not conclusively argue
against the previous creation of a Priailege of Poaerty on the part of Innocent
III, we shall in conclusion concern ourselves with the possibility or
impossibility of the existence of the "solemn privilege." I dare to enter into a

field in which I have very limited knowledge. Here we need to consult
specialists in papal diplomary. They raise the following observations and
considerations.

Maleczek raises five objections concerning the form of the extant
text of Innocent's Priailege: they concern the salutation, the mention of the
"aita regalaris," the transfer clause, the amended formula regarding the

"'Thomas was present in Assisi in 1228, and in 1246, and also in the early
1250's, (gathering material and working onhis Vita prima, Vita serund.a, the Treatise
on tbe Miracles and last of all on the Legend of Clare), whereas at the time of Innocent
III he was only on the threshhold of becoming a friar minor. He did not have a

personal experience ofthose early days in the "nova militia pauperum duce Francisco
["new army of the poor under the leadership of Francis"] (LegCl 8).
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sanction and the pointlessness of asking the Pope for a direct intervention, a
prerequisite for a solemn privilege with a certain degree of liberty in form.
Let us proceed with those parts of the text that are identical in the 1216 and
1228 documents.

Maleczek found the salutation of Innocent's Priailcge to be so
defective that it was impossible to have come from the great Segni Pope or
his Curia. The fact that apart from a few stylistic nuances, it is identical with
the undeniably authentic Prioilege from Gregory, casts doubt on Maleczek's
certainty about the forgery. The question is even more pressing since the
"defects" found in Gregory's salutation are authentic but not in keeping
with the period, and thus much more serious, while the formula used in
Innocent III's salutation can still be considered realistic."' The openly
formulated salutation corresponds to a reality in 1216 insofar as the letter
would be addressed to a young community that did not fit into clearly
defined legal categories. In 1228, as is shown by all the other Bulls that have
been preserved, that was a thing of the past. If, as Maleczek's thesis holds,
Gregory's Curia can unquestionably invent a form of address that appears to
be both improvised yet legally clear, Innocent III cannot be denied the
freedom to take the same liberties. The argument, which would certainly be
inconsistent with his clarity, is all the more strange when the improvisation
in form (1216) seets to do justice to a new reality, which cannot be said of
Perugia in 1229.In my opinion, Maleczek's reasons for arguing against the
authenticity of the salutation in the Priailege of Pouerty can hardly be
sustained since it objectively coincides with the form of Gregory's text. The
idea of a "vita regularis" in 1216, which Maleczek so decisively dismisses, is
immediately sent back into the realm of the very possible by a whole series
of evidence and especially credible sources. Then too the fact that we have
evidence of the "observantias regulares" in San Damiano in l2l9 shows that
the salutation of the document attributed to Innocent can be genuine and
have a plausible pre-history.

The second part they share in corlmon, the rich biblical
foundations of their "ahissiruae paapertatis prrpositunt" also indicates the hand
of the earlier Innocent III than that of his nephew, his successor. The warm
and forceful encouragement of the sisters to live their radical propositum is
difEcult to reconcile with Gregory IX's spirituality and policies. His
language is reflected in the essentially cooler Privilege for Agnes of Prague

- "'In Gregory's salutation too, Clare is addressed without any qualification
gt gd" or rank, and simply as 'dilecta in Christo filia,' which is used only-for rulers":
Maleczek, "Privilege," 15. The "in eecleia... congregatis" seems stylistically more
elegant than the compact genitive "ecclesie sancil bam.iani ,4sisinatensis." However,
there is no reference to a "semi-religious" life, cf. Maleczek, 7.
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and other letters to the king's daughter. The rich evangelical motivation of
the Priailege, which could hardly come from the pen of Gregory or his
Curia, finds accord in one of Thomas of Celano's reports. According to him,
Gregory's "magnificent" predecessor and relative, "congratulat[ed] such
great fervor," "spoke ofthe uniqueness ofher proposal," and "with great ioy
wrote with his own hand the first draft of the privilege.""' Innocent III's
appreciation of the poverty movement is explained in detail. What the great
Pope made possible for the little Poverello-so lastingly and powerfully
that, despite the Lateran Council, Honorius III could confirm the Rule -he
also did in his own way shordy before his death for Clare's community:
encouraging and recognizing their evangelical life in radical poverty in the
form of an unprecedented privilege of poverty. The request was novel; it was

"too much" for the Curia and their formulas, so the Pope took pen in hand.
Unlike Gregory IX in his confirmation of l22\,Innocent III chose a solemn
form of a privilege as can be seen, among other things, in the salutation and
the coruminatio poenae.In several instances Maleczek has confirmed the fact
that the great Pope could with his own hand draft solemn privileges that did
not concern "grave matters of Church la\M.""n

However, Maleczek is quite selective in interpreting the list of
solemn privileges with which Innocent III took liberties in form, The
request of a single community of women penitents does not fit well in this
list of papal decisions."' His judgment proves to be all too hasty, since
actually the twenty most striking examples of privileges do not simply
concern legally or politically significant acts such as the "establishment of
Metropolitan Sees" and the "feudal independence of England." They also
refer to the "annual income of the Sacro Speco in Subiaco": a single
Benedictine community, therefore, located in a remote area across the wild
Aniene Valley."n Even though it protects Benedict's "sacred cave," the
material cares of that monastery camot compete with the love of poverty of
Francis's slrlret minores, especially since these were held in rnagna reaerentia

at the Curia. If, moreover, special causes such as the crusades or the
campaign against the heretics could cause the Pope to take up the pen,

"'The fact that the Vita preserts things in a simplified way, srylizes events
and spares the listeners the details of Curial procedures, can be explained by its
"literary form." This speaks more in favor of the biographer than against him.
Maleczek, "Privilege," 40-42, glves litde attention to the characteristic of the (non-
curial) sources and too quickly concluding to the author's lack of knowledge and
uncertainty.

"nSee Maleczek, "Privilege," 37 -38.

"'Maleczek, "Privilege," l2-1 5.

"oMaleczek, "Privilege," I 3.
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under Innocent III the poverty movement would certainly be included.r',
Even Maleczek's list of exceptional privileges proves Innocent III,s decisive
support of the poverty movement, including also the confirmation of the
Rule of the First Order of the Humiliati. A solemn privilege granted to San
Damiano would not be such a misfit-as Maleczek thinks-in this list of
Innocent III's letters with formal distinctions: it could fit in with the matter
of the income of Subiaco and-as a new development-with the support of
the Humiliati.

Concerning the Rule for the Humiliati, in l20l the still young
Pope dared to make, by way of a solemn privilege that was far-sighted and
broke with previous custom, a breath through in Church poliry.," in Clare,s
case in 1216 neither legallynor factuallywas there a new Rule to approve.
A-fter the first three years' experience there was only a short ,,forurn iiiendi,,,
art "lbseruantiae" developing in practice and the recent de jare acceptance of
the Rule of Benedict. In this way the women of San Damiano were just like
the other recently mentioned new developments who came to the Curia
with their "proposituna" and learned that Innocent III was legally creative. On
this point Maleczek will have to allow me to speculate: the brilliant jurist,
Innocent III, found a traditional yet new way of granting ecclesial
recognition to the way of life of an individual young community. To that
effect, as was the custom at that time, there would have been the usual
recognition by means of the solemn conferral of property."' Could Innocent
III not honor the brilliant idea of granting Clare recognition with a solemn
confirmation of her lack of property and leave room for further
developments? What the same Pope made possible for Francis through his
oral recognition or put in writing for the hospital communities woulJ have

"' Maleczek, "Privilege, " 3 8.

"tGrundmann, Religious Mooem.ents in the Middle Ages, 69-74; M.
Maccarrone,Studi sa Innocenzo III, 284-290.

. "'sabrtier, "Privilige," 6, says: "\4/hile the ordinary bulls bore no signature
and were authenticated only by the lead seal of the ieigning pontiff, "[papal]

privileges, in_addition to many other particular features, *.r. Jgrr.? ". confir-ed by
the pope and_ all the cardinals present in Rome at the time they were granted. The
mljofty of them are charters by which the Holy See takes a particular order or
religious house under its protection, indicates its rule, gives a liit of its properries,
and grants it a set of favors that constitute in turn its definitive situation, fi is the
official, document of an institute recognized in perpetuity, in perpetuum, as the
special formula of these bulls states, by the Supreme Authority. Obiaining a privilege
was thrs the great concern of the new orderJ and the religious houses iirat had ju"st
been. founded." He goes on to illustrate this with 

"*"*"pl.r of St. Dominic (the

f.iyl:g: "Regliosam viram" of December 22, 1216) and o? the Abbey of San paolo
delle Abbadesse near Assisi (see the text in ibid, 8-12).
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to be done just as flexibly in Clare's case: protecting and showing the
originality of their way of life, officially recognizing them as ,,religiose

viventes," but without actually making them nuns. The writer confirms iheir
community and way of life in a really brilliant way: while the privilege
recognizes their most high lack of property and gives the express evangelical
and mystical reasons for it, it succeeds in fact in "translating" that very same
basic content into the form of a legal privilege bearing the stamp of Francis,s
Forrn of Life.'n" The young community and their new lifestyle thus require
somewhat of a legal improvisation, as can be seen in the address as well as in
the modifications in the formula of sanction. One question still remains:
Why did Pope Innocent not iust grant the sisters oral recognition as he did
the brothers in 12l0? And why did he not iust wait for a further maturation
of the experience? The privilege must have been granted in the last months,
weeks, or days of Innocent III's pontificate. After his experiences with the
bishops and members of the Curia during the council, did he perhaps
foresee that, as far as religious policy was concerned, a small, bold offsholt
of the poverty movement would have an uncertain future, and therefore,
shortly before his death, gave them written support through an ingenious
legal intervention? A realistic look at the later developments shows that it is
unfeasible to exclude that possibility.

In the case of a solemn privilege, Maleczek would expect a formula
that would "grant the crossing ad aitam districtioreru," instead of the wishy-
washy transfer clause. The latter supposedly could "not come from a so
well-experienced jurist like Innocent III."'.' We have just explained that
Maleczek backs himself into a corner because he would like to hold
Innocent III to norms for traditional communities yet ignores his legally
innovative dealings with the new communities. Furthernore, Maleczek's
acumen in papal diplomacy must be countered with a question of whether or
not, in view of the fact that this is a community whose radical poverty drives
its members to strong reactionism and which would exceed the human
understanding of one like Gregory IX, the "vita districtior" is even
imaginable. We must remember that before the introduction of the
novitiate in 1220 entrance into a recognized religious community also meant
definitive acceptance. Before 1220 no period of probation was provided. In
Clare's practice this meant selling all one's possessions, g"i"g the money to

'o"Francis encourages his sisters, as we have seen, to live as daughters ofthe
TIF* and spouses of the Holy Spirit, according to the "perfectio evangelii,, (the
f:llowing of Jesus in poverty, according to MarhlO). In other words, mlistical and
Gospel-based most high poverty, according to the circumstances of that time, in a
stable community.

'o'Maleczek, "P iilege," 20 -23 .
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the poor and "following the life and poverty of the Lord." Exactly like the
brothers,'n' in San Damiano the total renunciation of property in favor of the
poor was both a necessity for entering and a sign of the authenticity of the
vocation.'o' Realistically an experienced man like Innocent III could well
believe it excessive for women to take such a step in their idealistic fervor
and enter San Damiano and then, in the course of the day-to-day realities,
find it too difficult. In fact, the sources do refer to some "departures"'nn from
San Damiano. If, therefore, Innocent III is prepared to recognize an
extremely difficult way of life,'n' does it not speak greatly of his realism and
empathy if he also-before the existence of the novitiate year-thinks of
those who would be overtaxed. What the jurist thinks of as "deformed,"
such that he would call it a "aita districtior, " would rather be proof of a realist
of human greatness and foresight.'no Those "n ,ulieret" could change "ad hcunt.
sli7tr71x"-'4s a sen ing sister or choir sister in a monastic order or go to a
Beguine community or a hermitage. Thus Gregory's document could admit
that clause because the introduction of the novitiate created a sufficient
period of time for a real test 'o' before a "nru.lier" was admitted to profession
and thereby had to make a mature decision (RegCl 2). Thus the
"transferatar" clause fits historically-as does the salutation-in the early

'n'RegB 2:1.5; RegNB 2:1.4; cf. RCl2.
'n'See T. Bargiel, Iniziazione alla aita religiosa nella tradizione monastica e nella

prim.itiaa fratemiti francescana (Pars Dissertationis), Rome 1989, 56-62.

'n*See the fate of Gasdia de Taccholo, who left after six months, overcome
by the difficulty of that life. Proc 6: 1 5. The event is reported only by chance, because
it is meant to give us a glimpse of Clare's power of prophery.

'otWe have seen how Clare refers to her following the Gospel in poverty,
just as Francis does. In regard to Francis, Bonavennre narrates inthe Legenda Major
that Cardinal John of St. Paul obtained the oral approbation from Innocent III with
the argument that the Church cannot refuse to support a radical attempt to live the
Gospel. Whatever happened in Rome in 1210, an astonishingly open Vita reports
that in 1228 Clare used a similar arg'ument with Gregory IX (LegCl 14). For Francis,
see LMIII:9.

'nnlnnocent III was described by a monk of the Alsatian monastery of Pairis
as a "vir multae discretionis": cited by Grm,Dreigefibrtenlegenda,l36 (note l4). "In
fact," writes an expert on the great Pope, "he possessed discretio, the ability to judge,
and the intelligence to distinguish and understand how to handle people": H.
Tillmann, Papst Innozenz 11L Bonner Historische Forschungen. 3, (Bonn:n.p., 1954),
247.

*'With the bull "Cum. secandum consiliam" of November 22, 1220, the
novitiate year was introduced into the Order of Friars Minor and it was forbidden to
leave the "religio" after profession: Ballaium. Franciscanum 1,6. See Bargiel,
Iniziazione all aita religiosa, 68-73; Oktavian Schmucki, "Iniziazione alla vita
francescana alla luce della Regola e di altre fonti primitive," balia Francescana 60
(1985) le8-400.
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'o'Maleczek, "Privilege," 16-l 7.

'o"Sabatier, "PrivilEge," 54' See also the economic considerations on page

days of San Damiano and therefore does no harm to Innocent III's juridical

greatness.

There is one last text that raises questions for MaleczelCn', namely

the ending of the section with the long sanctio.In the document the formal is

,rsed, pro[.tty is confirmed and it "is deficient because it leaves out all the

phrrses that would refer to the undisturbed possession of goods'" Maleczek

concedes that the "shortening of the text shows clearly that in this case,

there is no confirmation of ownership'" In the case of a solemn privilege

that did not confirm rights or properg/, Innocent III's chancery would have

chosen anolher formula. In fact, that is what Gregory's Curia will do in
confirming the privilege of poverty. Would Innocent III have thought in
like mann-er? WitI this prMlege he found himself, as the motivation and

juridical content-and especially the additional clause-show, faced with an

entirely new reality. He was trylng to do iustice to a community of women

with tire most radical evangelical poverty. Thus for a community that,

despite its de jare recognition of the Benedictine Rule, did not want to be a

"mlnasterium" and that belonged to what Jacques de Vitry would soon call

a "hospitia," he created an improvised address. In the choice of the "sanctio,"

why Jhoutd that same Innoient choose between two existing crucially

proven but ill-fitting formulas of his chancery? Since actually "possessiones"

,.. th" object of the Priailege, turning to a form of document for the

alienation of property does not seem any more natural than the pragmatic

adaptation of , f"t* dealing with property. Nor does the fact that, in his

.orrfirr.rrtion Gregory IX iesorts to the traditional form used in the

chancery, speak a[ainst the above-mentioned possibility' The formula is

usually ioorrd in siLple privileges. In his thorough analysis Sabatier showed

the plausibility of thi transition from the solemn privilege of Inn-ocent III to
a confirmatiott in the simple form because of Gregory IX's changed

policies.'o'The new Pope consciously reduces the solemn form to a simple

privilege, using the adiress and the motivation from the 1216 work and

.lor", ih" .orrt"*t with a formula for the alienation of property' The loss of
the solemn form can easily be explained by the preceding conflict and

Gregory's inner opposition to the concession. Therefore, the fact that

*o"rrg those papai'privileges mentioned in her Testament Clare had a

,ol"*-r, one also 
"*plrit 

t h-r request to the Cardinal Protector Raynaldus'

Thomas reports very precisely atout her request, stating that she urgently

wanted a confirmatiorrfrom tLe Pope and Cardinals' Thus what she wanted

26.
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was a solemn form of confirmation of her poverty, which therefore required
the signature of the Cardinals. Would it have been realistic for Clare, then,
in the autumn of 1251, to hope for a solemn privilege from Innocent IV
after Innocent III and Gregory IX had only granted her simple privileges?

Summary
1. The forgery of the document has been successfirlly proven only if

the place, time and motivation can be explained. Maleczek's queries began in
late-medieval Perugia in the era and in the scriptorium of the first observant
monastery of Poor Clares. Because a forgery of Innocent lll's Priailege of
Poaerty would neither suggest itself nor even seem plausible for solving their
problems, and because Clare's Tefiarnent could not have been written at that
time, we are led back to fusisi.

2. A look at San Damiano's history placed before our eyes the
threatened life of a radical community. In Clare's last years her Testarnent
reveals its depth and its special profile. fu a last will it looks back on forty
turbulent years and communicates its urgent message of an uncertain future.
The threat to poverty seems to come from external sources, and it is the
Pope and the brothers-the very ones who were making it difEcult for the
sisters to live their following of Francis'ss poverty-who are insistendy
reminded of San Damiano's vocation. A comparison with the other writings
of Clare confirms the experiences and basic content of the Testament that
clearly points to the period before the approval of the Rule in 12 5 3 .

3. Clare's biographer also has proven to be reliable and is much
more credible than Maleczek thinks. Three times he wrote about San
Damiano (1228-1246-1255). His Life show that it is precisely the poverty, as

Clare's sisters chose to live it, that was threatened in the early days and was
still threatened. Thomas of Celano is trusted by the community; he
repeatedly lends Clare his voice and proves to be surprisingly well informed.
He relates Clare's experiences with various Popes in details that surpass the
witnesses at the process of canonization in clarity and yet which cannot be
considered untrusrworthy. Maleczek does not expect Thomas to be
thorough and thus his work is as accurate as can be expected ofthat genre.

4. Clare and Thomas of Celano returned to the turbulent years of
Gregory IX's pontificate. Although the Poverello's friend and a protector of
his movement, as Pope he did not understand Clare's love of poverty and
Francis's forma aiaendl. In his concern to unite the new monasteries of
women in following his Rule and form a single "Order of San Damiano," he
sacrificed the radical Franciscan poverty for his own radical Hugolinian
renunciation of the world. Clare put up a determined and fearless
opposition. This struggle, caused by the enduring misunderstanding and
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Gregory's single-minded poliry regarding religious life can also explain the
anachronistic form-which is also found, word for word, in the Privilege
granted to Perugia. The form and contents point to an earlier document
that was being confirmed in 1228.

5. Clare's and Thomas's testimony as well as observations about
Gregory's Privilege point to the early days of San Damiano and Innocent's
last months. Sources that Maleczek overlooks or misjudges confirm that
immediately after the Lateran Council there was both a need and the
possibility for the newly founded women's monasteries to receive papal
recognition. Innocent III acted quite creatively in regard to these new
communities. Clare herself in 1215, compelled by Francis, experienced a

milestone for her history. A short time later Honorius III speala of the
"obseruantiae regulares" of San Damiano. Four important sources and other
clues leave us with very little doubt about the faa of a Priailege of Poaerty
around 12 I 5 and the papal recognition of Clare's life in poverty.

6. None of the reasons that Maleczek gives against the one forrn of
the Privilege that has come down to us is convincing. The parts that are
conspicuous in their form can be understood in the context of the historical
reality of San Damiano around 1216. If Innocent III's original document,
however, as well as its confirmation in 1228, had the form of a simple
privilege rather than a solemn one, it would still be necessary to prove the
place, time and motive for the manipulation of the text.""

"'My cordial thanks are due to my brothers Oktavian Schmucki and
Leonhard Lehmann for their attentive critical reading of this study and for a number
of valuable suggestions. This work, which is my first lengthy article, is dedicated to
Engelbert Grau, who recendy celebrated his 80" birthday, and who by his thorough
analysis of various sources has made Clare's world better known to us.


